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Comprehensive and robust analysis of galaxies found throughout cosmic time pro-
vides the means to probe the underlying characteristics of our Universe. Coupling
observations and theory, spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting provides a method
to derive the intrinsic properties of distant galaxies which then aid in defining galaxy
populations and constraining current galaxy formation and evolution scenarios. One
such population are the sub-millimeter galaxies (SMGs) whose high infrared lumi-
nosities – typically associated with dust-obscured star formation – and redshift dis-
tribution places them as likely key components in galaxy evolution. To fully analyze
these systems, however, requires a near complete sampling of the full SED, detailed
models that encapsulate the variety of physical processes and sophisticated methods
vi
for comparing the data and models. In this dissertation, we present the general pro-
pose, Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) based SED fitting routine SED Analysis
Through Markov Chains (SATMC) and the insight we have gained in modeling a
sample of AzTEC 1.1mm-detected SMGs. The MCMC engine and Bayesian formal-
ism used in the construction of SATMC offers a unique view at the constraints on
model parameter space that are often grossly simplified in traditional SED fitting
methods. We first present the motivation behind SATMC and its MCMC algorithm.
We also highlight a series of test cases that verify not only its reliability but its versa-
tility to various astrophysical applications, including the field of photometric redshift
estimation. We then present the AzTEC SMG sample and preliminary results ob-
tained through counterpart identification, X-ray spectral modeling and SED fitting
with SATMC. Finally, we present the latest work in detailed SED analysis of SMGs
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Though astronomy has made great strides in recent decades towards understand-
ing the Universe, there are still many questions left unanswered. The field of cos-
mology seeks to understand the origin of the Universe and the various processes that
influence growth and formation of its constituents. The earliest view we have of
the Universe is that of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB, Peniaz & Wil-
son, 1965; Dicke et al., 1965) which represents the epoch of recombination – when
neutral atoms first formed and photons were able to propagate without continuous
scattering off free electrons. Thanks to continuous observations and improvements
in instrumentation led by the COsmic Background Explorer (COBE, Smoot et al.,
1990), Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP, Bennett et al., 2003; Larson
et al, 2011), and now Planck (Planck Collaboration et al., 2013) along with several
additional ground based telescopes and targeted observations, we know the CMB to
be composed of a nearly uniform and isotropic blackbody radiation with a temper-
ature of 2.7260±0.0013 K (Fixsen, 2009) with small temperature perturbations that
aid in constraining the fundamental parameters describing the Universe: e.g., ΩM ,
the density of matter (’dark matter’+baryons); ΩΛ, ’dark energy’ density; H0 Hubble
constant. It is these initial perturbations that form the seeds for the first galaxies
where we then seek to understand and characterize the primary processes dominating
the formation and evolution of galaxies and the relation between these processes as
a function of cosmic time.
1
In the local Universe, galaxies are often categorized by their observed morphologies
into three general types: “spirals” with well defined spiral arms and disk-like profiles
much like our own Milky Way galaxy (sometimes referred to as ’disk galaxies’), “el-
lipticals” with a smooth, spheroidal stellar density profile, and “irregulars” with no
obvious morphological structure (Hubble, 1926; de Vaucouleurs, 1959). Spiral or disk
galaxies are often considered to be actively star forming, with star formation rates
(SFRs) ∼1-10 M⊙ yr
−1, and contain modest stellar masses (M∗ ∼ 10
6−8 M⊙). On
the other hand, ellipticals are more massive (M∗ ∼ 10
9−12 M⊙), contain older stellar
populations, and relatively little gas, thus leading to low levels of star formation (see
reviews by, e.g., Roberts, 1963; Renzini, 2006).
Relating to their gas content and level of star formation, spirals and ellipticals
are often referred to as ’blue’ galaxies (owing to high production of ultraviolet, or
UV, photons) and ’red’ galaxies, respectively. These colors also refer to the galaxy’s
location in color-magnitude space (Figure 1.1, see also Faber et al., 2007). In or-
der to account for the older stellar populations, lack of gas and high stellar mass in
ellipticals, they must have passed through an epoch of high star formation activity
in their early histories. This means an evolutionary connection is likely present be-
tween spirals and ellipticals which is capable of reproducing the galaxies in the local
Universe. Unfortunately, it is impossible to directly follow a single galaxy from an
observational standpoint. Instead, we may use observations to tune theoretical mod-
els and follow galaxies in simulations, a major focus of theoretical cosmology. In the
standard cosmological model, the initial perturbations in the CMB grow as dark mat-
ter (e.g. Peebles, 1982) clumps together on various mass scales through the influence
of gravity. This formalism is referred to as the hierarchical growth of structure (e.g.
Press & Schechter, 1974) where the smallest mass scales first and then combine into
larger structures. Under this hierarchical growth, massive ellipticals are thought to
form through the mergers of less massive spirals. The exact nature of these mergers
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Figure 1.1: Galaxy Color-magnitude diagram from Faber et al. 2007. These images
also show the predicted color-magnitude tracks a galaxy would take from the ’blue
cloud’ containing mostly spirals to the ’red sequence’ containing mostly ellipticals.
The different tracks correspond to prescriptions in merger histories (gas-rich “wet”
versus gas-poor “dry”) and quenching times of the host galaxy’s SFR.
can vary greatly from source to source depending on the gas content of individual
systems (see Figure 1.1). For the most massive ellipticals, the merger of two gas-rich
galaxies can trigger a period of intense star formation (e.g. Barnes & Hernquist, 1991;
Narayanan et al., 2010) though there is a current debate that the same systems may
be formed through a more steady, continuous gas inflow onto a host galaxy (e.g. Dave´
et al., 2010; Hayward et al., 2011).
Detailed observations of nearby objects, both Galactic and extra-galactic, have
revealed a myriad of physical processes responsible for the output emission. In the
optical to UV, stars produce ionizing radiation in addition to their hot (∼3000-40000
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K Lang, 1991) blackbody spectrum that interacts with surrounding gas and dust,
providing a complex spectrum of emission and absorption lines on top of a stellar
continuum. Radiation absorbed by intervening dust causes the dust to heat up and
emit as a series of blackbodies in the infrared (IR) with varying features depending on
dust composition. Radio emission results from combinations of synchrotron, free-free,
and bound-free electron scattering from supernovae remnants, active galactic nuclei
(AGN) jets and other thermal sources. The high energy spectrum (X-ray to gamma
ray) is dominated by the most exotic astrophysics from extremely hot plasmas (∼> 10
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K) to particles traveling near the speed of light. In addition to observable features,
light itself is redshifted to longer wavelengths due to the expansion of the Universe.
This causes the spectral features to move toward higher, or redder, wavelengths the
more distant the object is; the redshift z of a source is parametrized according to
1 + z = λobs
λrest
where λobs is the observed wavelength and λrest is the wavelength of
light emitted in the source rest-frame. Since the speed of light is finite, sources at
increasing distances provide a look into the Universe at earlier stages of its history.
Observational cosmologists therefore seek to identify the dominate radiative processes
in a particular wavelength regime or set of wavelengths and examine how they may
change with cosmic time.
Combining the multitude of physical and radiative processes across the electro-
magnetic spectrum provides a source’s complete, integrated spectral energy distribu-
tion (SED). The SED therefore encodes the various processes that drive the evolution
of a source (from individual stars to populations of galaxies). By fitting the complete
SED, or more often small sections of, to various models, we aim to extract one or sev-
eral physical parameters that describe the source in question; contrary to observations
and analysis of a single feature to derive a single descriptor (e.g. Hα line as a star
formation rate, SFR, indicator; Kennicutt, 1989). Though there are still limitations
in obtaining a complete, high resolution SED and models encompassing all physical
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and radiative processes, SED analysis has greatly improved over the years. Blank field
surveys detect hundreds upon thousands of galaxies across wavelengths ranging from
the X-ray to the radio and push the boundaries of the observed Universe by probing
ever higher redshifts as instruments become more sensitive (e.g. Great Observatories
Origins Deep Survey GOODS, Giavalisco et al. 2004; Cosmological Evolution Survey
COSMOS, Scoville et al. 2007; Ultra-Deep Survey UDS Lawrence et al. 2007; Cosmic
Assembly Near-IR Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey CANDELS, Grogin et al. 2011;
Koekemoer et al. 2011). Meanwhile, SED fitting tools and models have been created
to make full use of current and future data with cosmological simulations and semi-
analytic models providing the framework and predictions for the major parameters
of interest.
When constructing SED models or deciding on which set to use, one needs to
consider several factors. First, one needs to determine the parameters of interest for
a given set of observations. For instance, one may wish to determine photometric
redshift estimates for a specific galaxy type or the dust/stellar mass content in a
distant galaxy. These parameters then need to be separated into input parameters
(e.g. redshift, masses) and derived parameters. Input parameters describe those that
are required for the SED construction which may not always be measurable (e.g.
da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz, 2008; Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al., 2007) or carry individual
physical meaning. An example of the latter case is the timescale τ commonly used
to parametrize the star formation rate history (SFRH) into an exponential form, i.e.
SFR∝e−t/τ , as the SFRH of any given galaxy will be populated by numerous small
in-fall events and periods of enhanced/diminished SFR. Ideally, input parameters
should be independent; however, as the complexity of models and the amount of data
increases, correlations in chosen parameters will begin to surface. Proper care with
additional analysis should be taken in cases of parameter correlation/degeneracy to
avoid over-simplification and misinterpretations of the physical processes responsible
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for the emission. While input parameters are often limited in scope due to the number
and quality of the observations and models, derived parameters may encompass a near
infinite set and need not be independent. Parameters of this type include the vari-
ous SFR indicators – UV estimators providing the SFR averaged over a long period
whereas SFRs derived from emission lines trace the instantaneous SFR – and the spe-
cific SFR per unit stellar mass (SSFR=SFR/M∗). In addition to the parametrization
of the models, one need also consider the translation of an emitted spectrum to that
of the observations. The optics of telescopes, instrumental filters and instruments
themselves attenuate and disperse incoming photons through spectral responses and
point spread functions, both of which are sensitive functions of wavelength. This
effect influences both spectroscopy and photometry and must be handled with care
to avoid degrading the quality of data and marginalizing key features of interest (see
also the review by Walcher et al., 2011).
For observational cosmologists, a major focus point lies in tracing and analyzing
star formation activity and the SFRH of the Universe. Deep, large field surveys (e.g.
GOODS) provide large samples of galaxies at various periods in the history of the
Universe from which we derive the cosmic star formation history (see Figure 1.2, e.g.
Madau et al., 1996; Bouwens et al., 2011). These studies show that while the SFR
density is low in the local Universe, there was a period of rapid stellar mass build up
around z ∼ 2; consistent with the predictions from the hierarchical growth model.
Typically, studies aimed at examining star formation activity are carried out in the
UV (and optical at moderate to high redshifts) due to the hot thermal emission from
young, short lived stars. However, it is well known that stars are formed in large
molecular clouds which contain dust produced from previous stellar generations and
young stellar objects. Additional dust may be found throughout the galaxy in the
interstellar medium. The intervening dust will absorb and attenuate the UV/optical
photons such that the most heavily dust enshrouded systems may not be detectable
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Figure 1.2: Star formation rate density of the Universe as a function of redshift from
Bouwens et al. 2011. The blue region and data points show the star formation history
as derived from UV luminosity functions while the red region utilizes dust-corrected
UV emission. Regardless of how the star formation history was computed, the key
features to note are the steady increase over the z > 2 redshift range and steep decline
at z < 2.
in even the deepest UV/optical surveys. Instead, these systems are revealed through
the high amount of IR radiation produced by the heated dust grains. Locally, popula-
tions of luminous IR galaxies (LIRGs, LIR ∼> 10
11L⊙) and ultra-luminous IR galaxies
(ULIRGs, LIR ∼> 10
12L⊙; see reviews by Soifer, Neugebauer & Houck, 1987; Sanders
& Mirabel, 1996) uncover such dust-obscured star formation. These systems are also
home to the most violent and energetic mergers of massive gas-rich galaxies. Given
that much of the star formation is hidden by dust (Figure 1.2) and that (U)LIRGs
begin to dominate the IR energy density at high redshifts (Figure 1.3, Le Floc’h et
al., 2005), the formation and evolution of (U)LIRGs is likely responsible for the build
up of the high stellar masses and galaxies seen today.
With the advent of millimeter (mm) and sub-millimeter (sub-mm) telescopes and
instruments in the mid-1990’s, astronomers have finally been able to observe the
most dust-obscured star forming systems in the early Universe. Starting with the
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Figure 1.3: IR energy density as a function of redshift from Le Floc’h et al. 2005.
The colored bands represent the relative contributions to the total (green) from low-
luminosity galaxies (LIR < 10
11L⊙, blue), Luminous Infrared Galaxies (orange), Ultra
Luminous Infrared Galaxies (red). The lines show the best fit to the total IR energy
density 0 < z < 1 (solid), SFR measured from the UV without correction for dust
(dashed), and total SFR density correcting for dust attenuation (dotted). As redshift
increases, the more luminous sources begin to dominate the total IR energy budget.
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Submillimeter Common-User Bolometer Array (SCUBA, Smail, Ivison & Blain, 1997;
Hughes et al., 1998), numerous high redshift sources have been detected in blank field
surveys. Observations at mm and sub-mm wavelengths probe regions of the galaxy
SED beyond the IR peak generated by thermal dust emission along the Rayleigh-
Jeans tail. This region follows the approximate functional form of Sν ∝ ν
2+β where
β is the dust emissivity index with a value of ∼ 1.5 − 2.0 (e.g. Dunne et al., 2000).
In the Rayleigh-Jeans regime, the spectrum increases with increasing redshift such
that the observed emission from a source is approximately constant over the redshift
range 1 < z < 10 (see Figure 1.4). As a result, sub-mm/mm-selected galaxies form
an ideal population for examining dust-enshrouded, star forming systems throughout
the history of the Universe (see review by Blain et al., 2002).
As SMGs are extremely IR luminous (LIR ∼> 10
12−13L⊙) and have a redshift dis-
tribution peaking around z ∼ 2.5 (e.g. Chapman et al., 2005; Yun et al., 2012),
it is commonly believed that SMGs are the high redshift analogs to local ULIRGs
and are key pieces to understanding galaxy evolution. Unfortunately, their dust-
enshrouded nature makes it difficult to detect SMGs at UV/optical wavelengths for
detailed analysis. Multi-wavelength and spectroscopic studies are generally limited
to the mid- and far-IR (∼3µm through ∼3mm) and radio. Nevertheless, these early
studies have determined that SMGs are predominately strong starburst systems with
SFRs∼ 100 − 1000M⊙ yr
−1. However, recent counterpart studies in the X-ray have
revealed that a significant portion of SMGs (∼30-50%, see, for example, Alexander
et al., 2005a,b; Laird et al., 2010) contain dust-obscured, luminous AGNs. AGNs
themselves are likely key ingredients to galaxy evolution through their intense grav-
ity and near Eddington luminosity interacting with the surrounding stars, dust and
gas reservoirs (e.g. Rees, 1984; Cano-Dı´az et al., 2012). Disentangling AGN and star
formation and thus deriving comprehensive host properties for SMGs, however, is
difficult. Observationally, we are unable to obtain a complete SED for parameter es-
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Figure 1.4: Measured flux density of a typical LIR ∼ 10
12L⊙ ULIRG as a function of
redshift. The various lines cover the observed emission as seen at different wavelengths
over the 24µm-2.1mm range. Figure has been reproduced from Blain et al. 2002.
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timation due to the faintness or non-detection of UV/optical counterparts, the sparse
photometric sampling of the integrated SED, and the problems inherent in obtain-
ing high resolution spectroscopy. Meanwhile, models are limited from the theoretical
side due to the parametrizations chosen during their construction and the decision
to separate the AGN and star formation components except for the most complex,
semi-analytic models.
Building from current techniques in SED fitting and parameter estimation, the
work presented in this dissertation aims to provide a comprehensive examination of
multi-wavelength SEDs with the goal of deriving the intrinsic physical parameters of
SMGs detected at 1.1 mm using the AzTEC instrument with source Signal-to-Noise of
S/N>3.5σ1.1mm (e.g. Wilson et al., 2008; Perera et al., 2008; Scott et al., 2008, 2010).
To begin, we detail a new Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) based SED fitting
algorithm (SED Analysis Through Markov Chains, SATMC) in Chapter 2, describing
its major features over similar codes and highlight test cases used for verification. In
Chapter 3, we show how the code may be further applied to the field of photometric
redshift estimation. In Chapter 3, we also highlight some of the uncertainties that may
lead to incorrect estimates and possible avenues to improve results. Chapter 4 details
the selection and preliminary analysis of AzTEC SMGs with X-ray identifications.
This serves to identify sources which may harbor an AGN and determine its relative
contribution to the multi-wavelength SED compared to the ongoing star formation.
Chapter 5 builds from the SED analysis of Chapter 4 by using SATMC with the SED
synthesis routine GRASIL (Silva et al., 1998) to examine the pan-chromatic SED,
derive parameter estimates and unveil parameter correlations. We also examine how
these estimates compare with previous SED analysis of SMGs and their impact to
cosmological models and the traditional interpretation of SMGs. Finally, we briefly
summarize the importance of our MCMC-based SED fitting code and the implications
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it has provided through modeling the SMG population in Chapter 6. Specific details
regarding the application of SATMC are found in the Appendix.
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CHAPTER 2
SATMC: SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
ANALYSIS THROUGH MARKOV CHAINS
2.1 Introduction
The complete pan-chromatic spectral energy distribution (SED) of a source en-
codes a wealth of information concerning its age, mass, metallicity, dust/gas content,
star formation rate (SFR), star formation history (SFH) and more. Various emission
mechanisms account for the apparent shape and typical features found in SEDs. For
example, dust reprocessing results in attenuation of optical/ultra-violet (UV) photons
produced from stellar populations whose energy is then re-emitted at infrared (IR)
wavelengths while specific species of ions and molecules produce emission/absorption
features across the electromagnetic spectrum. Unfortunately, our ability to extract
information from observations is hampered both on the observational and theoretical
sides. As observers, we try to make due with either coarse, broad-band sampling of a
source’s SED or with high resolution sampling of a small portion of the SED through
spectroscopy. Theorists, on the other hand, must make difficult decisions regarding
which physics, spatial scales, and evolutionary histories to include in the creation of
their SED libraries or synthesis models.
Within the literature, SED models can be sub-categorized into two main types.
Empirical models are derived for particular classifications based on a subset of similar
sources (e.g. Arp 220 and M82 for starburst galaxies, the quasar mean template,
etc.). These models offer the simplest approximation of a source’s SED and are
generally preferred when only sparse photometry is available or for coarse estimates
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of basic properties (e.g. luminosity, SFR, colors). The underlying assumption behind
empirical models, namely that all sources of that ’type’ have the same SED, is difficult
to verify and so their use to probe all but the grossest properties is limited.
Theoretical models are constructed from sets of physical and radiative processes
believed to be the dominant contributors to the emission of a source. Functionally,
these again are divided into two classes. Pre-computed template libraries for par-
ticular source types are the most widely used (e.g. Calzetti et al., 2000; Efstathiou,
Rowan-Robinson & Siebenmorgen, 2000; Siebenmorgen et al., 2004; Siebenmorgen &
Kru¨gel, 2007; Gawiser, 2009; Michalowski, Watson & Hjorth, 2010, and references
therein). Since they are pre-computed, these libraries allow the rapid exploration
of a pre-defined parameter space at the expense of being limited to the resolution
and scope of the parameter space provided by the authors. For more generalized
applications, SED synthesis packages are also available that offer a wider set of in-
put parameters and the exploration of a continuous parameter space (e.g. stellar
population synthesis codes such as GALAXEV, Bruzual & Charlot (2003) and pan-
chromatic galaxy synthesis codes like GRASIL, Silva et al. (1998) and CIGALE, Noll
et al. (2009)). Of course, one may use these packages to construct one’s own template
libraries (e.g. Michalowski, Watson & Hjorth, 2010) for specific applications as well.
In both cases, as the generality of the underlying physics increases to provide relevance
to a wider class of sources, so does the number of free parameters in the models. The
unavoidable existence of correlations in these parameters insists that simply finding
a best-fit parametrization is no longer sufficient. Rather, we now require tools that
properly reveal the complexities and correlations in the adopted model parameter
space.
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With this in mind, here we present the general purpose MCMC-based SED fit-
ting code SED Analysis Through Markov Chains or SATMC1. Monte Carlo Markov
Chain (MCMC) techniques are a set of methods based in the Bayesian formalism
which enable efficient sampling of multi-dimensional parameter spaces in order to
construct a distribution proportional to the probability density distribution of the
input parameters, known as the posterior parameter distribution or simply the poste-
rior. The posterior identifies the nuances in parameter space, including any possible
correlations, making MCMCs particularly useful for exploring SED models and li-
braries with high dimensionality. MCMC based SED fitting codes are relatively new
but have been growing in popularity (e.g. Sajina et al., 2006; Acquaviva, Gawiser &
Guaita, 2011; Serra et al., 2011; Pirzkal et al., 2012). In addition to deriving the
posterior for best fit parameter and confidence level estimation, SATMC includes
many features to aid in improving performance and allows users to easily incorporate
additional knowledge and constraints on parameter space in the form of priors. Ad-
ditionally, SATMC versions exist in both IDL and Python and both are modular and
straightforward to use in any wavelength regime and for any class of sources.
This chapter is organized as follows. We start by detailing the MCMC algorithm
including the prescriptions for generating the Markov chains and subsequent sampling.
We then provide an overview of features available in SATMC that are specific to SED
fitting. Finally, we present several case examples that highlight the versatility and
accuracy of SATMC compared to standard least-squares methods.
2.2 SATMC: The MCMC Algorithm
The primary motivation for SATMC is to provide a means for efficient sampling
of a parameter space with nD free parameters in order to derive parameter estimates
1http://astro.umass.edu/∼spjohnso/satmc, Email: seth.spjohnso@gmail.com
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and their associated confidence intervals. This is accomplished by sampling an nD-
dimensional surface proportional to the probability density function of the parameters
given the data P (x|D), also referred to as the posterior parameter distribution. We
determine the posterior through Bayes Theorem
P (x|D) ∝ P (D|x)P (x) (2.1)
where P (x) represents our current knowledge of the parameters or priors and P (D|x)
is the probability of the data given the model parameters, often referred to as the
likelihood L. We shall define the general form of the likelihood according to








where the product runs over the M observed data pointsD whose individual variances
are given by σ2i and the function f(d|x) represents the model observations d for the
set of x parameters. Note, however, that this prescription of L assumes that the
observations have Gaussian distributed errors, an assumption we will return to later
in § 2.3.1. In the following sections, we detail specific MCMC features that define the
basic operation of SATMC.
2.2.1 MCMC Acceptance and Convergence
Within the literature, there are a variety of sampling algorithms one may use to
construct an MCMC (e.g. Metropolis-Hastings or Gibbs sampling; Metroplois et al.,
1953; Hastings, 1970; Geman & Geman, 1984; Geyer, 1992; Chib & Jeliazkov, 2001;
Verde et al., 2003; Mackay, 2003). For SATMC, we employ the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm which works as follows:
• Generate a proposal distribution q(xi|xi−1) from which the candidate steps xi
will be drawn
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• Draw a uniformly distributed random number u from 0 to 1 and accept the step
if u < α, reject otherwise
• Repeat for the next step
Though the exact choice of q(xi|xi−1) is arbitrary, it is common to adopt an nD-
dimensional multivariate-Normal distribution N (µ,Σ) with Σ = σ2
x
I where I is the
identity matrix, σx is the variance of each parameter in x and






for generating proposed steps (e.g. Gelman, Roberts & Gilks, 1995; Roberts, Gelman,
& Gilks, 1997; Roberts & Rosenthal, 2001; Atchade & Rosenthal, 2005). Following
these works, it is found that the distribution N (µ,Σ) should be tuned for optimal
performance between the time necessary to reach a stable solution (referred to as the
burn-in period) and sampling of the posterior, which may be achieved by adjusting
N (µ,Σ) until the resulting chains have acceptance rates of ∼23 percent in the limit of
large dimensionality. We therefore base our proposal distribution around an adaptive
covariance matrix Σ (similar to Acquaviva, Gawiser & Guaita, 2011) such that sam-
ples are drawn from the multivariate-Normal distribution now given by N (xi−1,Σ).
To obtain an acceptance rate of ∼23 percent, we start by initializing the covariance
matrix for each chain as σ2
x
I where σx is set proportional to the input parameter
ranges. After a period of steps, we then calculate Σ directly from the chain over the
previous interval, i.e.
Σ = E[(x− E[x])(x− E(x))T ] (2.4)
where E[x] is the expectation value or weighted average of x. Following each period
of steps, we compute the acceptance rate and scale Σ if the acceptance rate is too
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high (>26 percent) or too low (<20 percent). The covariance matrix is continuously
updated until the target ∼23 percent acceptance is reached, which allows Σ to take
on the shape of the underlying posterior to readily identify and account for possible
correlations in the parameters.
Once the target acceptance rate has been reached, we then check for chain con-
vergence to determine when the burn-in period is complete. In the MCMC literature
there are many approaches to determine convergence (e.g. Gelman & Rubin, 1992;
Gilks, Richardson & Spiegelhalter, 1996; Raftery & Lewis, 1992); we opt for the
Geweke diagnostic (Geweke, 1992) which compares the average and variance of sam-
ples obtained in the first 10 percent and last 50 percent of a chain segment. If the
two averages are equal (within the tolerance set by their variances), then the chain is
deemed to be stationary and convergence is complete. We check both the acceptance
rate and convergence, verifying the acceptance rate before checking for convergence,
over a default period of 1000 steps until both have been satisfied. If necessary, the
covariance matrix is modified to maintain the target acceptance rate. Once both cri-
teria are fulfilled, burn-in is completed and the chain(s) are set to continue to provide
sampling of the posterior.
2.2.2 Parallel Tempering
The posterior distribution is not guaranteed to be a smooth or even continuous
function of the free parameters. As with all fitting approaches, the existence of
local maxima in the posterior requires that either we known a priori the general
location of the global maximum or we implement a sampling technique capable of
increasing the probability of finding it. For example, one could choose to initialize
a large number of chains that cover random locations throughout parameter space.
While this approach is nearly guaranteed to find the global maximum, it is also
extremely inefficient. SATMC utilizes a technique known as “Parallel Tempering”
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(see review by Earl & Deem, 2005) which, in analogy to simulated annealing, uses
several chains – each with progressive modifications to likelihood space parametrized
as a statistical ’temperature’ – to search parameter space and exchange information
about the posterior at each chain’s location. For a given chain at temperature T,
the likelihood is ’flattened’ according to LT = L
1/(1+T ) so that chains with higher
temperatures will accept more steps, and thus sample larger regions of parameter
space. By coupling these tempered chains, we allow ’colder’ chains to access areas
of parameter space they may have otherwise been unable to reach. The process for
handling tempered chains works as follows:
• Temperatures are assigned to chains in a progressive manner with one chain
designated the fiducial ’cold’ chain with T = 0 (e.g. T = [0, 10, 100, 1000]).
• Chains are allowed to progress for a set number of steps (SATMC uses 3 itera-
tions of acceptance/convergence or 3000 steps by default)
• A ’swap’ of chain state information is proposed using the Metropolis acceptance







• The new set of chains is then allowed to run until the next swap of chain state
information.
This process of coupling individual chains with a Metropolis-Hastings acceptance
algorithm was initially proposed by Geyer (1991) and is referred to as a Metropolis
Coupled Monte Carlo Markov Chain or MC3. In parallel tempering techniques, one
can specify whether the potential swaps occur only between the cold and any tempered
chain (0,j) or between adjacent chains (i, i±1) (see Fig. 2.1). The former allows for
rapid sampling and mixing of the chains to determine the global maximum and is thus
used during the burn-in period. The latter passes state information down through
the tempered chains so that the cold chain may access a more representative region
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Figure 2.1: Simple visualization of transitions between tempered chains. Transitions
may occur either between the cold and tempered chains (top) or between adjacent
pairs (bottom). The former allows for rapid sampling of parameter space to quickly
reach a global maxima while the latter improves sampling around a single location
to avoid local maxima in the construction the posterior parameter distribution. In
this example, chain transitions are proposed after every 100 steps; in practice, these
transitions are proposed every 3000 steps.
of parameter space; this method is used after burn-in to properly sample parameter
space around the maximum likelihood. In this case, chains progress for a set length
(500 steps by default) whereafter the chain transitions are proposed. Should a swap be
made with the cold chain after burn-in is complete, we re-compute the acceptance rate
and convergence as outlined in the previous section to verify proper sampling. Due
to the modified acceptance rate of the tempered chains, it is generally undesirable to
use them in re-constructing the posterior parameter distribution. If there have been
no swaps to the cold chain after 10 iterations, the temperatures of all chains are set
to 0 and the MCMC is allowed to continue until sufficient samples of the posterior
distribution around the maximum have been obtained.
2.3 SATMC SED Specific Features
The methods presented in § 2.2 are generalized for any MCMC-based algorithm.
Here, we detail specific modifications and methods utilized in SATMC for SED fitting.
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2.3.1 Observations and Upper Limits
In order to perform a fit, SATMC requires at least two sets of information: 1)
a file containing the M observations including their wavelengths (λi) or frequencies
(νi), observed fluxes (fobs,i) and corresponding uncertainties (σobs,i) and 2) the model
libraries. Following from Eqn. 2.2, we define the likelihood for a given set of observa-


















where fmod,i are the model fluxes which for narrow passbands are interpolated model
SED values at the observed frequency/wavelength. Alternatively, fmod,i may be cal-









where νmin and νmax are taken from the filter files.
In cases where there is no detection but only an upper limit, SATMC provides
a parametrized probability distribution to allow the user to reflect their confidence
in the underlying statistics of the observations. A simple approach for incorporating
upper limits is to assume a step function accepting all models that fall below the
limit and rejecting all that lie above. While attractive in its simplicity, this method
harshly truncates regions of parameter space and improperly weights the upper limit’s
contribution to L. To partially alleviate these issues, SATMC implements a one-sided
Gaussian distribution so that models with fluxes above the upper limit may contribute
to the posterior with a small but non-zero probability (see also Feigelson & Nelson,
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Figure 2.2: Example likelihood distribution for upper limits. Here, the upper limit has
a value of 3 mJy (dotted vertical line). The remaining lines represent the likelihood
distribution for the simple step function (solid), one-sided Gaussians assuming the
upper limit is at the 5σ level with a cut-off at 1.8 mJy (dashed) and 0 mJy (dot-dash)
and one-sided Gaussians with the upper limit at the 3σ level and cut-offs at 2 mJy
(triple dot-dash) and 0 (long dash).









) if fmod ≥ fco
(2.8)
where fco represents the cut-off transition from flat L
′=1 to a Gaussian ’tail’ with
standard deviation σco. Parametrizing the probability distribution in this manner al-
lows for a compromise between the simple step function, also available in SATMC, and
over-interpreting the shape of the noise distribution at small fluxes, as demonstrated
in Fig. 2.2. Generally, we would suggest using the one-sided Gaussian distribution
with a cut-off set at the 1σ level to avoid over-generalizing the shape of the flux
distribution at small flux values.
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2.3.2 Photometric Redshift Estimation
Since redshift is just another parameter in a source’s SED, SATMC is capable of
providing photometric redshift (photo-z) determinations for sources in the context of
the input SED models. Traditionally, photo-z codes implement least-squares methods
(e.g. HYPERZ Bolzonella, Miralles & Pello) though some codes have adopted the
Bayesian formalism for using priors (e.g. BPZ, Benitez 2000; EAZY, Brammer, van
Dokkum & Coppi (2008)).
The standard approach in photo-z estimation is to apply an SED library (often
limited to a few galaxy types) to find the photo-z and then repeat the fitting using the
same (or in some cases different) library fixed at the photo-z to estimate source prop-
erties. This approach under-estimates the true errors on the photo-z and other fitted
parameters. SATMC fits the redshift simultaneously with all other parameters and
produces a direct determination of the redshift-parameter probability distributions in
addition to the marginalized redshift probability distribution P (z)2.
We have tested and improved the photo-z estimation with SATMC in collaboration
with the CANDELS team. Dahlen et al. (2013) provides a complete analysis of
various photometric redshift estimation techniques for samples of CANDLES galaxies
in the GOODS-S field (Giavalisco et al., 2004). Out of the 13 participating groups,
SATMC was the only MCMC-based code used to generate photo-z’s. Since the tests
reported in Dahlen et al., we have reduced the outlier fraction (fraction of sources
with (zspec − zphot)/(1 + zspec) > 0.15) from ∼9-14 percent to ∼3-8 percent through
modification of our input templates, inclusion of luminosity priors (e.g. Kodama, Bell
& Bower, 1999; Benitez, 2000) and zero-point photometry corrections (e.g. Dahlen et
al., 2010) (see Chapter 3).
2Cosmology is presently fixed in SATMC and assumes flat ΛCDM with H0=70, Ωλ=0.7 and
ΩM=0.3.
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2.3.3 Template Libraries and SED Synthesis Routines
As MCMC samplers require a continuous parameter space, SATMC allows the
user to incorporate SED synthesis routines (e.g. GALAXEV, GRASIL, CIGALE) to
generate SEDs at candidate steps and compute the resulting likelihoods. Empirical
templates are often defined with a scalable normalization factor as one of the few (if
any) free parameters which remains continuous when used with SATMC. Template
libraries, unfortunately, rarely offer a fully continuous parameter space; often mixing
sets of continuous (e.g. model normalization) and discretely sampled parameters. To
create a psuedo-continuous space from such template libraries, SATMC computes the
likelihoods of models bracketing the current step according to Eqns. 5 & 8 and applies
multi-linear interpolation to determine the likelihood of the current proposed step. We
emphasize that SATMCmay be used for any class of SED models (empirical, template
library or synthesis routine), so long as the appropriate interface is constructed by the
user. One should note, however, that there is a trade-off between template libraries
and SED synthesis routines (see also Acquaviva, Gawiser & Guaita, 2011, 2012) since
the run-time of the SED synthesis routines will dominate the MCMC calculation.
Regardless of which class of SED models one wishes to adopt, empirical and the-
oretical SED models are commonly derived for a particular physical process and/or
over a particular wavelength regime (e.g. Bruzual & Charlot, 1993; Efstathiou, Rowan-
Robinson & Siebenmorgen, 2000; Siebenmorgen et al., 2004). To fully reproduce a
galaxy’s SED, additional components may be required either to complete the wave-
length coverage or to include a missing physical process (e.g. adding AGN emission
to a star-formation template set). SATMC will construct a linear combination of
multiple input SED models under the assumption that the underlying physical pro-
cesses are independent. The MCMC process itself does not change: the combination
of two models with N1 and N2 free parameters, respectively, is viewed as a single
model with N1 + N2 parameters when calculating likelihoods and taking potential
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steps. We should note, however, that SATMC is unable to determine if parameters
from various models are dependent on one-another. For these cases, priors may be
included to explicitly couple parameters from various models (see § 2.3.4).
2.3.4 Inclusion of Priors
An added feature of SATMC is the ability to include additional information to
provide additional weights and constraints to likelihood space. In the Bayesian for-
malism, this extra information forms the priors of Eqn 2.1. For our implementation,
we expand the definition of priors from the traditional Bayesian definition to include
options for limiting and inherently correlating parameter space. This was deemed
necessary for circumstances of fitting multiple template libraries where parameters
from each model have the same physical interpretation and thus are not independent
(e.g. AV from one model library and optical depth in another) and cases where ad-
ditional information not available to the models is available (e.g. restricting the age
of a galaxy at a given redshift).
2.3.5 Application of the Posterior
A final feature of SATMC lies in the determination of the posterior parameter
distribution. As we store the likelihood and location in parameter space for each
step, it becomes a simple task to construct parameter confidence intervals and even
parameter-parameter confidence contours to examine relative parameter degeneracies
(see Figure 2.4). Unfortunately, in order to visualize an nD-dimensional parameter
space, we must project or ’marginalize’ parameter space into a one or two dimensional
form. When marginalizing sets of parameters, the true shape of the posterior will be
distorted which may not reveal correlations in higher dimensions. This also leads to
a simplification when reporting the confidence intervals on individual parameters as
traditional terms such as ’1σ’ imply Gaussianity in the posterior which is unlikely to
exist. Instead, one dimensional confidence levels are produced from the parameter
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Table 2.1: Comparison of best-fit Siebenmorgen & Kru¨gel 2007 parameters using least
squares techniques (SK07) and SATMC. For M82, we add an unreddened blackbody
of temperature T = 2500 K to the SK07 library for consistency. Note also that
SK07 suggest two models for Arp220, one with R = 1 and AV = 120 and another
with R = 3 and AV = 72 (the latter being the accepted best-fit template), which
are represented in our fitting through the large uncertainties in R and AV . For each
model, we also report the log-likelihood (ln(L)) of the fit. Errors are estimated at the
68 percent confidence level.
Source Ltot R AV LOB/Ltot n ln(L)










SK07 Arp 220 1012.1 3 72 0.4 10000 —









range where 68 percent of all accepted steps are contained, marginalized over all other
free parameters. Throughout the text, ’errors’ quoted when derived from SATMC
refer to these marginalize parameter ranges.
2.4 Testing of the MCMC Algorithm
With the SATMC algorithm as outlined in § 2.2 and 2.3, we now set out to verify
the fitting results by analyzing sets of well known sources and template libraries.
Though the examples provided here are for galaxy SED modeling, SATMC makes no
distinction between source types and may just as easily be applied to Galactic sources,
localized regions within a particular galaxy or spectroscopy of individual sources. We
begin with the well known galaxies Arp 220 and M82 and the starburst SED library
of Siebenmorgen & Kru¨gel (2007) (hereafter SK07) which has been shown to provide
good fits to the photometry of Arp 220 and M82. The SED library consists of over
7000 templates with emission from a starburst parametrized by its total luminosity
Ltot, nuclear radius R, visual extinction AV , ratio of luminosity from OB stars to
the total luminosity and hot spot dust density n. The observed SEDs for Arp220
and M82 were constructed from data available on the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic
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Database (NED3) over the 1-1500 µm wavelength range. For the purpose of this test,
we seek to limit the difference in derived parameters to only the fitting method used
(least squares in SK07 compared to SATMC) to ensure that we are able to obtain
consistent results. We therefore utilize the same photometric data for M82 and Arp
220 (including multiple aperture JHK photometry for M82) with the same set of SK07
models. Table 2.1 provides the best fit models as obtained by SK07 and SATMC with
the models and parameter-parameter confidence contours shown in Figures 2.3 & 2.4.
Note that while SATMC will sample all of parameter space within that defined by the
input template library, it is not possible to extrapolate likelihood information beyond
the limits of the templates. This effect is responsible for the apparent truncation of
parameter space seen in Figure 2.4. While parameter space is confined to the range
provided by the templates, the adaptive sampling ensures that the truncation will
not heavily influence the fits. Despite the irregular, non-uniform parameter sampling
of the SK07 templates, SATMC closely recovers similar values to SK07 for the best
fit model parameters, proving that SATMC is able to recover consistent best fit SED
models. The parameter-parameter constraints as shown in Figure 2.4 highlight the
uncertainty in applying template sets; particularly for Arp 220 where SK07 suggest
two likely best-fit templates.
For a more realistic test in determining the physical properties of a galaxy, we
turn to the bright, lensed submillimetre galaxy SMM SMMJ2135-0102 (Swinbank
et al., 2010) and apply the template SED library of Efstathiou, Rowan-Robinson &
Siebenmorgen (2000) (hereafter ERS00). The ERS00 starburst library consists of 44
templates with emission parametrized simply by the age of the starburst and the
optical depth of molecular clouds where the new stars are forming. A normalization
factor is required with the ERS00 templates to scale the emission from a single giant
3http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Figure 2.3: Best fit SEDs derived from SATMC for the test samples. Top: SEDs of
M82 (left) and Arp 220 (right). Data was compiled from NED and fit using the SK07
template library. Note that M82 contains photometry for the J, H, and K bands in
40′′and 100′′apertures, resulting in the duplicate photometry at 1-3 µm. Plotted with
the data are the best fit models from SK07 (dashed red line) and those obtained with
SATMC (solid black); our best fit models with SATMC are nearly indistinguishable
from those of SK07. An unreddened blackbody of temperature T = 2500 K has
been added to M82 templates for consistency with SK07. Bottom: Fitted SEDs of
SMMJ2135-0102 (left) using the ERS00 template library and a synthetic GRASIL
source (right).
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Figure 2.4: Smoothed parameter-parameter likelihoods for the M82 (top) and Arp
220 (bottom) fits using SATMC. The likelihood distribution shows truncation due to
the parameter limits of the SK07 template library, chains are able to sample up to
the parameter limits but can not go beyond. The location of the maximum likelihood
is marked by the large ’X’. Contours are placed at ∆ln(L) intervals corresponding to
the 68 and 90 percent confidence contours.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of input and recovered GRASIL parameters with SATMC.
Errors are estimated at the 68 percent confidence level.
Parameter Description Input Best-fit values
Tgal Galaxy age (Gyr) 2.0 2.00
+0.01
−0.01




Mfinal Galaxy mass accumulated over
Tgal (M⊙)
1e12 9.99+0.16−0.10e11
Mburst Mass of stars formed during star-
burst (M⊙)
1e10 1.02+0.01−0.04e10
Mdust Dust mass (M⊙) 1e9 9.98
+0.21
−0.30e8
νsch Efficiency of Schmidt SFR 0.3 0.300
+0.002
−0.006
ln(L) ln(L) of fit -0.01
molecular cloud (on which the templates were formulated) to the entire system. This
normalization factor roughly translates into a SFR with the model age according to
SFR ≈ Norm ∗ e−t/20 Myr
as ERS00 assumes an exponentially decaying SFH with an e-folding time of 20 Myr.
Applying the templates to the lensing-corrected SED of SMMJ2135-0102, we find
best-fit parameters of 1960+282−250, 56.6
+10.5
−15.2 Myr and 199.9
+0.1
−44.4 for model normalization,
age and optical depth, respectively; this model is shown in the bottom left panel of
Figure 2.3. Using the standard FIR-SFR relation of Kennicutt (1998), the best-fit
parameters imply a SFR of ∼192+28−25 M⊙ yr
−1. Comparatively, Swinbank et al. fit
SMMJ2135-0102 with a two temperature modified blackbody and derived a SFR of
210±50 M⊙ yr
−1 using Kennicutt (1998), fully consistent with our results.
As a final verification of SATMC, we create a simulated SED with the SED syn-
thesis routine GRASIL and attempt to recover the input parameters. This test serves
to determine if SATMC is able to recover the true input values used to generate the
SED. GRASIL allows for numerous different parameters to be specified that will then
determine the physical scale, chemical evolution and various attributes including dust
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content and inclusion of a starburst component. For a full description of GRASIL
and its parameters, we refer the reader to Silva et al. (1998). For our synthetic
galaxy, we set the galaxy age and total mass to 2 Gyr and 1012 M⊙, respectively. A
moderate amount of dust was included in the form of a dust mass of 109 M⊙. The
optical depth of UV/optical photons depends on the ratio of the mass of the molec-
ular clouds in which new stars are formed and their size; we parametrize this as the
’CLOUD RATIO’ with an input value of 1000 M⊙ pc
−2. We then allow the simu-
lated SED to undergo a ’merger’ at 1.95 Gyr. In effect, we set two SFH, one where
the simulated galaxy is following a standard Schmidt SFR (SFR=νschM
k
gas where k
is fixed at 1 and νsch=0.3) and one for the ’merger-triggered’ starburst which will
convert 1010 M⊙ of gas into stars over a 50 Myr period following an exponentially
decaying SFH with e-folding time of 50 Myr. The two SFHs are then combined before
producing the final SED. Table 2.2 provides a summary of our input parameters. The
resulting GRASIL spectrum was then redshifted to z = 2 and sampled at simulated
wavelengths of 1.25µm, 1.6µm, 2.2µm, 3.6µm, 4.5µm, 5.8µm, 8.0µm, 24µm, 250µm,
350µm, 500µm, 1.1mm and 21cm corresponding to the wavelength coverage of the
near-IR JHK bands, Spitzer/IRAC+MIPS, Herschel, AzTEC 1.1mm and VLA ob-
servations. Errors in each of these bands were chosen to be representative of similar
observations, from∼0.01-0.1 µJy in the near/mid-IR and radio bands to∼0.1-1.0 mJy
for the (sub)mm. A small amount of random noise generated from the uncertainty
in each band was added to the simulated data points prior to fitting. The fitting
process for the simulated SED is then the same as previous cases though we now use
GRASIL to produce SEDs rather than refer to a template library. The results of our
fitting are shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 2.3 and Table 2.2. In addition
to the synthetic GRASIL template shown here, we have also tested SATMC using
several different combinations of input parameters and error handling (e.g. errors pro-
portional to the simulated observations or representative errors as used previously)
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which all show similar agreement between the input and fitted SEDs. The excellent
agreement between standard least-squares fits, our synthetic input SEDs, and the re-
covered parameters with SATMC shows that our MCMC-based SED fitting method
is robust and reliable.
2.5 Summary
We have presented the general purpose MCMC-based SED fitting tool SATMC.
Utilizing MCMC algorithms, the code is able to take any set of SED templates or
models of the user’s choice and return the requested best fit parameter estimates
in addition to the posterior parameter distribution which can be used to construct
confidence levels and unveil parameter correlations. In testament to SATMC’s flex-
ibility, we have provide a series of test cases comparing SATMC with traditional
least-squares methods where SATMC recovers best-fit values identical to those from
traditional least squares methods with the addition of uncovering the full posterior
parameter distribution. Furthermore, we show that SATMC is capable of reproducing
the set of input parameters from a simulated SED which serves to prove SATMC’s
adaptability and reliability. As observations, the complexity of models and the desire
to obtain more detailed information from model fits increase, the approach of tools
like SATMC will be required in both observational and theoretical astronomy in order
to refine our understanding of the Universe and its constituents.
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CHAPTER 3
SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FITTING AS A
PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT INDICATOR
3.1 Introduction
A major component in galaxy evolution surveys requires measuring their cos-
mological distances through redshifts. Redshifts obtained from spectroscopy using
high resolution instruments offer the most direct and unambiguous measurements
when multiple emission/absorption features are detected. Unfortunately, as surveys
increase in physical volume, obtaining higher numbers of galaxies at fainter fluxes,
spectroscopic follow-up becomes impractical except for a small number of the brightest
sources. As an alternative, we may instead utilize the numerous photometric bands
in these deep surveys to derive redshift estimates for each source of interest while
using significantly fewer resources than spectroscopy. These ’photometric’ redshifts
benefit from the samples of spectroscopic redshifts available to construct calibrations
and improving the accuracy of their estimates and associated uncertainties.
The application of photometric redshifts (hereafter photo-z), has greatly expanded
since the work of Baum (1962) to a myriad of topics including studies of cluster en-
vironments and large scale structure (e.g. Koo et al., 1988; Connolly et al., 1996;
Wolf, Grey & Meisenheimer, 2005; Eisenhardt et al., 2008; Scoville et al., 2013) to
blank fields (e.g. Butchins, 1983; Warren & Hewett, 1990; Ilbert et al., 2009; Luo
et al., 2010) and weak lensing (e.g. Abdalla et al., 2008). Depending on the goals
of the project, the required accuracy of the photo-z may vary. For simple cases of
gross parameter estimation (e.g. galaxy population redshift distribution, mass con-
tent), crude photo-z’s estimates may suffice. Detailed parameter analysis for galaxy
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evolution studies, however, may require more precise photo-z’s or even the redshift
probability function P (z) for each source in question. Studies of cluster environments
and galaxy groups require near spectroscopic quality in the photo-z’s to accurately
define cluster/group members and avoid contaminating the samples. This desire for
increasing accurate photo-z estimates has lead to the creation of a number of various
tools and techniques.
Photo-z techniques are typically divided into two categories: empirical and tem-
plate fitting. Empirical fitting relies exclusively on utilizing spectroscopic training
sets to derive relations between the photometry and redshifts that will then be ap-
plied to a larger sample. Template fitting combines χ2 minimization (or maximum
likelihood) techniques and spectral energy distribution (SED) libraries to fit for the
photo-z. The SED libraries used during the fits may either be empirical (i.e. averaged
for a class of sources) or theoretical (a parametrized set of known physics) though
are chosen to be representative of galaxy types intrinsic to the sample in question
(see also the review on photo-z techniques by Koo, 1999). The decision to use one
method over the other is largely a matter of preference and how much weight one is
willing to put into the interpretations (i.e. the accuracy of the template models and
completeness of the spectroscopic sample). Today, there are a multitude of codes for
public use that incorporate template fitting (e.g. EAZY, Brammer, van Dokkum &
Coppi 2008; HyperZ, Bolzonella Miralles & Pello; BPZ, Benitez 2000) and empirical
techniques (e.g. ANNz, Collister & Lahav 2004; ArborZ, Gerdes et al. 2011). Some of
these codes borrow from both types (e.g. EAZY; Dahlen et al., 2010) as they are able
to incorporate the training sample to derive, for example, corrections to zero-point
photometry and/or SED shapes to aid in reducing the dispersion between the photo-z
and their spectroscopic counterparts.
In this chapter, we demonstrate the accuracy and reliability of photo-z estimates
generated by our multipurpose SED fitting tool SED Analysis Through Markov
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Chains (SATMC, Chapter 2). Portions of this work will appear in Dahlen et al.
(2013) in collaboration with the CANDELS team (PIs S. Faber and H. Ferguson)
for testing various photo-z and stellar mass estimation algorithms. We start with a
description of the CANDELS project, the goals of photo-z and stellar mass tests, and
a brief summary of each of the catalogs used in this study. We then provide the moti-
vation for using SATMC to generate photo-z estimates and outline the basic process.
With the catalogs and method described, we then examine the preliminary results
in comparison with other groups utilizing the same data sets. Finally, we examine
possible avenues of improving our photo-z estimates including zero-point photome-
try corrections (e.g. Dahlen et al., 2010) and luminosity priors (e.g. Kodama, Bell &
Bower, 1999; Benitez, 2000).
Throughout this work, we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with H0 = 70 km s
−1
Mpc−1, Λ0 = 0.7 and ΩM = 0.3.
3.2 CANDELS Data and SED Fitting Tests
The Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CAN-
DELS) is comprised of multi-cycle HST data collected with the ACS and WFC3
instruments, with major focus on the latter. The optical nature of ACS and near-
infrared (near-IR) sensitivity of the WFC3 allow for detection and imaging of the
most distant galaxies. Covering five regions of the sky (GOODS-N, GOODS-S, UDS,
EGS and COSMOS, Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011), the wealth of an-
cillary data from the ultraviolet (UV) to radio wavelengths provides unprecedented
coverage of the optical-IR SEDs of distant galaxies. In addition to photometry and
imaging over all its component fields, CANDELS also aims to provide basic physical
information on detected objects including photo-z and stellar mass estimates. Given
the multitude of methods currently available for deriving the photo-z and stellar mass,
the CANDELS team has performed a series of tests to quantify the difference in esti-
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mates obtained by various codes and gauge the accuracy of their photo-z to a known
spectroscopic sample. These tests and participating groups are discussed in detail by
Dahlen et al. (2013). In this work, we focus on the contribution and results obtained
by our Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) based SED fitting routine SATMC. In
the following sections, we briefly summarize the catalogs and training samples used
for the photo-z and mass estimate tests.
3.2.1 ACS z-band Selected Catalog
The first catalog includes 25,000 galaxies from the ACS z-band selected TFIT
catalog in GOODS-S (Dahlen et al., 2010). The photometry covers an area of ∼150
arcmin2 and includes multi-wavelength information in 12 bands: U (VLT/VIMOS),
BViz (HST/ACS), JHKs (VLT/ISAAC) and 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm (Spitzer/IRAC).
Spectroscopic redshifts were made available for 641 galaxies to be used as a training
sample. An additional set of 630 spectroscopic redshifts were available for the catalog
but withheld to provide a control sample. Only the sources that have the highest
possible quality for their spectroscopic redshifts were considered for the spectroscopic
sample. Furthermore, all sources with X-ray and/or radio detections were removed
from the spectroscopic sample to ensure the redshifts were free of Active Galactic
Nuclei (AGN) contamination.
3.2.2 WFC3 H-band Selected Catalog
The second catalog used for the photo-z and mass estimate tests is comprised of
20,000 galaxies from the HST/WFC3 H-band selected TFIT catalog. This sample
carries many of the same bands as the ACS catalog with the inclusion of WFC3’s wide
band filters for a total of 14 photometric bands: U (VLT/VIMOS), BViz (HST/ACS),
F098M, F105W, F125W, F160W (HST/WFC3), Ks (VLT/ISAAC) and 3.6, 4.5, 5.8,
8.0 µm (Spitzer/IRAC). Note, however, that the F098M observations covers ∼40
percent of the total area (∼100 arcmin2) with the F105W band covering most of the
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remaining ∼60 percent (see Dahlen et al., 2013) such that 13 photometric bands is
the maximum available to any one source. The spectroscopic training and control
samples for this catalog include 580 and 607 galaxies, respectively. X-ray and radio
detected sources have also been removed similar to the ACS catalog.
3.2.3 UDS Catalog
In addition to the two previous test catalogs, a catalog for the UDS field (Lawrence
et al., 2007) was made available to participating groups. This catalog was to be
the first of the CANDELS fields with complete photo-z and stellar mass estimates
available for all sources. The catalog contains ∼36,000 HST/WFC3 F160W-selected
sources following the TFIT analysis of Galametz et al. (2013) and covers 19 pho-
tometric bands: U (CFHT/Megacam), BVRci
′z′ (Subaru/Suprime-Cam), F606W,
F814W (HST/ACS), F125W, F160W (HST/WFC3), YKs (VLT/HAWK-I), JHK
(UKIRT/WFCAM) and 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm (Spitzer/IRAC). A complete training
sample of 529 sources was also made available for the participants. Though this cat-
alog was not a part of the original test catalogs, we have made use of this sample to
test additional refinements to our photo-z estimates (§ 3.5)
3.3 Estimating Photo-z with SATMC
The traditional method for template-based photo-z estimates calls for first finding
the photo-z from a small set of models. Once a photo-z has been determined, the
typical response is to then use the ’best fit’ photo-z to determine galaxy properties
(e.g. stellar mass), sometimes even applying a different set of models than those used
to find the photo-z (for example, see Dahlen et al., 2013, Dahlen et al. in prep).
Unfortunately, this method unfairly truncates parameter space, ignores any possible
correlations between redshift and the remaining free parameters, and underestimates
the true uncertainty on the redshift and fitted/derived parameters. Ideally, we should
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Table 3.1: Description of parameters used for the BC03 templates. During the fitting
process, normalization and redshift are treated as continuous parameters as opposed
to the discrete sampling of the gridded parameters Age, τ and E(B-V).
Parameter Description Limiting Range
Normalization Effective stellar mass (M⊙) [1.e8,1.e12]
Age Galaxy age [1.e7,1.e10]
τ SFH timescale (Myr) [50,500]
E(B-V) Visual extinction [0,2]
Redshift Photometric redshift [0,6]
strive for a solution that provides not only the redshift probability distribution P (z)
but the full redshift-parameter distribution P (z|x) which encompasses the true errors
on all fitted parameters and any possible correlations that would have otherwise been
ignored. SATMC (Chapter 2) is perfectly suited for this task thanks to its MCMC
engine. The fitting process generates a probability distribution of all parameters,
known as the posterior parameter distribution, which immediately identifies correla-
tions and contains the desired P (z|x). An additional advantage of SATMC lies in its
ability to incorporate luminosity priors during the fit to improve the quality of the
results (see § 3.5; e.g. Kodama, Bell & Bower, 1999; Benitez, 2000).
In order to determine the photo-z with SATMC, we first require an SED model or
template library that is well suited for the available data. As the data covers the UV-
optical bands through near-IR for ’normal’ star forming galaxies, we choose the stellar
population synthesis library of Bruzual & Charlot (2003), a common choice for codes
deriving photo-z and stellar mass estimates (e.g. Ilbert et al., 2006; Finlator, Dave´
& Oppenheimer, 2007). The library of Bruzual & Charlot (2003), hereafter BC03,
contains the SEDs for simple stellar populations at various ages and metallicities and
contains routines from computing the SEDs of composite stellar populations for a
given star formation history (SFH). Following initial testing and requests set by the
CANDELS photo-z and stellar mass tests, we fix the metallicity of the models to solar
(Z⊙ = 0.02) as it was found to have little influence on the fits and extract models with
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an exponentially decaying SFH (SFR∝e−t/τ ) with timescale τ = [50, 100, 500] Myr.
Though the exact form of the SFH may vary, the decaying exponential was chosen for
the CANDELS tests to minimize differences in the photo-z and stellar mass estimates
due to parametrizations of the data. For consistency between all participating groups,
the initial mass function (IMF) was set to a Chabrier (Chabrier, 2003). To account for
dust, the models were attenuated by a Calzetti et al. (2000) dust law parametrized
by E(B-V) in the range from 0-2. The ages of the models were initially set to be
between 107 and 1010 yr. The full library includes a total of 891 templates at various
combinations of age, E(B-V) and τ . During the fitting process, model normalization
(i.e. stellar mass as BC03 models are normalized to 1 M⊙) and redshift are set
as continuous parameters, opposed to the discrete parameters above, to allow for
the full exploration of redshift-mass space; note that SATMC employs multi-linear
interpolation for the discrete parameters to infer a pseudo-continuous parameter space
for the MCMC sampler. With parameter space thus defined, we fit each of the sources
in the training samples to the BC03 templates, using the corresponding photometric
filters in each field to extract model observed fluxes. In the event of negative fluxes in
the TFIT catalogs, the respective bands were treated as upper limits (see § 2.3.1). For
the training samples, we maintain all of the fitted products though we will primarily
focus on the photo-z estimates.
3.4 CANDELS Photo-z Results
After fitting the training samples with SATMC using the BC03 library described
in § 3.3, the quality of the photo-z (zphot) estimates was assessed through comparison
with the spectroscopic sample (spec-z or zspec) and the derivation of statistics such
as: ∆z = (zspec − zphot)/(1 + zspec), Bias=mean(∆z), σF=rms(∆z), outlier fraction
(sources with |∆z| >0.15), and σO=rms(∆z) after removing outliers. Dahlen et al.
(2013) provides the complete set of statistics, including plots of photo-z versus spec-
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Table 3.2: CANDELS photo-z codes and estimates for ACS z-band selected catalog.
Listed is a summary of the various codes and template libraries used to construct
the photo-z estimates. Also listed are whether these codes include flux offsets in the
templates and if they apply additional errors to the photometry (i.e. error smoothing).
The last columns include the values of the Bias, outlier fraction, full scatter in the
training sample (σF ) and scatter after removing outliers (σO).
ID Code Template set flux shift ∆err Bias OLF σF σO
1 GalMC — — — — — — —
2 Rainbow PEGASE — — -0.018 0.087 0.256 0.052
3 GOODZ CWW,Kinney yes yes -0.005 0.052 0.134 0.038
4 EAZY EAZY+BX418 no no -0.010 0.078 0.196 0.046
5 SPOC BC03 no no -0.032 0.070 0.257 0.070
6 zphot PEGASEv2.0 no no -0.010 0.051 0.195 0.044
7 EAZY EAZY yes yes -0.008 0.046 0.147 0.039
8 SATMC BC03 no no -0.012 0.146 0.529 0.064
9 HyperZ Maraston05 no yes 0.015 0.119 0.266 0.053
10 PapM — — — — — — —
11 LePhare BC03+Polletta07 yes yes -0.009 0.041 0.130 0.039
12 WikZ BC03 no yes -0.022 0.065 0.176 0.054
13 EAZY EAZY yes yes -0.006 0.044 0.186 0.041
Table 3.3: CANDELS photo-z estimates for WFC3 H-band selected catalog similar
to Table 3.2.
ID Bias OLF σF σO
2 -0.011 0.091 0.165 0.041
3 -0.007 0.038 0.108 0.035
4 -0.009 0.063 0.123 0.044
5 -0.031 0.149 0.205 0.073
6 -0.008 0.043 0.115 0.037
7 -0.010 0.054 0.129 0.036
8 -0.008 0.094 0.274 0.064
9 0.013 0.079 0.193 0.050
11 -0.009 0.049 0.140 0.038
12 -0.023 0.048 0.158 0.049
13 -0.006 0.041 0.134 0.033
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z, for each of the participating groups in the CANDELS photo-z and mass estimate
tests. For reference, we summarize Tables 1-3 of Dahlen et al. in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the photo-z estimates obtained by SATMC provide good
agreement with the spec-z measurements. A sample fit to a CANDELS source is
provided in Figure 3.2 along with the marginalized, one-dimensional redshift prob-
ability distribution P (z). While there are a number of outlier sources, the photo-z
shows fairly tight correlation with the spec-z up to redshifts of z ∼ 4 with small
(mean(∆zphot)∼0.03) 68 percent confidence levels on the associated photo-z values.
Unfortunately, when compared to other groups in the CANDELS tests, SATMC shows
rather poor performance stemming from a large outlier fraction (∼9-14 percent). Once
the outliers have been removed, the scatter in photo-z estimates is comparable with
the best codes (i.e. lowest outlier fraction and smallest dispersion, see Tables 3.2
and 3.3). Following these results, we have carried out an independent analysis to
examine various methods of reducing the high outlier fraction which is the subject of
the remainder of this chapter.
3.5 Improving the Photo-z
When performing SED fits aimed at deriving photo-z estimates, there are a number
of factors one needs to consider. To begin, the quality of the template library will
be a leading cause in any discrepancies between photo-z and spec-z. Attempting to
apply a mismatched template library to a class of sources will lead to biases and
misleading results. Often, authors will use zero-point photometry corrections (e.g.
Brammer, van Dokkum & Coppi, 2008; Dahlen et al., 2010) to adjust the input
photometry/template library for systematic offsets caused by discrepancies in the
templates. Similarly, photometric errors may need to be increased or ’smoothed’ (e.g.
Dahlen et al., 2010) to account for the dispersion seen between the photometry and
templates. In addition to photometry corrections, it may be necessary to modify the
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between spectroscopic redshifts and photo-z obtained with
SATMC. Top Left: Photo-z versus spec-z for the ACS catalog with 68 percent confi-
dence levels plotted for the photo-z. Top Right: Histogram of ∆z for the ACS catalog.
Bottom Left: Photo-z versus spec-z for the WFC3 catalog with the photo-z 68 percent
confidence levels. Bottom Right: Histogram of ∆z for the WFC3 field.
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Figure 3.2: Sample fit using the BC03 template library. Top: The observed SED
and best fit BC03 template. Bottom: Resulting redshift probability distribution P (z)
obtained by marginalizing over the posterior parameter distribution.
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template library to include contribution from emission lines (e.g. Inoue, 2010; Nilsson
et al., 2011; Pirzkal et al., 2012, and references therein). Emission from various species
of atoms (e.g. hydrogen Balmer/Paschen series, helium, carbon, oxygen) may enter
any of the observed photometric bands and provide a significant boost to the observed
flux.
Beyond modifying the input photometry/template library, one may take advan-
tage of the training samples to construct empirical relations between the luminosity
or magnitude of a source in a given band and its spectroscopic redshift. This ’lumi-
nosity prior’ (e.g. Kodama, Bell & Bower, 1999; Benitez, 2000) provides extra weight
in the fits by invoking Bayes’ theorem where the final probability of a model given the
data P (x|D) is determined by the probability of the data given the model (P (D|x)
obtained through traditional fitting methods) and the prior P (x) following
P (x|D) ∝ P (D|x)P (x). (3.1)
The priors may be constructed in any band and may take many forms depending
on the quality of the training sets. To avoid biases however, it is best to construct
the prior in the primary selection band (e.g. ACS H-band) with a two dimensional
luminosity/magnitude-redshift probability density; the latter may simplified to reflect
the number of assumptions and weights one is willing to give the prior.
In this section, we examine the influence of our adopted template set on likeli-
hood space. Due to the multi-dimensional nature of the templates, we will first ex-
amine how likelihood space and the resulting photo-z estimates depend on the model
parametrization. We then determine the relative impact of incorporating zero-point
photometry corrections, error smoothing and various forms of the luminosity prior.
A summary of these results is presented in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Summary of photo-z estimates obtained with SATMC using various pre-
scriptions. The columns list the prescription (base fit with no modifications, including
the pre-computed template fluxes or ’flux grid’ FG, zero-point corrections and error
smoothing ZP and luminosity priors), Bias (mean(∆z)), rms of the sample excluding
outliers (σO), rms of the full sample (σF ) and the outlier fraction (OLF). A complete
description of the fitting prescriptions is given in § 5.
Prescription Bias σO σF OLF Bias σO σF OLF
GOODS-S WFC3 GOODS-S WFC3
Modified templates
Base fit 0.007 0.067 0.484 0.198 0.004 0.063 0.863 0.281
ZP 0.003 0.065 0.419 0.290 0.0130 0.064 0.429 0.300
FG 0.010 0.064 0.364 0.110 0.004 0.059 0.276 0.088
FG+ZP -0.004 0.063 0.304 0.281 0.001 0.061 0.304 0.17
FG w/ flat prior -0.003 0.065 0.584 0.217 0.004 0.060 0.276 0.084
FG+ZP w/ flat
prior
-0.004 0.063 0.301 0.281 -0.001 0.060 0.304 0.172
FG w/ Schecter
prior
-0.001 0.064 0.325 0.157 0.005 0.060 0.239 0.086
FG+ZP w/
Schecter prior
-0.004 0.063 0.303 0.279 -0.001 0.061 0.264 0.178
UDS WFC3 UDS WFC3
Modified templates
Base fit 0.032 0.066 1.150 0.432 0.022 0.061 1.16 0.376
ZP 0.013 0.064 0.853 0.243 0.007 0.047 0.766 0.215
FG 0.030 0.054 0.252 0.048 0.028 0.049 0.093 0.034
FG+ZP 0.012 0.045 0.189 0.048 0.004 0.040 0.193 0.054
FG w/ flat prior 0.031 0.054 0.252 0.048 0.027 0.048 0.093 0.034
FG+ZP w/ flat
prior
0.011 0.044 0.188 0.045 0.005 0.042 0.187 0.537
FG w/ Schecter
prior
0.031 0.055 0.252 0.048 0.026 0.048 0.093 0.034
FG+ZP w/
Schecter prior
0.011 0.045 0.188 0.045 0.005 0.041 0.185 0.051
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3.5.1 Model Parametrization and Likelihood Surface
When fitting for the photometric redshift simultaneously with all other free pa-
rameters, there are likely to be degeneracies and correlations introduced into pa-
rameter space. To determine the severity of these degeneracies, we selected a sub-
sample of sources from the training sets that were initially determined to be outliers
(|∆z| > 0.15) and examined the two dimensional mass-redshift ’slice’ through like-
lihood space; unlike marginalization, all other free parameters have been fixed to a
single value in order to minimize their effect on the likelihood distribution. Samples
of the mass-redshift likelihood surfaces are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 for two of the
outlier sources. Immediately, we see a very strong correlation between redshift and
the stellar mass. What is most interesting, however, is the shape of the full likelihood
surface: large regions of near constant likelihood values approaching a ’mountain
range’ near the maximum likelihood and sharp drop-off to a region of near impossible
likelihoods. Furthermore, there is a strong degeneracy with low ages and extinction
(E(B-V)) that will bias the photo-z to higher values. In order to mitigate the influ-
ence of these issues, we have proposed two solutions: 1) application of pre-computed
likelihoods and 2) limiting of the age range in the models.
When parameter space shows strong correlations with near constant likelihoods
over a narrow region, the sampling of the Markov Chains will likely converge on a
false maximum. In our fitting algorithm, we had previously implemented a parallel
tempering method designed to alleviate such issues (§ 2.2.2). However, the criteria
used to determine when chains have reached a stable solution (§ 2.2.1) and elongated,
narrow nature of likelihood space around the maximum results in individual chains
sampling very small regions of parameter space, preventing them from fully sampling
the mass-redshift correlation. In principle, running many (∼> 10) chains at once would
eventually converge at the global maximum in this highly correlated parameter space;
however, this is extremely inefficient as many of the chains would sample regions of
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Figure 3.3: Mass-redshift cut through log-likelihood space for low (< 0.2) E(B-V).
The log-likelihood surface shows a strong degeneracy with age, biasing towards higher
photo-z/stellar mass estimates for lower galaxy ages. The surface also shows regions
of near constant low likelihood (dark blue) progressing towards the maximum (area in
red) with a large drop-off to a region of extremely low log-likelihoods (area in white).
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Figure 3.4: Mass-redshift cut through log-likelihood space for moderate (∼> 0.4) E(B-
V). Here, the log-likelihood surface indicates a slight bi-modality in age, favoring lower
photo-z for very young and very old systems than systems of intermediate ages. Like
Figure 3.3, the log-likelihood surface has large areas of near uniform log-likelihoods
though the region of extremely small log-likelihoods is much smaller for this particular
source.
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little importance. Instead, we construct a template library with coarse griding in
redshift (δz = 0.1) and stellar mass (δlog(M∗)∼ 0.13) to derive a set of model fluxes
for each of the templates. This set of pre-computed fluxes, or ’flux grid’, allows for
the determination of ’best guess’ locations in parameter space that are then used to
initialize the Markov chains and derive a starting covariance matrix, thus minimizing
the effect of strong correlations over a large region of parameter space with the added
benefit of reducing the time required to reach a stable solution. Once the chains
have been initialized, the pre-computed fluxes are no longer considered during the
fitting process as we wish to maintain the photo-z and stellar mass as continuous free
parameters. Figure 3.5 shows the distributions of photo-z versus spec-z and histogram
of ∆z for the GOODS-S WFC3 and UDS training samples after incorporating the
set of pre-computed template fluxes. Compared to the baseline fits, the new set of
photo-z estimates show a significant reduction in the outlier fraction (∼5 and ∼11
percent in the UDS and GOODS fields, respectively, Table 3.4). For the remaining
tests on improving the photo-z accuracy (i.e. zero-point corrections and luminosity
priors, § 3.5.2), we continue to use the pre-computed template fluxes (modifying as
required by the input templates, see below) as the strong correlations in mass-redshift
space remains throughout.
In our original parametrization, we allowed the age of a galaxy to vary from 107 to
1010 yr. However, the models show degeneracies in likelihood space when the galaxy
age is low (∼ 107 yr). Furthermore, one may make the argument that a system ∼ 107
yrs old is too young to be identified as a galaxy, as there has not been significant
time to allow for stellar mass build up. In terms of our SFH parametrization, ∼<1-2
e-folding times (SFH τ) have past in a system ∼ 107 yrs old. Therefore, we re-
sample the BC03 template library now limiting the galaxy age between 108 and 1010
yrs; the maximum was left unchanged as our previous fits did not require explicit
limiting of the galaxy age to that of Universe at a given redshift. With the reduction
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Figure 3.5: Photo-z versus spec-z for the CANDELS WFC3 GOODS-S (top) and
UDS (bottom) fields after applying the set of pre-computed template fluxes. The left
panels show the photo-z estimates with 68 percent confidence intervals versus their
measured spectroscopic panels. The right panels show the histograms of ∆z for the
respective fields. Applying the pre-computed fluxes significantly reduces the number
of outlier sources, particularly in the UDS field.
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in age range, we increased the sampling of E(B-V) to provide finer resolution for
interpolation during the MCMC process. Repeating the photo-z estimation with this
new template set shows across the board improvement in the accuracy of the photo-
z, both with and without inclusion of the pre-computed template fluxes (Table 3.4,
Figure 3.6). This result shows the highly sensitive nature of the photo-z estimates on
the input template library. One should therefore proceed with caution when choosing
a particular model for photo-z estimation and carefully weigh the model in respect
to the quality of desired data products; the tests presented here are only valid for
the BC03 template library, a detailed comparison of different models (and varying
parametrizations) is beyond the scope of this work.
3.5.2 Zero-point Corrections, Luminosity Priors and Emission Lines
Many of the participants to the CANDELS photo-z and stellar mass tests incorpo-
rate additional measures for correcting or modifying the photometry and/or models
in order to improve the absolute accuracy of the photo-z estimates. A common mod-
ification involves the calculation of and correction for the relative differences between
the input photometry and template library. These ’zero-point’ corrections aim to
minimize the biases between the photometry and models over a given set of filters or
observed bands. This technique involves iteratively fitting the spectroscopic training
sample at the respective spec-z, differencing the observed and predicted fluxes, and
off-setting the photometry by the median or average of the differences (see, for exam-
ple, Dahlen et al., 2010). For each field and template set, we compute the zero-point
corrections in each band using standard least-squares methods, following the above
prescription until the zero-points reached a stationary solution. As there remains
significant dispersion between the observed and best fit photometry, we ’smooth’ –
place a lower limit on the flux uncertainties equal to the dispersion between the pho-
tometry and models – the observed errors in each bandpass similar to Dahlen et al.
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Figure 3.6: Photo-z versus spec-z using a modified template library with galaxy ages
between 108 and 1010 yr. The plots shown here are the photo-z versus spec-z (left
panels) and ∆z histograms (right panels) for the GOODS-S WFC3 and UDS fields
both with and without including the pre-computed template fluxes. The modified
template library shows significantly improved photo-z estimates than the previous
template set.
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Figure 3.7: Sample mass-redshift log-likelihood space without (top) and with (bot-
tom) zero-point photometry corrections. Including the zero-points serves to reduce
the probability of higher photo-z estimates, effectively shifting the log-likelihood sur-
face to lower photo-z values.
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Figure 3.8: Histograms of ∆z when including the zero-point photometry corrections
for the GOODS WFC3 (top) and UDS field (bottom).
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(2010). This will account for the systematic uncertainties in determining the zero-
point corrections in addition to the absolute accuracy of the models. Figure 3.7 shows
the net effect of including the zero-point corrections: reducing the probability of high
redshift estimates by shifting the likelihood distribution towards regions of lower red-
shift. While the zero-points do aid in reducing the Bias, the outlier fraction shows an
increase owing to higher numbers of under-predicted photo-z estimates (see Table 3.4
and Figure 3.8). This effect is most prominent in the GOODS WFC3 sample and is
likely attributed to the inclusion of the IRAC 5.8µm and 8.0µm bands. These bands
probe the dust-reprocessed emission at low redshift, a component not present in the
our BC03 models, leading to large dispersion between the models and photometry.
The additional near-IR photometry in the UDS catalog serves to down-weight the
IRAC 5.8µm and 8.0µm bands and thus reduce the effect of model discrepancy on
the photo-z estimates. In principle, one could remove these bands for low redshift
models; however, it is not currently possible to selectively remove or otherwise ignore
photometry without completely removing their contribution in our fitting method
as it changes the fundamental parametrizations and shape of the posterior distribu-
tions. Instead, we would suggest incorporating the missing dust-reprocessed emission
into the models, the details of such being beyond the scope of this work, or simply
removing the offending bands altogether from the fit.
Though the inclusion of zero-point corrections did not improve our photo-z es-
timates, we may take advantage of the Bayesian framework of our MCMC-based
SED fitting method to incorporate luminosity priors and determine their impact on
the photo-z. For this purpose, we consider two types of luminosity priors: a flat,
two dimensional step function and a Schecter luminosity function. The flat prior is
designed to be a crude, zeroth order approximation of the training set’s luminosity
function whereas the Schecter luminosity function is a more detailed representation
that more accurately weights all of parameter space. To derive the priors, we plot the
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distributions of luminosity in the selection band (GOODS H-band and UDS F160W)
versus spectroscopic redshift and fit the resulting distributions with a simple third











where L∗ is the cut-off luminosity separating the low luminosity component, which
follows a power-law with index α, and the high luminosity exponential with normal-
ization n∗ set at L∗. The formation of our Schecter prior is similar to that of Kodama,
Bell & Bower (1999) except we do not separate the training sets into populations of
different types (e.g. spirals and ellipticals) as we have no information regarding the
range of galaxy types in the test catalogs and our adopted models make no such
distinction. The impact of these priors is shown in Table 3.4 and Figures 3.9-3.10.
Although the priors place tight limits on redshift space, their inclusion does not aid
in significantly improving the photo-z estimates. The priors primarily reduce the
probability of finding a high photo-z; however, our use of the pre-computed tem-
plate fluxes already greatly reduces the number of high photo-z outliers. Without
the pre-computed fluxes, the strong mass-redshift degeneracies are still present when
incorporating the luminosity priors, limiting their contribution. For models that do
not exhibit the degeneracies and correlations found in the BC03 library, the use of
luminosity priors may prove instrumental in improving the photo-z estimates.
One final aspect we may test to improve the accuracy and precision of the photo-
z estimates is the inclusion of emission lines. The BC03 library used in this work
does not take into account continuum emission from continuous scattering of Lyman
photons or individual lines such as Hβ. Emission lines could be a potential key com-
ponent as previous works (e.g. Zackrisson, Bergvall & Leitet, 2008; Raiter, Fosbury,
& Teimoorinia, 2010) have shown that they may contribute greatly for young stel-
lar populations though their contribution is negligible in populations older than ∼20
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Figure 3.9: Example mass-redshift log-likelihood space when incorporating luminos-
ity priors. Top: Initial log-likelihood surface with the Schecter luminosity function
P (z) shown in the side panel. Bottom: Log-likelihood space truncated by the flat
luminosity prior.
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Figure 3.10: ∆z histograms for the GOODS-S and UDS samples using the luminosity
priors.
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Myr (Nilsson et al., 2011). To include possible contribution from nebular emission,








where αB is the Hydrogen case B recombination coefficient, fesc is the Lyman photon
escape fraction, γ is the total continuum emission coefficient and Q0 is the total rate
of H-ionizing photons per second. For emission lines, the lines are scaled according
the the Hβ flux given by (Dopita & Sutherland, 2003; Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006;
Inoue, 2011)







where Te = 10
4 is the nebular electron temperature. Including the effects of emission
lines to our models shows negligible changes to the resulting log-likelihood space
(Figure 3.11). This effect is expected as our models are 107 − 1010 yr old where the
contribution from nebular emission is already diminished. For younger (∼< 10
6 yr)
stellar populations, emission lines should be included as noted by previous authors.
For the purpose of photo-z estimation however, we may ignore emission lines for our
set of models.
3.6 Summary
We have presented a selection of photo-z estimates derived with our MCMC-
based SED fitting tool SATMC. Using spectroscopic training samples, the photo-z
estimates derived by SATMC agree well with their spectroscopic values (Bias(∆z)∼
0.007, σ∆z ∼ 0.06 after removing outliers). However, our initial results were poor
compared to similar photo-z estimates obtained by various groups in the CANDELS
photo-z and stellar mass estimates collaboration. Following our independent analysis
into the origin of the high number of outlier sources (|
zspec−zphot
1+zspec
| > 0.15), we have
greatly improved the initial results reducing the outlier fraction to ∼ 3 − 9 percent
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Figure 3.11: Example mass-redshift log-likelihoods for various strengths of emission
lines. The strength of the lines is controlled by the parameter fesc. The figures here are
shown for fesc values of 0.0 (no emission lines, top), 0.5 (middle) and 1.0 (full strength
lines, bottom). Including emission lines has a negligible effect on log-likelihood space.
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and rms of σO ∼ 0.06 over the redshift range 0 < z < 6. The largest source of
improvement comes from modifying the template library and using pre-computed
template fluxes in order to minimize the effects of degeneracies and strong correlations
found in the adopted parameter space. Further improvements such as zero-point
corrections and luminosity priors show little additional gain in part due to our chosen
models and previous corrections. Nevertheless, the photo-z estimates we are now
capable of producing are among the most accurate of current photo-z techniques.
Furthermore, our technique provides the full redshift-parameter probability density
function which immediately identifies the correlations and degeneracies and allows for
the determination of confidence intervals for the redshift and all fitted parameters,
the ultimate goal in photo-z estimation.
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CHAPTER 4
X-RAY DETECTIONS OF SUB-MILLIMETER
GALAXIES: ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI VERSUS
STARBURST CONTRIBUTION
4.1 Introduction
Large blank-field surveys made at (sub-)millimetre wavelengths have identified a
large population of bright, high-redshift galaxies (e.g. Hughes et al., 1998; Coppin
et al., 2006; Bertoldi et al., 2007; Perera et al., 2008; Weiβ et al., 2009; Scott et al.,
2010, and references therein). These sub-millimetre galaxies (SMGs) are character-
ized by high infrared (IR) luminosities, ∼>10
12 L⊙ (Blain et al., 2004; Chapman et
al., 2005), and a redshift distribution peaking around z ∼ 2 (Chapman et al., 2005).
SMGs are therefore believed to be the high-redshift analogs to local ultra-luminous
IR galaxies (ULIRGs) and are possible progenitors of today’s massive ellipticals (e.g.
Smail et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2005). However, SMGs at z ∼ 2 are more nu-
merous than local ULIRGs by several orders of magnitude and likely dominate the
total IR luminosity density at z ∼ 2 (Le Floc’h et al., 2005; Pe´rez-Gonza´lez et al.,
2005; Hopkins et al., 2010). The origin of these luminous, high-redshift sources is
still under debate due, in part, to the low angular resolution at (sub-)millimetre
wavelengths of current instruments and the relative faintness of likely counterparts.
Multi-wavelength and IR spectroscopic follow-up studies of SMGs using Spitzer (see,
for example, Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al., 2007; Pope et al., 2008; Nardini et al., 2008)
suggest that SMGs are largely dust-obscured starburst systems with star formation
rates (SFRs) ∼1000 M⊙ yr
−1. However, it is becoming increasingly apparent through
the high X-ray detection rate of SMGs (∼ 30 − 50%, see Alexander et al., 2005a,b;
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Laird et al., 2010; Georgantopoulos, Rovilos & Comastri, 2011) and SMG case studies
(i.e., Tamura et al., 2010) that emission from active galactic nuclei (AGNs) may also
be a crucial component to the energetic output of SMGs.
The likely connection between starburst and AGN activity in SMGs is further
supported by the concurrent nature of the cosmic SFR and black hole accretion with
peaks at z ∼ 2 (e.g., Le Floc’h et al., 2005; Merloni, 2004). Simulations of SMG
formation in a merger-driven scenario also suggest that the SMG phase precedes
rapid growth of a central AGN (Narayanan et al., 2010). SMGs may therefore rep-
resent an important phase in galaxy evolution and may shed light on the origin of
observed relations between AGN activity and stellar mass in local galaxies (i.e. the
M-σ relation; Ferrarese & Merritt, 2000; Gebhardt et al., 2009; Gultekin et al., 2009).
One should be cautious, however, in extrapolating the starburst-AGN connection
to the most extreme objects (i.e. radio-loud AGN, Dicken et al., 2012, and refer-
ences therein) though such cases are a fundamentally different population of sources.
Unfortunately, while there are a multitude of methods for studying AGN and star
formation, disentangling their relative contributions to a galaxy’s bolometric output
remains challenging. Obtaining redshifts and other information via optical/ultra-
violet imaging and spectroscopy is exceptionally difficult as SMGs are both distant
and optically thick (see review by Blain et al., 2002). IR spectroscopy of SMGs typ-
ically show strong polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) features associated with
star-forming regions, although there are cases of power-law-like spectra indicative of
AGN (Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al., 2007; Coppin et al., 2008; Nardini et al., 2008;
Pope et al., 2008). Arguably, the best indicator for AGN activity is hard X-rays
(>2 keV), which penetrate obscuring dust up to the Compton thick limit (neutral
hydrogen column densities of NH ∼>10
24 cm−2). X-ray detections are not uniquely at-
tributable to AGN, however, as high SFRs may produce numerous high-mass X-ray
binaries (HMXBs) that mimic the emission of low-luminosity AGNs.
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In the past decade there have been few studies that consider X-ray counterparts
to SMGs for evidence of AGN activity, though this number has expanded in recent
years. Alexander et al. (2005a,b) (hereafter A05a,b) provide the earliest analysis
by examining the Chandra counterparts to SCUBA (Holland et al., 1999) 850µm
identified sources in the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS) North
field. In their sample of 20 SMGs with radio and spectroscopic redshift identifications
taken from Chapman et al. (2005), they find that ∼75 percent have X-ray properties
consistent with obscured (NH ∼>10
23 cm−2) AGN activity. Accounting for SMGs
without spectroscopic redshifts, they suggest that the true X-ray detection rate may
be significantly lower, ∼>28 percent. However, the A05a,b sample may contain biases
introduced through the Chapman et al. (2005) SCUBA source catalog, which consists
of observations of known radio sources and low signal-to-noise (S/N<3.5σ) sources
and thus may not be representative of the entire bright SMG population (see also,
Younger et al. 2007). Further X-ray/SMG counterpart analysis has been provided by
Laird et al. (2010) (hereafter LNPS10), who find a ∼45 percent X-ray detection rate
to radio and/or Spitzer -identified SCUBA sources (Pope et al., 2006) with a ∼20-29
percent AGN identification rate based on X-ray spectral modeling. LNPS10 find that
the bolometric FIR emission is dominated by star formation in the majority of their
sources (∼85 percent) after including available Spitzer photometry; consistent with
A05a,b and other IR studies of SMGs (i.e. Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al., 2007; Valiante
et al., 2007; Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al., 2009).
More recently, the studies of Georgantopoulos, Rovilos & Comastri (2011) (here-
after GRC11), Hill & Shanks (2011) and Bielby et al. (2012) have utilized LABOCA
data in the Extended Chandra Deep Field South (ECDFS, Weiβ et al. 2009) and
William Herschel Deep Field. The analysis of GRC11 is similar to that of LNPS10
who also find an AGN fraction of < 26 ± 9 percent with the mid-IR emission dom-
inated by starburst activity, though the fraction of starburst-powered X-ray sources
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is lower than estimated by LNPS10. The works of Hill & Shanks (2011) and Bielby
et al. (2012) consider a more statistical approach, utilizing the populations of sources
rather than source-by-source counterpart analysis as in A05a,b, LNPS10 and GRC11,
though find a similar SMG/X-ray detection rate (∼20 percent). They also find that
obscured AGNs preferentially have greater sub-mm emission than unobscured AGNs;
a result confirmed through ELVA observations by Heywood et al. (2012). Lutz et
al. (2010) find a similar relation in the ECDFS where the X-ray luminosity and ab-
sorbing column density for bright AGNs, L2−10keV ∼> 10
43 ergs s−1, is correlated with
the 870µm flux, implying a close connection to star formation. This assumes, how-
ever, that the X-ray emission is purely from the AGN while the 870µm flux is only
from star formation. Furthermore, the Lutz et al. (2010) study does not account for
X-ray-detected SMGs, which may potentially bias the stacking results.
To recap, X-ray studies to-date find that the AGN fraction – fractional number
of sources with an AGN detection – of SMGs is in the range of ∼20-45 percent and
that the bolometric IR luminosity of SMGs is dominated by starbursts.
In this work, we examine the identification rate and contribution of AGNs to
the emission at various wavelength regimes in AzTEC SMGs. Our sample consists
of Chandra X-ray counterparts to AzTEC 1.1 mm sources found in the GOODS-
North, GOODS-South and COSMOS fields, providing a total Chandra sky coverage
of ∼1.15 square degrees (∼0.12, ∼0.11 and ∼0.92 square degrees, respectively) with
more than 2600 identified X-ray sources. This large sample size will reduce any biases
due to cosmic variance in previous studies. Furthermore, we do not base our sample
selection and counterpart identification on prior source association, thus removing
any possible pre-identification bias. The available multi-wavelength photometry in
these fields, including Spitzer IRAC and MIPS, will provide additional constraints on
the AGN identification rate and contribution to the bolometric output of our sources.
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We begin with a description of the AzTEC and Chandra data and reduction
procedures. We then detail our method for identifying X-ray counterparts to the
AzTEC sources and subsequent multi-wavelength counterparts. Our analysis of the
X-ray-identified AzTEC sources follows a two-pronged approach: (1) applying X-
ray spectral models and SED templates to the X-ray spectra and near-IR-to-radio
SED, which will provide the basic information concerning the contribution of AGN
and star formation in each wavelength regime; and (2) linking the X-ray spectral
fits to the near-IR-to-radio SED modeling, thus providing greater insight into the
AGN/star formation connection. Our SED fitting differs from typical SED analyses
(e.g. Serjeant et al. 2010) in that we employ a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC)
technique. We close by comparing the implications of our work to those of previous X-
ray/SMG results in addition to the X-ray/SMG cross-correlation relation. Additional
analysis of our data, including source stacking and IR-optical-UV fitting, will be
presented in future publications.
Throughout this work, we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with H0 = 70 km s
−1
Mpc−1, Λ0 = 0.7 and ΩM = 0.3.
4.2 Observations and Data Processing
4.2.1 AzTEC: 1.1 mm Observations
AzTEC (Wilson et al., 2008) is a 144-element bolometer array operating at 1.1mm
and installed on the 50m Large Millimetre Telescope (LMT; Schloerb, 2008). Prior
to its installation on the LMT, AzTEC has performed several science observations
on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) and the Atacama Sub-millimetre
Telescope Experiment (ASTE), including blank fields (namely GOODS-N, GOODS-
S and COSMOS) and high redshift radio clusters. Here, we briefly describe the
AzTEC observations and 1.1 mm source sample that will be used in our analysis.
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During the JCMT 2005-2006 observing campaign, Perera et al. (2008) imaged a
21′×15′ area of the GOODS-N region. During the 2007 and 2008 observation seasons
on ASTE, AzTEC imaged both GOODS-S (Scott et al., 2010) and the one square
degree area of COSMOS (Aretxaga et al., 2011). In reducing the raw time-steams for
each set of observations, an iterative technique using Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) is used to filter out the atmospheric signal that dominates the raw observed
data. Downes et al. (2011) provides a discussion on correcting the PCA transfer
function and lists revised catalogs for previously released AzTEC data. Here, we use
the revised catalogs of Downes et al. for GOODS-N and GOODS-S; the COSMOS
catalog of Aretxaga et al. (2011) follows this prescription. The final AzTEC maps
are constructed to have uniform coverage and sensitivity, providing a 1σ rms of ∼1.3
mJy in GOODS-N and COSMOS. The GOODS-S map reaches the confusion limit of
AzTEC on ASTE for a depth of (1σ) ∼0.6 mJy rms. Sources are defined as peaks
in the signal map with S/N≥3.5σ, resulting in a total sample of 277 AzTEC sources
(40, 48 and 189 in GOODS-N, GOODS-S and COSMOS, respectively) where ∼<20
are expected to be false detections. Note, however, that the false detection rate is
estimated for a S/N threshold of ∼3.5σ and decreases rapidly for higher source S/N.
For the following analysis, we use the full sample of 277 AzTEC sources, applying no
additional source-selection criteria.
4.2.2 Chandra Observations
The Chandra X-ray Observatory provides deep observations of the GOODS-N,
GOODS-S and COSMOS fields (for details on the observations see Alexander et al.,
2003; Luo et al., 2008; Elvis et al., 2009, respectively) with total exposure times of
∼2Ms in each field. More recently, an additional ∼2Ms has been added to GOODS-
S with 31 additional pointings; bringing the final integrated exposure time to ∼4Ms
(Xue et al., 2011). Due to the pointing strategy for COSMOS, effective exposures only
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reach ∼200ks for the inner ∼0.5 sq. degree (see also Elvis et al., 2009). As a result,
the X-ray photon statistics in COSMOS are very poor, leading to weak constraints
on the X-ray spectral properties (§ 4.3.1). This is somewhat offset by its larger area
than the GOODS fields by allowing for more potential counterparts (§ 4.2.3). On
the other hand, the deep 4Ms data in GOODS-S provides the greatest improvement
to the counting statistics, and thus spectral modeling, to date; a valuable asset for
potentially faint and highly obscured AGNs. All of the fields were imaged with the
Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer Imaging array (ACIS-I), which is composed
of four CCDs arranged in a 2×2 grid that operate together to provide a ∼ 17′ × 17′
field-of-view with sub-arcsecond resolution at the telescope aim-point, degrading with
increasing off-axis distance.
To ensure uniformity in our analysis, all observations were re-reduced using Chan-
dra Interactive Analysis of Observations (ciao version 3.4) routines and custom rou-
tines developed for working with merged X-ray data sets; using the published X-ray
catalogs of Alexander et al. (2003), Luo et al. (2008), Xue et al. (2011) and Elvis et
al. (2009) would have required additional calibrations for compatibility. Event files
and exposure maps constructed in the 0.5-8.0 keV energy range were made for all
observations and then merged to produce final maps for the three fields.
We use the source detection method of Wang (2004), with a false detection prob-
ability threshold of 10−6, to produce X-ray source lists from the final images for
cross-correlation with the AzTEC sample and spectral extraction. This detection
method uses a wavelet analysis of the input images (in this case, the final merged
X-ray images for each field) followed by a sliding-box map detection and maximum
likelihood analysis for both source centroiding and optimal photometry. During the
source detection, the X-ray maps are divided into different energy bands (i.e. 0.5-8.0
keV full band, 0.5-2.0 keV soft band and 2.0-8.0 keV hard band), resulting in a source
catalog that includes all sources found in each energy band along with their respective
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count rates and positional uncertainties. The source detection process also produces
a list of source regions, which are defined as circular regions with radius equal to
twice the 90 percent energy encircled fraction (defined according to the PSF at the
source position).
COSMOS poses a dilemma for source detection due to the blending of PSFs from
the tiling of observations. To avoid this issue, we perform the X-ray source detection
on the individual observations and then combine the resulting source lists into a final
catalog. Derived parameters are re-calculated for each source using the final COSMOS
map, with extraction radii determined from the smallest PSF corresponding to each
source. Alternatively, one could simply average the sub-catalogs to produce the final
catalog; however, this may exclude X-ray counts present in an image where the source
was not initially detected. Certainly, this method has difficulty in detecting the
faintest sources present in COSMOS; nevertheless, this will not significantly influence
our results given the already low depth of COSMOS compared to the two GOODS
fields.
Combining the source lists from each field results in a total of 2630 X-ray sources
available for our study. Individually, there are 478, 526, and 1626 sources in GOODS-
N, GOODS-S, and COSMOS, respectively. Despite the differences in data reduction
and source detection, our source lists recover ∼>90 percent of those from the published
catalogs of Alexander et al. (2003), Luo et al. (2008), Xue et al. (2011) and Elvis et
al. (2009). However, we miss many faint sources from the published catalogs due to
our more stringent false detection threshold of 10−6 versus ∼1-2×10−5 for the other
catalogs.
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Figure 4.1: Chandra (solid black line) and AzTEC (dashed blue line) coverage regions
for GOODS-N (top-left), GOODS-S (top-right) and COSMOS (bottom). The AzTEC
coverage given here corresponds to the 50 percent uniform coverage region used for
source detection. Small circles with radii equal to the AzTEC beam-size (18′′ in
GOODS-N and 28′′ in GOODS-S and COSMOS) are plotted at the AzTEC source




The beam size of AzTEC on the JCMT and ASTE is 18′′ and 28′′ FWHM, re-
spectively, making reliable X-ray counterpart identification challenging. Following
the method of Chapin et al. (2009), we use a fixed search radius of 6′′ in GOODS-N
and 10′′ in GOODS-S and COSMOS to find potential counterparts to the AzTEC
sources. Our choice of 10′′ in GOODS-S and COSMOS is consistent with a derived
search radius for a source with S/N∼5.5 on the ASTE telescope according to Ivison
et al. (2007) and roughly corresponds to the average search radius for the AzTEC
GOODS-S catalog (Scott et al., 2010). Simulations in each field agree well with the
Ivison et al. (2007) estimate and show that sources with S/N∼>3.5 are recovered within
the respective search radii >85 percent of the time. Extending the search radius be-
yond our adopted value increases the number of X-ray counterparts; however, these
additional X-ray sources are unlikely to be true counterparts (see below).
As shown in Figure 4.1, there is significant overlap between the AzTEC and Chan-
dra maps. Considering only the overlapping regions, our sample is limited to 271 (39,
47, and 185 in GOODS-N, GOODS-S, and COSMOS, respectively) of the initial 277
AzTEC sources and 2229 (397, 429, 1403 respectively) of the 2630 Chandra sources.
Of the remaining 271 AzTEC sources, we find 38 with at least one X-ray counter-
part (8, 16, and 14 for GOODS-N, GOODS-S, and COSMOS, respectively); 5 have 2
potential counterparts and 1 has 3. For those sources with multiple potential Chan-
dra counterparts, we treat each source individually and do not attempt to split the
AzTEC flux as we have no prior information on how it may be related to the potential
X-ray sources. Overlapping spectral regions for these sources is not an issue as the
uncertainty in the X-ray spectra is dominated by the low counting statistics. There
are a total of 45 X-ray sources associated with the AzTEC sample, of which only 2-3
are expected to be false identifications due to random alignments. Comparatively, the
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expected number of X-ray pairs for the entire sample of 271 AzTEC sources, assuming
a purely random X-ray source population, is ∼14. The AzTEC/X-ray identification
rate is therefore ∼14 percent (38/271), lower than estimates reported by A05a and
LNPS10 due to the shallower X-ray depth of the COSMOS field; removing it increases
the identification rate to ∼28 percent (24/86).
To assess the robustness of our X-ray counterpart identifications, we compute the
probability P of random association for a given AzTEC/X-ray pair given the search
radii and X-ray source densities (2.97, 3.14 and 1.39 ×10−4 arcsec−2 for GOODS-N,
GOODS-S and COSMOS, respectively) using the method of Downes et al. (1986),
which corrects for the use of a finite search radius and flux-limited source density.
The majority of the AzTEC/X-ray pairs (32/45) have P≤0.05 which we define as
a ’robust’ counterpart, the remaining AzTEC/X-ray pairs, with P=0.05-0.10, are
’tentative’ associations. Table 4.1 provides the list of the Chandra-detected AzTEC
sources along with their relevant source properties and P values.
Through this counterpart analysis, we are implicitly assuming that the AzTEC
and X-ray source populations are physically associated and that the two populations
are not significantly clustered. If, on the other hand, the X-ray and SMG source pop-
ulations are clustered, then we are more likely to falsely associate sources and misin-
terpret the relation between AGN and starburst systems. Almaini et al. (2003) found
evidence for correlation between Chandra and SCUBA 850µm source populations in
the European Large Area ISO Survey (ELAIS) N2 field at the 4.3σ significance level
and thus concluded that while they trace the same large scale structure, the AGN
and starburst phases are not necessarily co-existent. Based on our cross-correlation
analysis (see § 4.4.2), we find no evidence for significant correlation between deep
Chandra and AzTEC source populations in general.
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Table 4.1: Chandra identifications of AzTEC sources in GOODS-N, GOODS-S and
COSMOS. Errors are given at the 1σ confidence level. Col.(1): AzTEC source ID pre-
fixed by field (i.e. AzGN24 for source 24 in the AzTEC GOODS-N catalog). Col.(2):
Chandra ID following IAU standards. Col.(3): Positional offset between AzTEC and
Chandra sources. Errors are derived from Chandra positional uncertainty. Col.(4):
Chandra 0.5-8.0 keV full band count rate. Col.(5): deboosted AzTEC source flux (see
section 3.5 of Austermann et al. 2010 and section 6.2 of Scott et al. 2010). Col.(6):
Probability P of the Chandra source being a random association.
SMM ID Chandra Coordinate δx 0.5-8.0 keV CR 1.1mm Flux P
(J2000) (′′) (cnts ks−1) (mJy)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
AzGN24 J123608.57+621435.8† 5.4±0.8 0.031±0.007 3.1±1.3 0.03
AzGN16a J123615.83+621515.9† 3.1±0.5 0.067±0.008 3.6±1.3 0.03
AzGN16b J123615.93+621522.0 4.6±0.9 0.013±0.005 3.6±1.3 0.02
AzGN16c J123616.08+621514.1† 3.7±0.4 0.089±0.009 3.6±1.3 0.02
AzGN10 J123627.52+621218.3 2.7±0.5 0.043±0.007 4.5±1.3 0.02
AzGN11 J123635.86+620707.8 1.8±2.7 0.176±0.017 4.1±1.3 0.01
AzGN14 J123651.70+621221.7 4.4±0.4 0.222±0.015 3.7±1.3 0.03
AzGN7a J123711.32+621331.1† 3.3±1.0 0.047±0.008 5.3±1.3 0.02
AzGN7b J123711.98+621325.8† 4.5±1.1 0.043±0.008 5.3±1.3 0.03
AzGN26 J123713.84+621826.2† 0.5±1.5 0.195±0.016 2.8±1.4 0.001
AzGN23 J123716.63+621733.4 2.3±1.3 2.101±0.045 3.1±1.3 0.01
AzGS29 J033158.25-274458.8 9.6±2.9 0.079±0.013 2.3±0.6 0.09
AzGS8a J033204.48-274643.3 8.7±1.5 0.201±0.012 3.4±0.6 0.09
AzGS8b J033205.34-274644.0 2.8±1.4 0.150±0.010 3.4±0.6 0.03
AzGS10 J033207.12-275128.6 2.9±2.2 0.020±0.008 3.8±0.7 0.03
AzGS38a J033209.26-274240.9 3.7±2.7 0.078±0.011 1.7±0.6 0.04
AzGS38b J033209.71-274249.0 8.0±2.2 0.138±0.013 1.7±0.6 0.09
AzGS1 J033211.39-275213.7 3.2±1.4 0.774±0.021 6.7±0.6 0.03
AzGS13 J033212.23-274620.9 5.7±0.8 0.247±0.012 3.1±0.6 0.07
AzGS7 J033213.88-275600.2 8.7±3.4 0.189±0.019 3.8±0.6 0.09
AzGS11 J033215.32-275037.6 6.6±0.8 0.065±0.007 3.3±0.6 0.08
AzGS17a J033222.17-274811.6 6.6±0.3 0.059±0.006 2.9±0.6 0.08
AzGS17b J033222.56-274815.0 1.6±0.5 0.029±0.004 2.9±0.6 0.01
AzGS34 J033229.46-274322.0 9.8±1.4 0.027±0.006 1.7±0.6 0.09
AzGS20 J033234.78-275534.0 4.8±2.6 0.108±0.013 2.7±0.6 0.05
AzGS14 J033235.18-275215.7 9.2±1.0 0.034±0.006 2.9±0.6 0.09
AzGS16 J033238.01-274401.2 6.3±1.6 0.012±0.006 2.7±0.6 0.07
AzGS18 J033244.02-274635.9 5.7±0.6 0.188±0.011 3.1±0.6 0.07
AzGS25 J033246.83-275120.9 6.9±1.3 0.041±0.007 1.9±0.6 0.08
AzGS9 J033302.94-275146.9 5.1±3.1 0.204±0.020 3.6±0.6 0.06
AzC56 J095905.05+022156.4 2.7±2.6 0.087±0.040 4.7±1.1 0.01
AzC181 J095929.70+021706.4 7.8±1.8 0.079±0.029 2.9±1.2 0.04
AzC101 J095945.15+023021.1 6.9±3.4 0.284±0.065 3.8±1.1 0.04
AzC71 J095953.85+021853.6 5.8±0.9 0.202±0.048 4.3±1.1 0.03
† Source also detected in LNPS10 Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page
SMM ID Chandra Coordinate δx 0.5-8.0 keV CR 1.1mm Flux P
(J2000) (′′) (cnts ks−1) (mJy)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
AzC118 J095959.96+020633.1 7.0±2.3 0.113±0.033 3.7±1.2 0.02
AzC43 J100003.73+020206.4 2.3±2.8 0.125±0.047 4.8±1.1 0.009
AzC81 J100006.11+015239.2 3.1±1.0 0.192±0.041 4.1±1.1 0.01
AzC45 J100006.55+023259.3 2.2±1.4 0.211±0.051 4.8±1.1 0.009
AzC44a J100033.61+014902.0 3.2±0.9 0.303±0.054 5.0±1.2 0.01
AzC44b J100033.75+014906.3 6.3±4.5 1.137±0.121 5.0±1.2 0.03
AzC17 J100055.34+023441.1 8.6±2.1 4.970±0.323 6.2±1.1 0.04
AzC147 J100107.46+015718.1 2.1±3.2 0.296±0.062 3.2±1.2 0.007
AzC108 J100116.15+023606.9 7.5±3.8 3.090±0.610 4.0±1.2 0.04
AzC85 J100139.73+022548.5 9.0±0.8 0.333±0.085 4.0±1.1 0.04
AzC11 J100141.02+020404.8 8.7±1.8 0.179±0.064 7.9±1.1 0.04
4.2.3.2 Multi-wavelength Counterparts
Thanks to the extensive multi-wavelength coverage in the GOODS and COSMOS
fields, we are able to supplement the millimetre and X-ray data of our AzTEC sam-
ple with additional photometry and spectroscopic/photometric redshifts from the
GOODS and COSMOS public data sets. Accurate redshifts are the most crucial
given the broad redshift distribution of SMGs and the sensitivity of X-ray spectral
modeling to redshift (§ 4.3.1). Across the three fields, we utilize publicly available
VLA (1.4 GHz; Miller et al. 2008; Kellermann et al. 2008; Morrison et al. 2010),
Spitzer IRAC (3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm) and MIPS (24 µm) SIMPLE1, GOODS2, and
FIDEL3 data, including spectroscopic/photometric redshift catalogs where available
(e.g. Barger et al., 2003; Barger, Cowie & Wang, 2008; Santini et al., 2009; Silver-
man et al., 2010). Multi-wavelength counterparts and redshifts for COSMOS were





Table 4.2: VLA, Spitzer IRAC/MIPS and redshift information for the X-ray iden-
tified AzTEC sources. Spectroscopic and photometric redshift information for the
AzTEC/X-ray sources was taken, primarily, from publicly available redshift catalogs
(see § 4.2.3.2 for details). MIPS upper limits are estimated from the 5σ upper limit
of a detected MIPS source nearest the AzTEC/X-ray position (§ 4.2.3.2). Errors are
given at the 1σ confidence level.
Chandra ID 1.4 GHz 24 µm 3.6 µm 4.5 µm 5.8 µm 8.0 µm zspec zphot
(µJy) (µJy) (µJy) (µJy) (µJy) (µJy)
J123608.57+621435.8 45±9 51±6 6.4±0.6 9.5±0.8 13.4±1.3 18.3±1.5
J123615.83+621515.9 30±9 5±7 14.9±0.9 19.5±0.8 27.9±1.5 27.1±1.7
J123615.93+621522.0
J123616.08+621514.1 38±8 326±8 12.3±0.9 18.1±0.8 29.5±1.5 43.4±1.7 2.578
J123627.52+621218.3 18±4 22±7 1.2±0.4 2.3±0.4 4.2±1.0 9.7±1.1
J123635.86+620707.8 36±10 <38 4.6±1.5 5.6±1.5 10.5±2.0 22.0±2.0 0.952
J123651.70+621221.7
J123711.32+621331.1 127±9 537±9 37.9±1.2 45.0±1.0 53.3±1.5 37.8±1.7 1.996
J123711.98+621325.8 52±8 219±7 9.2±0.9 11.4±0.8 16.1±1.3 12.3±1.5 1.996
J123713.84+621826.2 652±5 55±6 3.5±0.6 6.0±0.5 9.4±1.3 16.6±1.5
J123716.63+621733.4 381±8 1240±16 62.7±1.2 83.5±1.0 129.3±1.5 239.6±1.7 1.146
J033158.25-274458.8 <80 73.7±0.1 49.0±0.2 37.0±1.0 19.9±1.0 0.575 0.579
J033204.48-274643.3 7±4 3.6±0.1 3.5±0.1 1.3±0.6 1.9±0.7 1.450
J033205.34-274644.0 164±5 13.4±0.1 15.7±0.1 20.6±0.6 27.5±0.6
J033207.12-275128.6 26±8 5.5±0.2 5.7±0.2 6.9±1.2 4.8±1.0 0.990
J033209.26-274240.9
J033209.71-274249.0 220±6 39±3 112.4±0.1 67.6±0.1 58.1±0.4 34.2±0.5 0.733 0.762
J033211.39-275213.7 32±6 122±5 10.4±0.1 14.6±0.1 20.0±0.6 28.2±0.7
J033212.23-274620.9 224±4 53.7±0.1 42.7±0.1 33.1±0.4 31.9±0.5 1.033 1.030
J033213.88-275600.2 51±6 103±9 7.9±0.1 12.0±0.1 17.7±0.6 22.7±0.6
J033215.32-275037.6 46±6 117±5 22.9±0.1 22.5±0.1 23.8±0.3 32.5±0.4 0.250 2.280†
J033222.17-274811.6 200±5 11.8±0.1 16.5±0.1 23.9±0.3 20.9±0.4 2.500
J033222.56-274815.0 62±7 16.9±0.1 20.2±0.1 26.3±0.3 21.2±0.4 2.660
J033229.46-274322.0 70±3 17.3±0.1 19.9±0.1 17.2±0.4 14.9±0.5
J033234.78-275534.0 0.038
J033235.18-275215.7 12±3 2.3±0.1 3.7±0.1 5.2±0.4 10.0±0.4 0.857
J033238.01-274401.2 46±3 5.0±0.1 8.1±0.1 10.9±0.4 16.4±0.5 1.401 1.180
J033244.02-274635.9 126±4 8.2±0.1 10.9±0.1 16.0±0.3 22.2±0.4 2.688 2.690
J033246.83-275120.9 90±6 140±4 13.9±0.1 18.8±0.1 24.5±0.4 32.2±0.5 1.101 1.330
J033302.94-275146.9 87±7 229±10 7.7±0.1 12.6±0.2 14.9±0.9 27.3±0.9 3.690
J095905.05+022156.4 90±10 7.6±0.1 11.2±0.2 15.9±1.0 28.0±2.5 3.440
J095929.70+021706.4 <930 39.0±0.2 44.9±0.3 39.8±1.0 26.3±2.4 1.700
J095945.15+023021.1 300±20 78.1±0.2 58.2±0.3 44.9±1.1 44.4±2.4 0.893 0.870
J095953.85+021853.6 79±11 520±20 52.0±0.2 49.2±0.3 56.9±1.1 44.4±2.6 0.853 0.720
J095959.96+020633.1 104±13 220±20 22.2±0.1 23.0±0.2 22.1±1.0 41.5±2.1 0.790
J100003.73+020206.4 <220 5.4±0.1 5.6±0.2 10.9±1.1 8.3±2.4 2.510
J100006.11+015239.2 100±10 17.5±0.1 23.0±0.2 19.8±0.9 19.5±2.3 1.796 1.760
J100006.55+023259.3 160±10 33.9±0.2 43.3±0.2 51.9±1.0 41.0±2.3 1.120
J00033.61+014902.0 160±20 71.8±0.6 61.0±0.5 47.2±1.1 44.8±2.2 0.910
J100033.75+014906.3
J100055.34+023441.1 78±12 1390±20 99.7±0.2 166.1±0.4 254.9±1.2 407.6±3.0 1.404 1.410
J100107.46+015718.1 80±10 36.6±0.2 35.7±0.3 29.3±1.1 29.3±2.3 1.230
J100116.15+023606.9 520±60 128.1±0.2 140.6±0.4 162.7±1.1 188.7±2.5 0.959 0.950
J100139.73+022548.5 549±12 180±20 1100.3±2.3 780.2±2.0 510.3±2.1 346.1±3.0 0.124 0.120
J100141.02+020404.8 210±20 11.2±0.1 16.3±0.2 26.5±1.0 40.9±2.3
† The photometric redshift was adopted for J033215.32-275037.6following cross-catalog comparison with GOODS-
MUSIC (Santini et al., 2009) and additional analysis.
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COSMOS team’s web-based data repository.4 In cross-referencing our AzTEC/X-ray
sources with other catalogs, we use a search radius of 2′′, the average X-ray positional
uncertainty, centered on the X-ray counterparts. For each potential AzTEC/X-ray
pair, we find no more than one potential counterpart in the VLA and Spitzer cata-
logs; these sources have been cross-checked with other AzTEC counterpart publica-
tions (i.e. Chapin et al., 2009; Yun et al., 2012) and show excellent agreement. For
reference, ∼< 1 VLA/Spitzer source is expected to be a mis-association due to ran-
dom alignments over all three fields. For cases where we have IRAC but no MIPS
identifications, we estimate a 5σ MIPS flux upper limit through the photometric er-
ror of the MIPS source nearest to the IRAC position. A complete catalog of the
multi-wavelength photometry and redshift data for our sample is given in Table 4.2.
4.3 Analysis
With our sample of X-ray selected AzTEC sources in hand, we now examine their
physical properties through a variety of methods. We start with modeling of the
X-ray spectra.
4.3.1 X-ray Spectral Modeling
X-ray sources with L2.0−10.0keV ∼> 10
42 ergs s−1 are generally believed to be powered
almost exclusively by AGN with absorption due to modest amounts of dust and gas
within the host galaxy. A05b showed that X-ray-identified SMGs are predominately
heavily obscured, possibly even to the Compton thick limit with column densities of
NH ≥ 10
23 cm−2. For the most extreme cases of obscuration, a buried AGN may
only be visible in light scattered off of the obscuring torus. Alternatively, if SMGs
are powered by a high rate of star formation, then the observed X-ray emission could
result from the stellar population, powered by numerous high-mass X-ray binaries
4http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/cosmos.html
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(HMXB). For comparison, a typical SMG with SFR in the range of 100-1000 M⊙ yr
−1
would produce an X-ray source with 2.0-10.0 keV luminosity of ∼ 1041−42 ergs s−1
(Persic et al., 2004, hereafter P04).
For our sample of AzTEC/X-ray sources, we first extract their source and local
background spectrum in the 0.5-8.0 keV observed energy range using the region files
defined from our source detection (see § 4.2.2). Note that background spectra are
taken from source-removed event files to avoid contamination from nearby sources.
The spectra are fitted in the xspec (version 12.4.0, Arnaud 1996, 2003) software
package using the C-statistic (Cash, 1979) due to the low photon counts in many of
the spectra (see Table 4.1). In order to improve the counting statistics within each
bin, we have re-binned the spectra to fixed width spectral channels of ∼43.8 eV.
In fitting the X-ray spectra, we consider two different classes of spectral models:
(1) an intrinsically absorbed power-law, indicative of AGN; and (2) a stellar model
based on HMXB emission including intrinsic absorption. These models are designed
to be simple, yet physically meaningful, representations of the X-ray emission. For
comparison with previous works, we also consider a simple power-law with only Galac-
tic absorption, represented by the xspec model pha(po), to measure the effective
photon index ΓEff . As the C-statistic itself is not a measure of the “goodness-of-fit”
(see, however, Lucy 2000), we use the xspec goodness command for comparing the
different spectral models (§ 4.3.1.3).
4.3.1.1 Model A: Absorbed Power-Law
Our first model provides a simple parametrization of the X-ray emission from
an AGN, represented by a single power-law. The model includes the effects of both
(Milky Way) Galactic and intrinsic absorption and is represented by the xspec model
pha(zpha(po)). The X-ray spectra is thus defined by the intrinsic absorption, NH,
and photon index, Γ. As these values can be strongly correlated for weak sources, we
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chose to fix the photon index to Γ = 1.8, typical for unobscured AGNs (i.e. Nandra
& Pounds, 1994; Tozzi et al., 2006). The model (hereafter Model A) thus represents
a typical AGN and provides an estimate of the level of obscuration present in our
X-ray-identified SMGs.
4.3.1.2 Model B: Absorbed HMXB
Our second model (Model B) is developed for emission due to star formation and is
based on the HMXB X-ray spectral model of Persic & Rephaeli (2002). In summary,




ǫ−Γacc if ǫ ≤ ǫc
ǫ−Γacce−[ǫ−ǫc]/ǫF if ǫ > ǫc
(4.1)
where Γacc=1.2 (typical of bright, accretion powered X-ray sources; White, Swank
& Holt, 1983) with a cutoff energy of ǫc ∼20 keV and e-folding energy of ǫF ∼12
keV. Ideally, when constructing a spectral model for stellar processes, we should
also include contributions from low mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) and supernovae.
However, supernovae contribute little to > 2keV rest-frame flux compared to HMXBs.
While LMXBs may contribute a considerable fraction of the hard X-ray flux, the low
mass stellar companion typically has not had time to evolve off the main sequence
and fill its Roche lobe by z ∼1-2. For sources in our sample with z < 1, we may
still use the HMXB relation as Persic & Rephaeli (2007) showed that for moderate
to high SFRs (SFRs∼>50 M⊙ yr
−1) the total X-ray-SFR relation is similar to the SFR
relation derived solely from HMXBs. Our stellar spectral model therefore consists of
only the HMXB emission, which is absorbed by both Galactic and intrinsic material
(pha(zpha(hmxb)) in xspec, where the model hmxb is defined as given above).
We include intrinsic obscuration in Model B, since it is clear from multi-wavelength
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the X-ray spectral Models A (solid) and B (dot-dashed)
normalized at ∼10 keV. The models are shown for fiducial column densities of
1022 cm−2 (top) and 1023 cm−2 (bottom). The shaded region indicates the effec-
tive rest-frame energies sampled by the 0.5-8.0 keV observed spectrum of a source at
z ∼ 2.
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we are left with only the intrinsic obscuration and normalization to vary between
spectra, similar to Model A.
As shown in Figure 4.2, there are immediate differences in the spectral shapes
of our adopted models. Both models appear similar at low energies; however, the
difference in spectral slopes, as well as the exponential cut-off in Model B, is apparent
for higher energies. For high obscuration and low count spectra, it is difficult to
distinguish between Model A and B (§ 4.3.1.3). However, the derived NH values will
vary according to the power-law spectral slope. Additionally, we can compare the
X-ray-derived SFRs of Model B with those obtained through our NIR-to-radio SED
modeling (§ 4.3.2).
4.3.1.3 Application of X-ray Spectral Models
We now apply our set of spectral models to the X-ray identified AzTEC SMGs. To
correctly fit the intrinsic absorption, which has a strong energy dependence through
the photo-electric cross-section, we require accurate source redshift information. This
limits us to 32 out of our original sample of 45 X-ray sources (∼63 percent), includ-
ing 5 sources in GOODS-N, 14 in GOODS-S, and 13 in COSMOS. We favor the
spectroscopic redshift, whenever available, over the photometric redshift. Milky Way
absorption values of 1.5, 0.9, and 2.5×1020 cm−2 are included for the spectra, depend-
ing on whether they were taken in GOODS-N, GOODS-S, or COSMOS, respectively.
The best-fit parameters for each set of models, as well as their C-statistic values and
associated rest-frame, absorption corrected 2.0-10.0 keV luminosities, are given in
Table 4.3. As a simple check, we have compared our derived luminosities with those
of previously published catalogs (i.e. Alexander et al., 2003; Tozzi et al., 2006) which
correlate well with our results.
In order to determine which of our sets of models offer the best fit to the X-ray
spectra, we run 2000 Monte Carlo simulations through the goodness command in
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xspec, which provides the percentage of simulations that have a C-statistic lower
than the observed spectrum. The best-fit spectral models, the ones providing the
lowest goodness fraction, have been highlighted in boldface in Table 4.3. As one
might expect, the models with the lowest C-statistics tend to also provide the lowest
goodness fractions, indicating a very high probability that the observed spectrum
can be characterized by the best-fit model. Models A and B often show very similar
C-statistics, which leads to only a few percent difference in their goodness fractions.
These differences are not statistically significant based on 10000 fakeit simulated
fits using an intrinsically absorbed Γ=1.8 power-law as the template spectrum.
We find that ∼53 percent (17/32) of the AzTEC/X-ray sources have X-ray spectra
that immediately favors an AGN origin. Of these, ∼70 percent show evidence for
heavy obscuration with NH ∼> 10
23 cm−2. Regardless of the best-fit spectral model, the
majority of AzTEC/X-ray sources (22/32) have 2.0 to 10.0 keV rest-frame luminosities
of ∼>10
43 ergs s−1, heavily favoring an AGN interpretation. Note that the derived
luminosities are sensitive to the choice of the X-ray model. For those AzTEC/X-ray
sources that favor the starburst model Model B, we use the X-ray luminosity to SFR
relation of P04 to estimate a SFR, assuming no contribution from a buried AGN.
There is some uncertainty in the exact form of the X-ray-to-SFR scaling relation as
discussed by Mineo, Gilfanov, & Sunyaev (2011); however, many of these relations
consider local, low SFR (∼< 10 M⊙ yr
−1) sources during their construction. As we are
concerned with potentially high SFRs, we favor the P04 and Persic & Rephaeli (2007)
SFR-X-ray scaling relations; using the Ranalli et al. (2003) relation, or similar, would
decrease the estimated SFRs by a factor of ∼2-5. The high X-ray luminosities would
require very strong SFRs on the order of ∼> 10
3 − 104 M⊙ yr
−1, which is pushing
the limits for typical SMGs. However, there are 5 sources with LX ∼< 10
42 ergs s−1
which are candidates to be starburst powered X-ray sources. These sources account
for ∼16 percent of our X-ray-identified SMG sample; consistent with the starburst-
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Table 4.3: X-ray spectral fits to identified AzTEC/X-ray sources. Spectral models
used are: Galactic dust- and intrinsically-absorbed AGN power-law (pha(zpha(po)),
Model A) and Galactic dust- and intrinsically-absorbed power-law with an exponen-
tial cut-off relating to emission from HMXBs (pha(zpha(hmxb)), Model B). Models
that offer the best fit to the X-ray spectra based on our simulations are emphasized in
bold. The relevant parameters given here are the intrinsic neutral hydrogen column
density (NH in 10
22 cm−2); absorption corrected, rest-frame X-ray luminosity in the
2.0-10.0 keV energy band (LX in 10
43 ergs s−1) and X-ray derived SFR (SFRX in 1000
M⊙ yr
−1) for Model B assuming the P04 relation. Errors are given at the 90 percent
confidence level.
Chandra ID ΓEff Model A Model B
NH LX C-stat NH LX SFRX C-stat
J123616.08+621514.1 0.98+0.23−0.28 16.46
+7.64
−6.20 4.40 159.3 6.70
+5.76
−4.05 2.60 26.0 161.0
J123635.86+620707.8 -0.56+0.36−0.45 97.94
+25.89
−29.10 8.89 212.7 74.19
+25.15
−27.01 4.51 45.1 213.3
J123711.32+621331.1 0.69+0.52−0.55 9.72
+21.27
−6.95 0.92 189.0 < 16.28 0.62 6.2 186.7
J123711.98+621325.8 -0.41+0.65−0.61 57.60
+45.78
−24.30 2.70 199.2 38.31
+37.00
−18.49 1.37 13.7 198.8
J123716.63+621733.4 1.17+0.05−0.06 2.10
+0.25
−0.23 9.95 236.6 0.52
+0.18
−0.17 8.76 87.6 239.4
J033158.25-274458.8 0.99+0.59−0.55 < 1.93 0.07 177.3 < 0.83 0.08 0.8 173.8
J033204.48-274643.3 1.39+0.24−0.20 1.00
+1.02
−0.82 1.08 187.0 < 0.37 1.07 10.7 186.1
J033207.12-275128.6 0.74+−0.75−0.75 < 14.0 0.04 189.1 < 12.3 0.04 0.4 189.2
J033209.71-274249.0 2.22+0.30−0.28 < 0.06 0.25 199.4 < 0.04 0.34 3.4 238.4
J033212.23-274620.9 0.85+0.15−0.13 3.34
+0.69
−0.68 1.00 189.8 1.53
+0.58
−0.50 0.88 8.8 186.6
J033215.32-275037.6 0.96+0.40−0.29 0.82
+0.41
−0.42 0.01 204.2 0.34
+0.35
−0.31 0.01 0.1 205.7
J033222.17-274811.6 0.38+0.27−0.28 39.19
+14.60
−10.40 3.11 181.8 23.67
+10.86
−8.72 1.66 16.6 182.1
J033222.56-274815.0 -0.43+0.49−0.42 94.11
+55.73
−32.70 3.51 182.9 55.83
+45.48
−21.71 1.49 14.9 180.6
J033234.78-275534.0 1.06+0.28−0.31 0.43
+0.27
−0.19 4.0e-4 167.9 < 0.45 5.0e-4 5.0e-3 167.7
J033235.18-275215.7 0.64+0.39−0.54 5.17
+4.38
−2.08 0.12 179.7 3.17
+3.36
−1.84 0.10 1.0 180.9
J033238.01-274401.2 1.77+1.00−0.88 < 5.53 0.14 235.8 < 3.95 0.14 1.4 237.6
J033244.02-274635.9 2.01+0.20−0.20 < 0.96 3.64 181.6 < 0.26 3.15 31.5 230.3
J033246.83-275120.9 0.95+0.52−0.64 4.32
+4.92
−3.16 0.20 209.2 < 5.64 0.17 1.7 208.9
J033302.94-275146.9 1.41+0.37−0.26 10.36
+10.41
−6.34 14.37 175.5 < 7.89 8.69 86.9 182.4
J095905.05+022156.4 0.98+1.40−1.25 < 78.54 4.92 47.1 < 60.47 2.72 27.2 47.6
J095929.70+021706.4 1.11+1.43−1.23 < 4.14 0.83 92.7 < 3.28 0.93 9.3 91.8
J095945.15+023021.1 1.24+2.97−1.38 < 1.01 0.41 140.0 < 0.95 0.57 5.7 139.7
J095953.85+021853.6 0.57+0.58−0.59 5.56
+3.98
−3.14 0.79 103.2 3.27
+3.66
−2.56 0.66 6.6 103.7
J095959.96+020633.1 0.52+0.66−0.74 5.53
+4.30
−3.11 0.39 79.0 3.71
+3.92
−2.65 0.33 3.3 80.0
J100003.73+020206.4 1.00+2.06−1.53 < 124.89 6.16 141.2 < 82.08 2.52 25.2 140.8
J100006.11+015239.2 1.77+0.70−0.57 < 1.48 2.25 115.6 < 0.83 2.26 22.6 118.3
J100006.55+023259.3 1.26+0.58−0.54 < 2.98 0.82 87.1 < 1.56 0.79 7.9 86.4
J100033.61+014902.0 1.57+0.50−0.45 < 0.68 0.75 104.8 < 0.29 0.95 9.5 107.5
J100055.34+023441.1 1.85+0.19−0.19 < 0.44 24.88 159.2 < 0.10 26.84 268.4 181.6
J100107.46+015718.1 1.59+0.79−0.60 0.88
+2.27
−0.86 1.46 148.5 < 1.50 1.49 14.9 149.9
J100116.15+023606.9 1.72+0.60−0.56 0.20
+1.31
−0.19 5.84 100.3 < 0.69 6.72 67.1 102.6
J100139.73+022548.5 3.23+0.79−0.71 < 0.05 0.01 81.3 < 0.04 0.02 0.2 97.5
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powered fraction of LNPS10 (∼17±6 percent). We caution, however, that this does
not necessarily imply that their X-ray emission is dominated by star formation (see
§ 4.3.2.2, Tables 4.4). These results thus show that the bulk of the X-ray emission
from our SMG sample is predominately produced by obscured AGNs.
4.3.2 NIR-to-Radio SED Modeling
For an alternative view of the AGN and star formation contributions, we now
examine the near-IR-to-radio SEDs of the AzTEC/X-ray sources. To be luminous at
(sub-)millimetre wavelengths, a source must contain dust heated to T∼30K (Chap-
man et al., 2005; Pope et al., 2006) through some central engine. While it is possible
to have (sub-)mm emission due to synchrotron processes from radio-loud AGN (e.g.,
Vieira et al., 2010), the corresponding radio fluxes would have to be significantly
larger (on order 1-100 mJy; de Zotti et al., 2010; Vieira et al., 2010) than those ob-
served for our AzTEC/X-ray sources, which range from 0.02 to 0.65 mJy (Table 4.2).
The required dust heating must then be accomplished either by star formation, AGN
activity, or some combination of the two.
For our SED modeling, we consider the templates of Efstathiou, Rowan-Robinson
& Siebenmorgen (2000) and Siebenmorgen et al. (2004) to parametrize emission from
a starburst (SB) and AGN component, respectively. This selection of templates is
widely used in the literature and has shown to provide reasonable results to similar
classes of sources over the NIR-to-mm wavelength regime (i.e. Efstathiou, Rowan-
Robinson & Siebenmorgen, 2000; Siebenmorgen et al., 2004; Meng et al., 2010; Serra
et al., 2011; Younger & Hopkins, 2011; Yun et al., 2012, and references therein).
For this work, we favor the Siebenmorgen et al. (2004) AGN models as opposed to
torus models as we are more interested in the integrated AGN host properties rather
than the centralized nuclear region. Additionally, these models are built from basic
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radiative transfer models, incorporating relevant dust emission/absorption physics,
with simple parametrizations comparable to the SB models.
In order to estimate the total SED, we apply a simple linear combination of the two
template sets. Since this approach may introduce strong template-parameter degen-
eracies into our summed SEDs, we use the Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) based
SED fitting tool SED Analysis Through Markov Chains (SATMC). While computa-
tionally slower compared to direct maximum likelihood (least squares) fitting, MCMC
has the advantage that the full set of posterior parameter distributions are returned
- allowing for direct inspection of the posteriors for degeneracies that may bias our
interpretations of the fits (see Figure 4.4). The full details of the MCMC algorithm
and SED fitting with SATMC are presented in Chapter 2. Here, we briefly describe
the adopted models and their implications on the AzTEC/X-ray source population.
4.3.2.1 SED Models and Fitting
Before applying the SED templates to the observed SEDs, it is helpful to have an
understanding of how the templates parametrize the underlying physics and resulting
IR emission. In the Efstathiou, Rowan-Robinson & Siebenmorgen (2000) templates,
emission from a dusty starburst is traced from a single star forming giant molecular
cloud (GMC) with the cloud optical depth (τν) and starburst age setting the over-
all shape of the SED. Specifically, τν controls the strength of the PAH and silicate
features, while older starburst ages shift the IR peak to longer wavelengths. A nor-
malization factor is then required to scale the emission from a single GMC to the full
system. This normalization is comparable to the SFR at the onset of the burst as Ef-
stathiou, Rowan-Robinson & Siebenmorgen (2000) assume an exponentially decaying
SFR history of the form
SFR(t) ≈ SFR(0)e−t/20 Myr (4.2)
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where t is the SB age; SFR estimates obtained this way are approximately 2-3 times
lower than more traditional FIR SFR indicators – for example, the Kennicutt (1998)
relation. The AGN models are described by a single central illuminating source
with intrinsic luminosity L surrounded by a spherical dust distribution of size R and
the visual extinction (AV ). The dust distribution, temperature, strength of absorp-
tion/emission lines, etc. are adjusted through a combination of the size and visual
extinction. It should be noted that the Siebenmorgen et al. (2004) AGN templates
make a number of simplifications compared to alternative AGN models. Modern AGN
templates (e.g. Fritz, Franceshini & Hatziminiaoglou, 2006; Nenkova et al., 2008, and
references therein) consider the AGN to be surrounded by torus, generally composed
of a clumpy material, whose geometry flares outward. This geometry naturally falls in
line with the standard AGN unified model where looking through the torus results in
Type 2 (obscured) AGN while Type 1 (unobscured) AGN are produced from ’face-on’
observations. The Siebenmorgen et al. (2004) models obviously lack the asymmetry
and clumpy distribution of the traditional AGN torus but are able to recreate the
same effects; Siebenmorgen et al. comments that it is the dust mass and distance
from the source (set by AV and R) that are most important. Though torus geome-
tries may extend to the kpc scale (e.g. Granato & Danese, 1994; Fritz, Franceshini &
Hatziminiaoglou, 2006; Nenkova et al., 2008) and can produce significant cold dust
emission, they lack the dust intrinsic to the host galaxy, whose geometry extends
well beyond that of a nuclear torus. Given that current observations are unable to
spatially resolve our sample, we believe the Siebenmorgen et al. (2004) models to be
better representative of galactic emission resulting from an AGN than the traditional
torus models.
Using the above models, we have three to six free parameters with 6-7 available
SED data points per AzTEC/X-ray source. In our fitting, we are able to predict an
X-ray luminosity from the FIR luminosity/SFR using the relations of Marconi et al.
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(2004) and P04 for the AGN and SB models, respectively. This allows us to then
use the observed X-ray luminosities in Table 4.3 as an additional prior to the fits.
As the SB models do not account for any radio emission, we employ the radio-FIR
correlation of Yun, Reddy & Condon (2001) to add a radio ’tail’ to the templates.
Note, however, that this may still pose some uncertainty when combining templates
as there is scatter in this relationship (e.g. Carilli & Yun, 2000; Chapman et al., 2005)
and it does not predict any radio emission resulting from an AGN.
In fitting the near-IR-to-radio SEDs of our X-ray-detected SMGs, we consider
two combinations of the SED templates: (1) AGN and SB templates including the
observed X-ray luminosity and X-ray-absorbing column density as priors to the AGN
luminosity, SB SFR and AGN AV and (2) SB only without the additional X-ray
constraints. The first set of models serves to estimate the AGN contribution to the
bolometric and 1.1 mm emission. The SB only fits provide a measure of the necessity
of the AGN templates. The X-ray luminosity prior had to be excluded for these fits
as their inclusion produced unreasonable results (see § 4.3.2.2). Tables 4.4 and 4.6
and Figure 4.3 show the results of our MCMC fitting technique to our AzTEC/X-ray
sample. For each set of best-fit parameters, we calculate the log of the likelihood,
ln(L); higher values of ln(L) indicate a higher probability that the data is consistent
with the best-fit model.
4.3.2.2 SED Fitting Results
Figure 4.3 shows that our method is able to produce reasonable fits to the AzTEC/X-
ray sources; the source J033234.78-274815.0 was excluded as it has no discernible
IRAC/MIPS counterpart despite having a spectroscopic redshift (see Table 4.2).
While the majority (∼87 percent) of our sources can be fit using the SB templates
alone, they typically under-predict the 1.1 mm emission, recovering on average ∼30-
38 percent of the observed flux. Including the AGN models helps to slightly increase
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Table 4.4: Best-fit parameters for the composite AGN+SB models based on the
broadband photometry of AzTEC/X-ray sources. The predicted X-ray luminosities
are compared to those derived from the X-ray spectral modeling (§ 4.3.1.4) to provide
additional weights in calculating the likelihoods. Errors are given at the 1σ confidence
level after marginalizing over all other free parameters in the fitted templates. Col.(1):
Chandra Source ID. Col.(2), (3), and (4): AGN template galaxy outer radius, intrinsic
luminosity and visual extinction. Col.(5), (6), and (7): SB template normalization,
age, and optical depth.
AGN SB
Chandra ID R L AV Norm Age τν
kpc log(L⊙) mag Myr























































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.5: Continuation of Table 4.4 containing the derived physical properties based
on the fitted parameters. Col.(1): Chandra Source ID. Col.(2): Total model-derived,
rest-frame bolometric IR luminosity from the AGN and SB templates over the wave-
length range ∼0.001-1500µm. Col.(3): SFR derived from Eqn. 4.2 (§ 4.3.2.1) and
Cols. 5 & 6 of Table 4.4. Col.(4): SED derived X-ray luminosity. Col.(5): Fractional
contribution of AGN template to total model emission at 1.1mm. Col.(6): Fractional
contribution of model to observed 1.1mm flux. Col.(7): ln(L) of best-fit parameters.
IR X-ray
Chandra ID Lum. SFR Lum. fAGN,1.1mm f1.1mm ln(L)
1012L⊙ M⊙ yr
−1 1043ergs s−1




























































































































−0.01 0.32 0.001 -187114.26
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Table 4.6: Best-fit SED parameters using only the SB models. The SED derived X-ray luminosity is left as a free parameter
and provides no additional constraint to the SED fitting. Errors are given at the 1σ confidence level after marginalizing over all
other free parameters in the fitted templates. Col.(1): Chandra Source ID. Col.(2), (3), and (4): SB template normalization, age
(Myr), and optical depth. Col.(5): Total model-derived, rest-frame bolometric IR luminosity from ∼0.001-1500µm (1012L⊙).
Col.(6): SFR (M⊙ yr−1) derived from Eqn. 4.2 (§ 4.3.2.1) and Cols. 2 & 3. Col.(7): SED derived X-ray luminosity (1043
ergs s−1). Col.(8): Fractional contribution of model to observed 1.1mm flux. Col.(9): ln(L) of best-fit parameters.
Chandra ID Norm AGE τν IR Lum. SFR X-ray Lum. f1.1mm ln(L)

























































































































































































































































































Figure 4.3: Observed frame best-fit AGN+SB and SB-only SEDs to AzTEC/X-ray
sources. The plots show the template models that lie closest to the best-fit parameters
determined from the MCMC SED fitting. The AGN and SB models are given by the
dotted red and dashed blue lines, respectively, with their linear combination shown
by the solid black line. Also shown for each source is the redshift used in the SED
fitting, favoring the spectroscopic redshift where available, and the resulting best-fit
ln(L) values. For reference, we have included the probability of random association








Figure 4.4: Sample smoothed, marginalized likelihood distribution of accepted pa-
rameter steps for J123616.08+621514.1 using the AGN+SB templates. The location
of the maximum likelihood value has been marked by the large ’X’. Contours are
drawn at the 68% (red solid) and 90% (blue dashed) confidence levels. The likelihood
distributions show that while there are no large apparent correlations between pa-
rameters, the constraints on some parameters are rather poor (particularly for AGN
R and SB τν). AGN L and SB normalization are the most well constrained due to
the inclusion of the X-ray luminosity prior.
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the model fluxes and are generally required to match the X-ray luminosity prior but
are still unable to match the mm-wavelength observations; contributing little, if at
all, to the bolometric luminosities and observed 1.1 mm flux. In some cases (e.g.
J033212.23-274620.9), the AGN and SB templates appear very similar in the final fit.
This likely results from the similarities in the dust treatment and radiative transfer in
the templates as noted by Siebenmorgen & Efstathiou (2005) for effectively identical
template parameters (i.e. dust content, optical depth and intrinsic luminosity; see
also their figure 4). In many cases, the fit values for AGN R and AV are rather poor
and show a large range in acceptable values. This effect stems from our use of the X-
ray luminosity prior which effectively sets the AGN bolometric luminosity, preventing
any additional AGN contribution to the bolometric SED and thus leading to uncon-
strained R and AV (see also Figure 4.5). The fact that AV had such poor constraints
prompted us to include the X-ray column density to avoid over-estimating the dust
content. By virtue of our MCMC technique, we may readily identify any degeneracies
between the AGN and SB template sets; however, Figure 4.4 shows that there are no
large parameter-parameter degeneracies, although some parameters are not very well
constrained. This is particularly the case for AGN R and AV as mentioned above.
Due to the under-prediction of the 1.1 mm flux, we are biased to under estimate
the total IR luminosity such that the values reported in Table 4.4 are more likely to
be lower limits. Correcting for the under-prediction, we can expect the luminosities
to be ∼2-3 times higher. As a result, the FIR-derived SFRs and the associated SFR-
derived X-ray luminosities for J033215.32-275037.6 and J033207.12-275128.6 are more
likely to be in line with their observed X-ray luminosities. The remaining starburst-
candidate X-ray sources (J033158.25-274458.8 and J100139.73+022548.5) are still
ambiguous as their X-ray derived SFRs are ∼5-8× higher than their IR counterparts;
however, the poor fits to these sources prevents an accurate measurement of their FIR
luminosity and SFR, hindering our interpretation. Nevertheless, it remains plausible
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Figure 4.5: AGN only fits for J03222.56-274815.0 using the X-ray priors (top) and
without (bottom). As seen in Figure 4.3, the AGN component is unable to contribute
any more to the NIR-to-radio SED as its vertical scaling, i.e. luminosity, is set by
the X-ray priors. Without these constraints, the models are able to account for
some of the mid-IR emission, still missing the bulk of the sub-mm flux, but would
predict tremendous X-ray luminosities; here the best fit AGN L is ∼ 1012.75 L⊙ which
translates to an X-ray luminosity of ∼ 5.9 × 1044 ergs s−1, many times over what is
actually observed.
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that at least ∼6 percent of our X-ray-detected SMGs are starburst-dominated in both
the IR and X-ray with little (if any) emission due to an AGN.
It is possible to account for the missing 1.1 mm flux if we relax the constraints on
many of the fit parameters. For instance, the SB models can provide a better fit if we
relax the redshift prior. Similarly, if the X-ray luminosity constraint is removed then
the AGN templates can account for the remaining 1.1 mm flux with significantly more
dust (as set by AV and R). These fits, however, are completely unphysical either due
to inaccurate redshifts (∆z ∼>0.5) or X-ray luminosity (unconstrained AGN templates
predict orders of magnitude higher X-ray luminosities, see also Figure 4.5). Instead,
these additional fits suggest that an additional, possibly extended, dust distribution
may be required. Similar modifications have been suggested for other SED templates
in order to provide complete fits to other SMGs and millimetre-detected QSOs (e.g.
Pope et al., 2008; Mart´ınez-Sansigre et al., 2009; Rowan-Robinson et al., 2010). Unlike
Rowan-Robinson et al. (2010), however, we find that a diffuse ’cirrus’ component as
described by Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson (2003) is not sufficient for the additional
dust distribution and does not improve the quality of our fits.
4.4 Discussion
Across a ∼1.2 square degree area of the sky, we have analyzed the X-ray spectral
and NIR-to-radio SED properties of 45 X-ray-detected AzTEC sources for evidence
of AGN and starburst activity. Our full sample is limited by the number of available
redshifts, leaving a subset (32/45) of sources. Within GOODS-N and GOODS-S,
this subset of AzTEC/X-ray sources typically have high levels of dust obscuration
(NH ∼> 10
23 cm−2) and are generally associated with AGN activity, while their NIR-to-
radio SEDs imply that the IR and bolometric output are almost completely dominated
by star formation. Though we do go deeper in the 4Ms GOODS-S field and find
fainter potential X-ray counterparts, we do not find any evidence for significantly
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higher amounts of dust obscuration compared to the 2Ms GOODS-N and initial
2Ms GOODS-S. Considering the relative uncertainties in the LX-SFR relation and
under-prediction of the 1.1 mm flux for many of our models, a small portion (∼6-
13 percent) of our X-ray-identified SMGs are likely to be completely dominated by
starburst emission in both the X-ray and NIR-to-radio with the remaining majority
powered almost exclusively by an AGN in the X-ray and starburst in the NIR-to-radio
(see § 4.3.1.3 and § 4.3.2.2). Here, we explore the implications of our X-ray modeling
and SED fitting in the context of emission at 1.1 mm and previous (sub-)mm/X-ray
studies.
4.4.1 Origin of 1.1 mm Emission
As stated in § 4.3.2, (sub-)millimetre emission from our AzTEC/X-ray sources
results from dust heated to T∼30K. Based on our SED fitting (§ 4.3.2.2), the observed
NIR-to-mm luminosity is generally dominated by the starburst with little contribution
from an AGN (see Figure 4.3). These fits predict dust temperatures on the order
of ∼30-40K yet generally under-predict the observed 1.1 mm flux by ∼>50 percent,
suggesting that a cooler, extended dust component is present. Further evidence for an
additional dust component has been seen in previous SMG studies (e.g., Chapman et
al., 2005; Pope et al., 2006) and by Rowan-Robinson et al. (2010) in Herschel SPIRE
sources, although they suggest that it can be accounted for with the cirrus templates
of Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson (2003) which we are unable verify. Fitting of the
IR dust peak, for which Herschel data are optimized, will provide more accurate
estimates of the dust temperature and will aid in reducing parameter uncertainty,
improving the bolometric luminosity estimates and providing further insight into the
nature of the missing dust.
Given the evidence so far for an additional dust component, one must wonder
where the dust resides. The dust could simply reside in an extended disk if the
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starbursting region remains localized to the central ∼1 kpc. Alternatively, the dust
may reside in the halo of the SMG, pushed out through radiation- or momentum-
driven outflows resulting from the starburst region(s) and/or the central AGN (e.g.,
Oppenheimer & Dave´, 2006; Zu et al., 2011). A typical GMC in a z = 2 starburst
galaxy can reach velocities of ∼300 km s−1 (Murray, Me´nard & Thompson, 2011),
which will spread its gas and dust as far as ∼15 kpc from the galaxy center during
a ∼50 Myr starburst active phase. Similar outflows reaching ∼1000 km s−1 have
been observed in local ULIRGs and have been shown to account for as much as 20
percent of the total molecular gas mass, on the order of 109 M⊙, which are easily
produced through starbursts with SFR∼> 100 M⊙ yr
−1 (Chung et al., 2009, 2011).
The spatial scales predicted for these outflow regions are consistent with the radii
predicted by the AGN templates and high resolution imaging of SMGs using the
IRAM Plateau de Bure interferometer (PdBI) and Submillimetre Array (SMA) (e.g.,
Tacconi et al., 2006, 2008; Younger et al., 2008), which show typical size scales of
∼2-8 kpc. The molecular gas will not survive long due to lack of self-shielding,
which would allow the dust to inhabit a larger volume than that traced by traditional
molecular gas measurements. Though the majority of the mass will still be contained
within the central region, the extended dust will quickly cool to the background
CMB temperature and will likely produce a temperature gradient as distance from
the central region increases (see, for example, fig. 5 of Younger et al., 2008), which
may contribute significantly to the (sub-)mm emission. This scenario agrees with
the recent EVLA observations of Ivison et al. (2010, 2011) SMGs and of background
quasars (Me´nard et al., 2010).
Possible alternatives to the extended cold dust model is that the missing 1.1 mm
flux results from false detections, source blending or even mismatched templates.
Kirkpatrick et al. (2012) and Sajina et al. (2012) have shown that z ∼ 2 ULIRGs
have difference spectral characteristics than typical z ∼ 1 ULIRGs. We may readily
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remove false detections as the false association rate for the X-ray-identified AzTEC
sources is ∼5-6 percent (§ 4.2.3.1) whereas the majority of sources under-predict the
1.1 mm flux. Similarly, previous sub-mm studies suggest blending can occur in ∼20-
25 percent of sub-mm detected sources (see Scott et al., 2012, and references therein)
so that while blending is likely to occur, it is unlikely to the primary cause for the
flux discrepancy. Unfortunately, it is not possible to de-blend sources using current
Spitzer MIPS, Herschel PACS or VLA radio data without a priori knowledge of the
intrinsic sources. Only through high resolution imaging and kinematics with ALMA,
LMT and future (sub-)mm telescopes may we be able to de-blend potential offenders
and/or make direct confirmation of an extended cold dust distribution.
The question still remaining is how the AGN emission, as indicated by the high X-
ray detection rate and the X-ray spectra, relates to the sub-mm observations. While
AGN models are favored in the X-ray spectral fitting, the sub-mm emission is, in
fact, unlikely to result solely from an AGN. As shown in Figure 4.5, the X-ray priors
prevent any significant contribution from the AGN templates. Even when relaxed,
the AGN models still show poor fits to the mid-IR, relative to their observed fluxes
and uncertainties, and sub-mm data, never mind the unphysical X-ray luminosity
predicted. In a merger-driven formation scenario (e.g. Narayanan et al., 2010), gas
from the colliding systems gives rise to an increase in star formation, resulting in a sub-
mm-bright phase. Shortly after the sub-mm-bright phase and final coalescence, the
central black hole may undergo the bulk of its growth, producing an AGN which may
then aid in shutting off the star formation through feedback, leaving the final system
as a quasar or dusty AGN-powered ULIRG. Given the high X-ray column densities
we derived for our AzTEC/X-ray sample, it is likely that these sources represent
the early growth phase of the AGN. Combined with the starburst-dominated NIR-to-
radio SEDs and expected short timescale of the sub-mm-bright phase (< 50 Myr), the
X-ray-identified sources may be SMGs caught in their transitionary period between
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peak star formation and peak black hole growth. This transition scenario is consistent
with the fact that the average 1.1 mm fluxes and 2-10 keV count rates of the X-ray-
identified sources are both below the average of the overall SMG and X-ray sample.
The remaining X-ray undetected SMGs could result from a starburst triggered during
the first passing of merging systems or rapid, short-lived mergers similar to those
found by Chapman et al. (2009). However, we can not rule out the possibility that
the X-ray-dim SMGs could result from a moderately continuous gas in-fall (see, for
example, Dave´ et al., 2010) or very young starbursts with Compton-thick AGNs (e.g.,
A05a,b). The X-ray-detected SMGs are unlikely to be produced by such continuous
in-fall given the starburst timescales from our SED modeling; accretion-driven models
predict that the sub-mm bright phase may last for ∼0.1-1 Gyr (Fardal et al., 2001).
One other possibility given the expected high SFRs for SMGs is that the central
AGN are likely time-variable (see Alexander & Hickox, 2012, and references therein).
AGN can switch between being ’on’ or ’off’ on timescales of ∼<1 yr and cause large
variations in their observed luminosities and absorbing column densities, which will
affect the probability of detecting an AGN associated with an SMG. It is unknown
how this AGN time-variability scenario will influence the SED of SMGs though we
expect any additional contribution to the SED to be small given the already low AGN
contribution rate in the X-ray detected sample. Further evolutionary simulations and
observations aimed at spatially resolving SMGs will provide the tools necessary to
classify SMGs under the appropriate formation and evolutionary scenario.
4.4.2 Comparison with Previous Studies
For our AzTEC/X-ray sample, the AGN detection rate is ∼14 percent between all
three fields. However, the shallow X-ray depth of COSMOS, potentially compounded
by our more stringent detection criteria, prevents confirmation of the most heavily
obscured AGNs which may contribute significantly to the sub-mm emission (Lutz
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Figure 4.6: Histogram of effective power-law indices (ΓEff) for the AzTEC/X-ray
sources, given by the filled histogram, for all sources (top) and only those with radio
counterparts (bottom). For comparison, we also include the ΓEff distributions from
A05b (back-hashed region) and LNPS10 (forward-hashed region).
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Figure 4.7: Reproduction of fig. 2b from A05b including the A05b, LNPS10 and
AzTEC/X-ray samples. The fluxes of A05b have been converted to 2.0-10.0 keV
luminosities assuming a photon index of Γ = 1.8 and eqn. 1 of Alexander et al.
(2003). Radio luminosities are calculated from the radio fluxes in Table 4.2 and eqn
2. of Alexander et al. (2003). Also plotted is the P04 SFR-X-ray luminosity relation
(solid line), using the SFR-radio relation of Condon (1992) to convert SFR to 1.4
GHz luminosity, with a 20 percent statistical error given by the dotted lines. Some
of the A05b starburst sources only have 3σ upper limits for their X-ray luminosities
and are shown with arrows indicating such.
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Figure 4.8: Reproduction of fig. 8 from A05b including the A05b, LNPS10 and
AzTEC/X-ray samples. The X-ray fluxes of A05b are converted to 2.0-10.0 keV
using Γ = 1.8. FIR luminosities are derived from the radio luminosities of Fig. 4.7
using a radio to FIR correlation of q=2.35 (Helou, Soifer & Rowan-Robinson, 1985).
The over-plotted lines represent ratios of constant X-ray versus FIR luminosity for
the A05b starburst ( LX
LFIR
= 10−4) and AGN ( LX
LFIR
=0.004) sources, and the average




et al., 2010; Hill & Shanks, 2011). Excluding COSMOS, the AGN detection rate
increases to ∼ 28 percent, consistent with previous X-ray/SMG studies (> 38+12−10
percent, 29±8 percent and < 26 ± 9 for A05a,b, LNPS10 and GRC11, respectively)
while avoiding potential biases due to prior counterpart identification and achieving
better source statistics via larger sky coverage. Similar to LNPS10, we also find
evidence that ∼6-13 percent of our X-ray sources are potentially HMXBs associated
with high star formation rates. However, many of the starburst powered SCUBA-
detected sources of LNPS10, and by extension A05b, are missing from our sample.
While the X-ray data for GOODS-N is essentially the same as that used in A05b
and LNPS10, it is not surprising for differences to exist between the AzTEC and
SCUBA catalogs. Chapin et al. (2009) suggests that such a discrepancy results from
instrument and measurement calibration uncertainty as well as intrinsic spread in
host properties (namely dust temperature and emissivity). In fact, for a SCUBA
source to be detected by AzTEC at > 3.5σ in GOODS-N (where the AzTEC rms is
∼1.3 mJy/beam, see § 4.2.1), its effective 850µm flux would need to be ∼> 8.19 mJy,
higher than the typical 850µm flux for sources in LNPS10. This estimate assumes
an R=S850/S1.1 value of 1.8 (Chapin et al., 2009) and that ’flux boosting’ (see, for
example, Austermann et al., 2010; Scott et al., 2010) effects the 850µm and 1.1mm
observations equally. Completeness of the (sub-)mm observations may also contribute
to this discrepancy; at ∼4mJy, the AzTEC map is ∼60 percent complete (Perera et
al., 2008). Of course, there is always the issue of false identifications and mismatching
of sources as well as prior counterpart bias (see LNPS10) which, while the expected
number of such occurrences are small (see § 4.2), may still lead to a decrease in the
number of starburst-dominated X-ray sources in our sample.
In Figure 4.6, we show the range of effective photon indices ΓEff for our AzTEC/X-
ray sample (see § 4.3.1.1, Table 4.3) in relation to the samples of A05b and LNPS10.
Using the Mann-Whitney (MW) U-test, we find that the probability that our AzTEC/X-
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ray sources are consistent with being drawn from the samples of A05b and LNPS10
are 0.02 and 0.14, respectively. If we limit our sample to AzTEC/X-ray sources with
radio detections then the MW probabilities become 0.07 and 0.17 for the A05b and
LNPS10 samples, respectively. Since the errors on ΓEff are known, we further es-
timate the intrinsic mean and variance of the samples by constructing 1000 Monte
Carlo realizations of the ΓEff distributions. The resulting intrinsic mean value of ΓEff
for the AzTEC/X-ray, A05b and LNPS10 samples are 1.14±0.09 (1σ), 0.60±0.10 and
1.44±0.16, respectively; including only the radio-detected AzTEC/X-ray sources re-
sults in an intrinsic mean of 1.05±0.08. These results imply a strong statistical differ-
ence between the AzTEC/X-ray and A05b samples (at ∼>3σ), while the AzTEC/X-ray
and LNPS10 samples have consistent means values of ΓEff .
Despite the differences in ΓEff , the methods of analysis in A05b produce results
consistent with our study. For further comparison, we reproduce figures 2b and 8 of
A05b, which show the L2.0−10.0keV versus L1.4GHz (Figure 4.7) and L2.0−10.0keV versus
LFIR (Figure 4.8) relations for the A05b and LNPS10 starburst and AGN systems,
including our AzTEC/X-ray sources that have radio counterparts. In reproducing
the A05b figures, we have converted the A05b 0.5-8.0 keV fluxes to 2.0-10.0 keV
luminosities assuming a photon index of Γ = 1.8 and eqn. 1 of Alexander et al. (2003).
Radio and FIR luminosities have been determined for our sample following the same
procedures as A05b to ensure compatibility. We caution, however, that the radio-FIR
correlation used to derive the FIR luminosities from the radio emission (Helou, Soifer
& Rowan-Robinson, 1985) assumes emission purely from star formation and could be
misleading if the AGN is radio-loud (e.g. Donley et al., 2005, 2010). Figures 4.7 and
4.8 show that the X-ray emission for the sub-sample of radio-identified AzTEC/X-ray
sources is higher than one would predict from their radio and/or FIR luminosities if
they resulted purely from star formation, indicating AGN activity. However, the FIR
luminosities are generally higher than expected for typical quasars which suggests
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significant contribution from star formation, again consistent with the results from
§ 4.3.2. Alternatively, sources could lie above the Elvis et al. (1994) quasar relation if
they are reflection dominated or Compton-thick (e.g. FSC 10214+4727 A05b, Arp 220
Iwasawa et al. 2005). This is not likely to affect our analysis based on the results from
our X-ray spectral modeling (§ 4.3.1); nevertheless, we can not rule out the possibility
that the faintest X-ray sources may be harboring highly luminous, Compton thick
AGNs, particularly for the non-X-ray-detected SMGs (e.g. Iwasawa et al., 2005; Lutz
et al., 2010; Hill & Shanks, 2011).
4.4.3 Cross-Correlation of AzTEC/X-ray source populations
Author’s note: The figures and analysis presented in this section were produced
by Christina Williams, a co-author of the publication of this chapter (Johnson et al.,
2013).
In addition to examining X-ray-detected SMGs on a source-by-source basis, a
simple cross-correlation analysis of the X-ray and AzTEC source populations can
identify evolutionary patterns between the populations. Almaini (2002); Almaini et
al. (2003) were the first to measure the angular cross-correlation function (XCF)
between SMGs and X-ray sources and found significant correlation at large scales,
leading to the conclusion that the populations both reside in similarly massive dark
matter halos and trace the same large scale structure. Hill & Shanks (2011) later
estimated the XCF for LABOCA sources in the ECDFS and while found similar
evidence for small scale clustering, i.e. residing in same dark matter halos, found no
evidence for large scale clustering, consistent with Borys et al. (2004). Roche, Dunlop
& Almaini (2003) measured the XCF of extremely red objects (EROs) – which may
be the signature of massive galaxies that have entered their passive post-AGN phase
in galaxy evolution – and X-ray sources in the CDFS, and again find evidence for
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Figure 4.9: The XCF between AzTEC and Chandra source populations. Plotted
in each panel is the observed XCF and the XCF from randomly generated source
populations along with the respective beam-size and search radius for each field.
Below our adopted search radii, the XCF shows significant signal due to detected
counterparts. The lack of consistent positive correlation in COSMOS results from
the shallow X-ray depth and corresponding low source density.
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Figure 4.10: The XCF between the AzTEC and Chandra source populations (shown
in Figure 4.9) at scales larger than the beam-size. The top panel shows the full sample
while the bottom shows the XCF in the redshift range 1< z <3. Over the three fields,
there is no significant correlation between the source populations, particularly over
the typical redshift range of SMGs. Due to sensitivity variations in the Chandra data,
the XCF should not be heavily weighed at angular separations of ∼>200.
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between these three populations, where starburst dominated SMGs go through an
AGN-bright phase before evolving into passive ellipticals or EROs.
To determine if there is any correlation between the AzTEC and Chandra source
populations, we apply the two-point angular XCF, wAX(θ), defined as the excess
probability of finding both an AzTEC source in a solid angle δΩA and an X-ray source
in a solid angle δΩX , with an angular separation θ from each other. This excess
probability (relative to an uncorrelated distribution) is given by δP = ρAρX [1 +
wAX(θ)]δΩAδΩX , where ρA and ρX are the surface densities of AzTEC and X-ray
galaxies on the sky (Peebles, 1980). In practice this can be measured from galaxy
maps by counting the number of SMG/X-ray source pairs, binned by their angular
separation, and comparing to pair counts from random positions. Here, we use the
cross-correlation adaptation to the Landy-Szalay estimator (Landy & Szalay, 1993),





where DADX is the number of SMG/X-ray source pairs, DARX and DXRA are the
number of pairs found between each galaxy catalog and randomly generated positions
of sources within each angular separation bin. RARX is the number of pairs found
between random positions for each galaxy population, generated from the selection
function and sensitivity distribution of each map. To generate random source distri-
butions for the AzTEC maps, we follow the methods of Williams et al. (2011). For the
Chandra random catalogs, the exposure maps are relatively uniform (ignoring effects
due to CCD gaps and edge overlapping in COSMOS as they are generally small) such
that we may produce the random catalogs by simply randomly generating positions
within the overlapping coverage region of the Chandra and AzTEC maps. Note, how-
ever, that this does not take into account the sensitivity variations (mostly due to
PSF degradation) as a function of off-axis distance; the XCF may thus be incorrect at
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scales larger than ∼200′′. The overlapping observations in COSMOS helps to smooth
the telescope response, allowing for a more accurate XCF at larger scales.
The resulting XCF for each field, as well as the expected XCF from completely
random distributions, is shown in Figure 4.9, where the errors are estimated from
a Poissonian distribution given the number of AzTEC/X-ray pairs in each angular
bin. The expectation from random distributions is estimated by averaging the XCF
of 100 AzTEC and X-ray random distributions described above, which have the same
properties (area and source density) as the observed maps. In the case of the random
expectation, the errors correspond to the standard deviation of the XCF from each
of the individual random distributions. At small scales, there is significant positive
correlation in the observed XCF due to identified counterparts (see also Hill & Shanks,
2011); this effect is diluted in COSMOS due to its shallow X-ray depth and thus low
source density compared to either GOODS field. However, since the AzTEC source
positions are not well known on scales smaller than the beam-size, we choose to limit
our XCF analysis to the large scale clustering. Figure 4.10 shows the same XCF
combined with their weighted average for scales larger than 28′′, the beam-size of
AzTEC on ASTE, though we caution against heavy interpretation at scales larger
than ∼200′′ as previously mentioned.
Across the three fields, we find no evidence for any large scale correlation signal;
any apparent correlation or anti-correlation seen in individual fields is detected at
∼< 1σ confidence, consistent with Borys et al. (2004) and Hill & Shanks (2011). The
large area covered by our sample (∼1.2 square degrees) aids in mitigating the effects
of cosmic variance, which is the likely cause of variation between fields and may
affect the positive correlation signal found in Almaini (2002). It is possible that the
lack of any correlation signal in our data may be the result of dilution given the
wide and differing redshift distributions of the X-ray and sub-mm sources. In an
attempt to improve the cross-correlation signal, we have run the same analysis by
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limiting the X-ray sources to the redshift range of 1 < z < 3 where the X-ray redshift
distribution shows significant overlap with the sub-mm distribution. If there is any
cross-correlation between the two samples, it should be maximized here. Due to the
small number of X-ray sources with available redshifts in GOODS-N (49 out of the
original 397), we excluded this field from the XCF in the 1< z <3 redshift range. The
XCF using this redshift-limited subset for GOODS-S and COSMOS is statistically
identical to the result we measured using the entire set of X-ray sources, i.e. no
evidence for a correlation.
The lack of a significant correlation between the X-ray and AzTEC source popu-
lations at large scales may suggest that SMGs and AGN are not universally related in
terms of dark matter halo mass and large scale structure. However, considering the
significant fraction of AzTEC SMGs that do have plausible X-ray detections here, it is
likely that the SMG phenomenon is not governed by a single formation and evolution
process; rather, the SMG population is a ”mixed bag” of systems – some undergoing
major mergers concurrent with the build-up of massive black holes (e.g., Narayanan
et al., 2010) and others signaling a short-lived phase of intense star-formation in more
normal galaxies (e.g., Chapman et al., 2009) or even quiescent mass build-up from
gas in-fall (e.g., Dave´ et al., 2010) (see also § 4.4.1). Such cases are likely tied to the
host’s intrinsic properties which could naturally explain the enhanced sub-mm emis-
sion from bright, obscured AGNs as found by Lutz et al. (2010) and Hill & Shanks
(2011). However, we caution that limitations in measuring the correlation between
these populations can also give a null result. For example, the large volume sampled
coupled with the lack of redshift information for the full X-ray and SMG catalogs
will necessarily dilute the projected correlation strength between the two populations,
even if there is some spatial correlation. The shallow X-ray depth of COSMOS will
further dilute any correlation signal by primarily detecting bright AGN that are likely
well past their starburst phase. Observations of SMGs in the near-future with ALMA
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and the LMT geared towards measuring their redshifts and obtaining high-resolution
imaging of their dust and gas will greatly aid in the development and fine tuning of
formation and evolution scenarios for this population.
4.5 Summary
We have presented a detailed analysis of the X-ray properties of AzTEC 1.1 mm
sources found in the GOODS-N, GOODS-S and COSMOS fields. Thanks to deep (∼2-
4 Ms) Chandra observations, we find X-ray counterparts to ∼14 percent of the 1.1 mm
sources across all three fields, increasing to ∼28 percent if we exclude COSMOS due
to its shallower X-ray data. From our modeling of the X-ray spectra and NIR-to-radio
SEDs, we conclude that AzTEC/X-ray sources are all starburst-dominated in the IR,
with SFRs on the order of 100 − 1000 M⊙yr
−1, and an AGN component is needed
in order to explain the observed X-ray luminosities for the majority of our sources.
In ∼6-13 percent of our sample, we find evidence for X-ray emission consistent with
high SFRs, after accounting for the relative uncertainties in the LX-SFR relations and
the typical under-prediction of the 1.1 mm flux in our SED modeling. The AGNs
typically appear obscured in the X-ray band, with neutral hydrogen column densities
in excess of 1023 cm−2. These results are consistent with other SMG/X-ray studies.
Overall, the AGN templates contribute very little (∼<10 percent) to both the bolo-
metric luminosity and 1.1mm flux. At 1.1 mm in particular, the AGN+SB models
typically under-predict the observed fluxes, which indicates that either a cooler, ex-
tended dust component is required to fully recover the NIR-to-radio SED or that the
sources are blended.
The high AGN identification rate in these AzTEC SMGs is particularly interesting
in regards to SMG formation and evolution scenarios. Following a merger-driven
scenario, the X-ray identified sources could represent the transitional period between
starburst and AGN dominant phases. However, the lack of a significant correlation
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at large scales between all X-ray sources and SMGs in these fields suggests that not
all SMGs will evolve to possess an AGN and, similarly, that not all AGN evolve from
a sub-mm bright phase. This suggests heterogeneity in the formation/evolution of
SMGs, possibly due to either intrinsic source properties, i.e. amount of obscuration,
or even multiple formation scenarios. With future analyses aimed at source evolution
as a function of redshift, combined with a more comprehensive redshift catalog for
SMGs (one of the goals for the upcoming LMT), we will be able to determine the
AGN fraction and contribution to greater certainty, allowing for investigating how
SMGs form and evolve into the galaxies we see in the local Universe.
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CHAPTER 5
UNVEILING THE INTRINSIC PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OF X-RAY-DETECTED SUB-MILLIMETER GALAXIES
5.1 Introduction
Sub-millimeter galaxies (Blain et al., 2002, SMGs; see) form an intriguing pop-
ulation of infrared (IR) bright and high-redshift galaxies. Initially discovered with
the Sub-millimeter Common User Bolometer Array (SCUBA; Holland et al., 1999),
hundreds of SMGs have been identified in large blank-field surveys across the night
sky (e.g. Hughes et al., 1998; Coppin et al., 2006; Bertoldi et al., 2007; Weiβ et al.,
2009; Scott et al., 2010, and references therein). Utilizing multi-wavelength follow-up,
it is found that these SMGs are typically characterized by their high IR luminosities
(∼> 10
12 L⊙, e.g. Blain et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2005) and high redshift distribu-
tion peaking at z > 2 (Chapman et al., 2005; Yun et al., 2012). Their high redshift
nature places SMGs into the epoch of cosmic history where the stellar mass content
of the Universe is undergoing a rapid build up (e.g. Bouwens et al., 2011). Based on
this information, it commonly believed that SMGs represent the high redshift analogs
to local ultra-luminous IR galaxies (ULIRGs) – who are comprised of dust-obscured
powerful starbursts and active galactic nuclei (AGN) – and are likely important com-
ponents to understanding the development and evolution of galaxies from the early
Universe to those we see today.
Previous studies of SMGs (e.g. Hughes et al., 1998; Coppin et al., 2006; Bertoldi
et al., 2007; Pope et al., 2008; Nardini et al., 2008; Weiβ et al., 2009; Scott et al.,
2010, and references therein) have determined that SMGs are massive, dusty systems
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with stellar masses on the order of ∼1011−12 M⊙ and star formation rates (SFRs)
∼100-1000 M⊙ yr
−1. This suggests that SMGs are likely formed through powerful
starbursts in mergers of massive galaxies (e.g. Narayanan et al., 2010). However,
precise determination of the intrinsic nature of SMGs is hampered in part due to
the low angular resolution of sub-mm observations (FWHM∼>10
′′) and the relative
faintness of ultra-violet (UV) and optical counterparts. In order to fully characterize
SMGs and determine their role in galaxy formation and evolution, we require a sample
with comprehensive multi-wavelength coverage to identify potential counterparts and
construct the spectral energy distribution (SED). As the SED encodes all of the
physical processes within the source, comprehensive analysis of the SEDs will provide
a detailed picture of the intrinsic nature of SMGs from their star formation histories
and mass content.
In this chapter, we aim to extensively model a sample of X-ray detected AzTEC
SMGs (Johnson et al., 2013, Chapter 4) with the SED synthesis routine GRASIL
(Silva et al., 1998) and derive their intrinsic physical properties. Combining the
detailed nature of the GRASIL models and our Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC)
SED fitting method (SATMC, Chapter 2) provides a never before seen view of the
intricate nature of parameter space and correlations present within. We begin by
detailing the sample used in this study and the motivation behind it. We then outline
our adopted GRASIL parametrization and our MCMC fitting procedure. Finally, we
present a summary of the fitting results along with a comparison to similar studies
that aim to characterize the SMG population. We close with a remark on the impact
and constraints offered by additional parametrizations and observations.
Throughout this work, we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with H0 = 70 km s
1
Mpc1 , Λ0 = 0.7 and ΩM = 0.3.
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Table 5.1: Counterpart IDs and redshifts to the X-ray-detected SMGs in our sample.
Counterparts are referenced according to their IAU identifier or catalog ID number if
not available. Redshifts given are the adopted spectroscopic/photometric values from
Xue et al. 2011 with photometric redshifts in parentheses.
SMM ID Chandra HST Spitzer Herschel VLA Redshift
AzGS8b J033205.34-274644.0 J033205.35-27454431 J033205.35-244644.07 Herschel72 (2.808)
AzGS10 J033207.12-275128.6 J033207.09-275128.96 Herschel435 (1.829)
AzGS1 J033211.39-275213.7 J033211.36-245213.01 Herschel280 660 (3.999)
AzGS13 J033212.23-274620.9 J033212.22-274620.7 J033212.23-274620.66 Herschel375 1.034
AzGS7 J033213.88-275600.2 J033213.85-275559.93 Herschel1196 336 (6.071)
AzGS11 J033215.32-275037.6 J033215.27-275039.4 J033215.30-275038.31 Herschel353 390 (0.682)
AzGS17a J033222.17-274811.6 J033222.14-244811.3 J033222.16-274811.35 Herschel1316 (1.760)
AzGS17b J033222.56-274815.0 J033222.57-274814.8 J033222.54-274814.94 Herschel1316 (2.535)
AzGS16 J033238.01-274401.2 J033238.04-274403.0 J033238.01-274400.61 Herschel973 1.404
AzGS18 J033244.02-274635.9 J033244.01-274635.0 J033244.01-274635.24 Herschel403 2.688
AzGS25 J033246.83-275120.9 J033246.84-275121.2 J033246.83-275120.90 Herschel961 178 (1.101)
AzGS9 J033302.94-275146.9 J033303.05-275145.8 J033303.00-275146.27 Herschel559 188 (4.253)
5.2 Sample Selection
For a full description of our X-ray-detected AzTEC SMG sample, we refer the
reader to Johnson et al. (2013) (Chapter 4). In summary, the fields GOODS-N,
GOODS-S and COSMOS contain the most comprehensive multi-wavelength cover-
age from space and ground based facilities including XMM-Newton, Chandra, HST,
Spitzer, Herschel, and VLA. In Johnson et al., X-ray counterparts were determined to
SMGs detected in each of the three fields in order to constrain the relative contribu-
tion from an obscured AGN. Our preliminary analysis using the template libraries of
Siebenmorgen et al. (2004) and Efstathiou, Rowan-Robinson & Siebenmorgen (2000)
showed that while the X-ray detections indicated the presence of an AGN, the AGN
component contributed little to the bolometric IR SED. In fact, the preliminary fits
to the sample of X-ray-detected SMGs shows negligible AGN contribution at all por-
tions of the IR SED (see Figure 4.3). As a result, we may assume that our sample
and the corresponding SEDs are free from AGN contamination. Though we have
selected a particular sub-sample of the full SMG population, we are confident that
the results obtained with this sample may be applied to SMGs as a whole. The
main UV-radio spectral features (e.g. the stellar ’bump’ around 1-3µm and the IR
dust peak) show no signs of AGN contamination based on our preliminary fits and
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Table 5.2: Photometry of the X-ray-detected SMG sample. Errors are given at the 1σ level.
Source ID 435nm 606nm 775nm 850nm 3.6µm 4.5µm 5.8µm 8.0µm
µJy µJy µJy µJy µJy µJy µJy µJy
J033205.34-274644.0 0.03±0.10 0.09±0.10 0.15±0.10 0.22±0.10 13.44±0.10 15.73±0.10 20.61±0.55 27.52±0.61 x
J033207.12-275128.6 5.51±0.15 5.72±0.22 6.94±1.20 4.82±1.01
J033211.39-275213.7 10.39±0.10 14.60±0.10 20.04±0.58 28.21±0.67
J033212.23-274620.9 0.52±0.10 1.32±0.10 3.52±0.10 6.69±0.10 53.65±0.10 42.70±0.10 33.08±0.41 31.94±0.47
J033213.88-275600.2 7.88±0.10 12.01±0.12 17.69±0.59 22.36±0.61
J033215.32-275037.6 3.33±0.10 7.49±0.10 12.30±0.10 15.90±0.10 22.89±0.10 22.45±0.10 23.77±0.33 32.51±0.39
J033222.17-274811.6 0.03±0.10 0.06±0.10 0.08±0.10 0.11±0.10 11.79±0.10 16.50±0.10 23.90±0.31 20.85±0.35
J033222.56-274815.0 0.04±0.10 0.09±0.10 0.15±0.10 0.17±0.10 16.94±0.10 20.19±0.10 26.28±0.31 21.16±0.35
J033238.01-274401.2 0.01±0.10 0.03±0.10 0.05±0.10 0.06±0.10 4.98±0.10 8.12±0.10 10.86±0.41 16.37±0.47
J033244.02-274635.9 0.29±0.10 0.52±0.10 0.58±0.10 0.64±0.10 8.19±0.10 10.85±0.10 15.98±0.31 22.22±0.36
J033246.83-275120.9 0.58±0.10 0.64±0.10 0.97±0.10 1.39±0.10 13.88±0.10 18.81±0.10 24.50±0.41 32.21±0.46
J033302.94-275146.9 0.13±0.10 0.29±0.10 0.32±0.10 7.67±0.13 12.35±0.17 14.92±0.93 27.30±0.92
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Table 5.3: Continuation of Table 5.2.
Source ID 24µm 250µm 350µm 500µm 1.1mm 1.4GHz
µJy mJy mJy mJy mJy µJy
J033205.34-274644.0 164.00±4.85 42.76±0.98 48.24±0.96 36.69±1.15 3.40±0.60
J033207.12-275128.6 20.71±1.00 28.11±0.97 23.61±1.16 3.80±0.70
J033211.39-275213.7 122.00±5.18 25.68±1.01 36.01±0.97 35.21±1.17 6.70±0.60 32.03±6.34
J033212.23-274620.9 224.00±3.70 22.22±0.99 25.94±0.95 19.09±1.15 3.10±0.60
J033213.88-275600.2 103.00±9.28 10.04±1.00 18.02±0.97 19.61±1.17 3.80±0.60 51.15±6.40
J033215.32-275037.6 117.00±4.47 23.23±1.00 31.19±1.16 3.30±0.60 45.95±6.36
J033222.17-274811.6 200.00±5.31 8.98±1.00 11.24±0.97 9.28±1.16 3.00±0.60
J033222.56-274815.0 61.90±7.19 8.98±1.00 11.24±0.97 9.28±1.16 3.00±0.60
J033238.01-274401.2 46.40±3.26 12.10±0.99 17.69±0.97 10.37±1.16 2.70±0.50
J033244.02-274635.9 126.00±3.98 21.45±1.00 22.78±0.97 14.37±1.16 3.20±0.60
J033246.83-275120.9 140.00±3.62 12.24±0.99 13.26±0.96 10.15±1.17 1.90±0.50 89.52±6.17
J033302.94-275146.9 228.90±10.26 17.92±0.98 22.01±0.95 17.24±1.13 3.60±0.60 86.77±6.61
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thus appear identical in X-ray detected and non-detected SMGs. There still remains
the issue of possible false counterpart association; however, only ∼2-3 X-ray counter-
parts in the GOODS-N/S and COSMOS fields are expected to be false detections.
High resolution imaging in the millimeter bands would be required to obtain a direct
confirmation of potential counterparts.
For the present analysis, we limit our sample to the GOODS-S field where we
have the deepest Chandra data to date (integrated exposure time ∼4Ms), excellent
redshift and comprehensive multi-wavelength coverage. The Chandra data is pre-
sented in Xue et al. (2011) though we use the custom source catalog of Johnson et
al. (2013) produced through standard Chandra Interactive Analysis of Observations
(ciao) reprocessing which shows excellent agreement with that of Xue et al. with
a more stringent detection criteria (false detection probability of 10−6). Utilizing
the X-ray data provides a statistically robust counterpart selection due to the lower
X-ray source density than comparable optical or near-IR catalogs; for reference 1
source of our current sample is expected to result from the false overlap of X-ray and
AzTEC sources. The X-ray data also allows for unique counterpart identification in
the optical/IR catalogs thanks to its very small (∼2)¨ positional accuracy.
X-ray counterparts to the AzTEC GOODS-S sample (Scott et al., 2010) of SMGs
are initially determined using a fixed search radius of 10′′ which is comparable to
the average search radius used in Yun et al. (2012). This results in 16 X-ray-
detected AzTEC SMGs where 2 (AzGS 8 and 17) have 2 potential X-ray counter-
parts. Recently, Hodge et al. (2013) has provided ALMA follow-up to 126 SMGs in
the LABOCA ECDFS Submillimeter Survey (LESS, Weiβ et al., 2009) which allows
an accurate counterpart identification and examination of potential multiple sources.
However, only 4 of our 16 X-ray detected AzTEC sources are present in the LESS
catalog. The ALMA follow-up to the 4 common sources indicates that they are single
systems (none of the potential multiples were detected by LABOCA) whose position
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agrees with our X-ray identifications to within 2′′ (see below). For those AzTEC
sources with potential multiple counterparts, we treat each source separately and
make no attempt to split the AzTEC flux as we do not have enough information to
determine how the AzTEC flux may be distributed between multiple sources. Once
the X-ray counterparts have been determined, we cross-match our X-ray catalog with
publicly available VLA (Kellermann et al., 2008), Herschel SPIRE (Oliver et al.,
2012), Spitzer SIMPLE1 and FIDEL2, and HST (Giavalisco et al., 2004) catalogs us-
ing a 2′′ search radius, consistent with the typical positional uncertainty of the X-ray
sources; a 10′′ search radius was used for the Herschel catalog given the much larger
beam-size.
Spectroscopic and photometric redshifts were obtained by cross-matching our X-
ray catalog to that of Xue et al. (2011) which compiles spectroscopic and photometric
redshifts from 13 different groups (see Xue et al. for more details). For sources with
photometric redshifts, the SED fits are fixed at their photometric values. One can
include errors on the photometric redshift as a prior (§ 2.3.4); however, we only con-
sider fixed redshifts here in order to maintain a consistent parametrization of the SED
for all sources regardless of the quality of the spectroscopic or photometric redshifts
and to avoid introducing redshift related correlations into the fitted parameters. To
improve on the SED fitting of Johnson et al. (2013) and accurately model the far-IR
peak, we limit our sample to only those with Herschel SPIRE counterparts, putting
our final sample at 12 X-ray-detected AzTEC SMGs. A summary of these objects is





Table 5.4: Description of parameters used for fitting SMGs with GRASIL.
Parameter Description Limiting Range
Tgal Galaxy age when ’observed’ (Gyr) [0.5,GALAGE(z)]
CLOUD RATIO Density of molecular clouds, sets effective 1
µm optical depth (M⊙ pc
−2)
[1.e-3,1.e7]
Mfinal Total galaxy mass (gas+stars) at Tgal (M⊙). [1.e10,1.e13]
Mburst Total mass of stars formed during starburst
(M⊙)
[1.e8,1.e11]
τinf In-fall timescale of IGM gas onto galaxy
(Gyr)
[0.1,10]
etastart Escape timescale for stars from their molec-
ular clouds (Gyr)
[0.001,10]
νsch Efficiency of Schmidt SFR law [1.e-4,4]
Mdust Total dust mass [1.e8,1.e10]
5.3 Parametrizing and Fitting the SEDs of SMGs
5.3.1 GRASIL Parametrization
GRASIL contains over 50 different parameters that control various aspects of the
output UV-to-radio SED. These parameters cover the dust content, geometry of dust,
stars and gas, the star formation history (SFH) and more (see Silva et al., 1998, for
full details). For our SED fitting, we choose a set of 8 free parameters, listed in
Table 5.4, that we find to be representative of the major physical processes and have
the most impact in our fits. These differ slightly from the standard input format for
GRASIL but are easier to interpret. In addition to these free parameters, we have set
additional constraints for the SFH and dust content along with many of the GRASIL
default parameters. These additional parameters are fixed for all models such that
only those given in Table 5.4 are used in the individual fits. Here we provide a brief
motivation for our parametrization followed by the application to our SMG sample.
The standard GRASIL implementation assumes that the SFH has two compo-
nents: a Schmidt law of the form SFR(t) = νschMgas(t)
k and a burst which can
either be constant or have an exponential decay. The parameters νsch, τinf (rate of
new gas in-falling onto the galaxy) and Mfinal (total gas mass Mgas and stellar mass
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M∗) control the Schmidt portion of the SFH (we fix the exponent k = 1 following
Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. 2007). For the burst component, we assume that a mass Mburst
of stars will be created from a starburst that occurs 50 Myr prior to the final galaxy
age Tgal with an exponential decay of 50 Myr. Both the burst and Schmidt compo-
nents follow the same initial mass function (IMF) which has been set to a Salpeter
IMF (Salpeter, 1955). GRASIL treats the SFH as a ’closed box’ with no additional
gas inflow outside of the continuous in-fall set by τinf . We therefore modify the stan-
dard GRASIL SFH to create a ’merger-like’ SFH following the prescription outlined
in § 2.4. In effect, the galaxy is undergoing quiescent evolution through the Schmidt
law until the ’burst’ occurs which deposits additional gas to be turned into stars.
This modified SFH aids in re-creating major/minor mergers or sudden peaks in gas
inflow/accretion where the magnitude of the merger/in-fall event is measured with
the ratio of Mfinal to Mburst, the effective ’merger ratio’.
The second part of GRASIL is the handling of dust and radiative transfer to
produce the synthetic SED. The primary influence to the infrared portion of the SED
is that of dust reprocessing which depends on the dust mass Mdust and the stellar
populations. These stellar populations are best parametrized according to their SFH
(from above), the properties of their molecular clouds (CLOUD RATIO) and the rate
at which stars are able to escape their birth-sites (etastart). In addition to these free
parameters, we fix the dust-to-gas ratio to that of the Milky Way (∼1/110, Draine
& Lee, 1984) and assume the dust/gas/stars follow a King radial density profile (see
Silva et al., 1998). One possible limitation to GRASIL is that it has no prescription for
any emission from an AGN; however, as shown in Johnson et al. (2013) (Chapter 4),
the AGN contribution is negligible to the mid-IR-to-radio SED of our SMG sample.
Furthermore, we currently do not have a suitable AGNmodel to be used with GRASIL
that would accurately account for the interactions between the AGN emission, dust,
gas, and star formation history.
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5.3.2 MCMC Fitting Algorithm
When operating in a parameter space with a large number of free parameters,
there is a high probability that correlations between parameters will be present. This
is apparent when we consider that many astrophysical process are inherently tied
together (e.g. stellar emission and dust reprocessing). It therefore becomes necessary
to move beyond traditional least squares techniques to more sophisticated methods
capable of exploring and unveiling the correlations and degeneracies in parameter
space. For this purpose, we use the MCMC-based SED fitting tool SATMC (Chapter
2). The MCMC engine and Bayesian framework of SATMC allows for exploration of
parameter space and the creation of the probability density function of the parameters
given the data P (x|D), or the posterior parameter distribution, which immediately
identifies parameter correlations along with the ’best fit’ parametrizations and as-
sociated confidence intervals. To take full advantage of SATMC and the previously
defined GRASIL parameter space, SED models are constructed at every step during
the MCMC process. This process generates a fully continuous parameter space that
removes potential biases introduced in the parametrization and discretization of more
commonly use template libraries. While the time to complete a fit is dominated by
the computational time required by GRASIL to construct a single SED (∼15-20 sec-
onds), the full set of SEDs created during the fitting process allows for future analysis
without the need to explicitly re-calculate the best fit.
5.4 Do X-ray-Detected SMGs form a single population?
Samples of the final SED fits produced by fitting our X-ray detected SMG sample
to our adopted GRASIL parameter space are shown in Figures 5.1-5.2 with a summary
of the fitting results in Figure 5.3 and Tables 5.5-5.6. Key features to note from the
parameter-parameter plots is that many parameters show tight constraints and large
degeneracies generally do not exist in our adopted parametrization. The strongest
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Table 5.5: Fitted GRASIL parameters for the X-ray detected SMGs. Errors on fit parameters estimated at the 68 percent
confidence level.
Source ID Tgal etastart νsch Mfinal Mburst τinf CLOUD RATIO Mdust
Gyr Gyr 1011 M⊙ 10
9 M⊙ Gyr M⊙ pc






















































































































































































Table 5.6: Derived attributes from the fitted parameters of Table 5.5. SFR and
stellar mass M∗ are provided as outputs from the GRASIL SFH calculation. The
SFRs reported are the SFRs averaged over the age of the burst (50 Myr prior to Tgal)
with stellar masses given at Tgal. For comparison, we also include the SFR as derived
from the FIR luminosity (SFRFIR) of the best fit model following Kennicutt 1998.
Specific star formation rates (SSFRs) are simply SFR/M∗. Errors on SFR and M∗
are given at the 68 percent confidence level.
Source ID SFR SFRFIR M∗ SSFR
M⊙ yr
−1 M⊙ yr
−1 1011 M⊙ Gyr
−1





























































Figure 5.1: Best fit GRASIL model to the SED of J033211.39-275213.7 at z = 3.999.
Top: Observed SED with best fit model overlaid. Bottom: Smoothed parameter-
parameter likelihood distributions with contours placed at the 68 percent and 90
percent confidence intervals. Though parameters in GRASIL take on a continuous
nature, the SFRH is computed on small, discrete time-steps which results in the
’lumpy’ confidence contours of Tgal.
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Figure 5.2: Best fit GRASIL model to the SED of J033213.88-275600.2 z = 6.071.
Top: Observed SED with best fit model overlaid. Bottom: Smoothed parameter-
parameter likelihood distributions with contours placed at the 68 percent and 90
percent confidence intervals.
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Figure 5.3: Best fit GRASIL models to the X-ray detected SMG sample. Included in
each panel are the source ID, redshift used during the fitting (see Table 5.1), and the
ln(L) value of the fit.
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correlations exist between Mfinal and νsch which together set the stellar mass M∗.
In the observed SEDs, the stellar mass is measured through the stellar bump which
is most prominent in the IRAC bands. As the IRAC observations have very small
flux errors (∼<1%), this limits parameter space to the narrow range of Mfinal and νsch
capable of reproducing the observed fluxes.
When examining a population of sources, it is often helpful to view the SEDs as a
composite and construct an empirical median template. This allows one to easily see
trends common in the population including the approximate flux ranges covered by
the models and dominate aspects of the SEDs. Figure 5.4 shows our composite rest-
frame GRASIL models along with the median SED of Michalowski, Watson & Hjorth
(2010), who fit the SEDs of 76 SMGs from the Chapman et al. (2005) sample using
a grid developed from GRASIL, and the composite star-forming SEDs of Kirkpatrick
et al. (2012), derived from z ∼ 2 star forming sources in GOODS-N and ECDFS
with Spitzer IRS spectroscopy. Though Michalowski et al. and Kirkpatrick et al.
normalize their fits at specific wavelengths to construct the composite, we have applied
no re-normalization to match our SED set. The agreement between our SEDs with
those of Mickalowski et al. and Kirkpatrick et al. is immediately apparent. From
Kirkpatrick et al., our composite SED best agrees with the z ∼ 2 star-forming galaxy;
not surprising as SMGs peak around z ∼ 2.5. Our composite also shows excellent
agreement with the median Michalowski et al. SED. Compared to the Kirkpatrick
et al. composites, our SFRs and stellar mass estimates are higher by a factor of ∼2
which can readily be explained by the SFH adopted. Regardless, our composite SED
is not only able to recover the medians of Kirkpatrick et al. and Michalowski et al.
but also encompass the scatter in the observations and dispersion in similar template
sets.
Despite the similar shapes and well defined empirical median of our fitted SEDs,
the SMGs in our sample are not heterogeneous in nature and, in fact, occupy large
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Figure 5.4: Compiled SEDs for the X-ray detected SMG sample. The median SED
is given by the solid black line with the grey shaded region indicating the scatter
between individual SEDs. Left: The composite SEDs overlaid with the average star-
formation templates of Kirkpatrick et al. 2012. The photometry used in constructing
the Kirkpatrick et al. 2012 z ∼ 2 SF sample has been included to demonstrate the
scatter in the data. Right: The composite SEDs overlaid with median SMG tem-
plate of Michalowski, Watson & Hjorth 2010 with the dashed lines encompassing the
dispersion in the Mickalowski et al. models. Note that these models have not been
re-normalized to fit our model set.
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Figure 5.5: Compiled histogram distribution for the entire SMG sample. Note that
the histogram distributions differ slightly from the likelihood distributions but main-
tain the same general characteristics due to the multi-dimensional nature of the data
volume.
regions of parameter space. Fig. 5.5 shows that while some areas of parameter space
are well constrained (e.g. τinf versus Tgal), there is no single set of parameters that
may describe our sample as an individual population. Of all our adopted parameters,
Mdust shows the tightest constraints (Table 5.4). This is primarily due to the nature of
the (sub-)mm observations which are highly sensitive to the total dust mass. Though
the parameters νsch and Mtotal had shown tight correlations in individual fits, the
composite fits show no signs of the original correlations.
It is often believed that SMGs must result from powerful starbursts possibly trig-
gered by major mergers. However, these results show a wide range in derived SFRs
(∼20-2000 M⊙ yr
−1) with many below the ∼1000 M⊙ yr
−1 typically assumed for
SMGs. Furthermore, the ’merger ratio’ (Mburst/Mfinal) would also suggest that ma-
jor mergers, the conventional formation scenario for SMGs, are uncommon. This is in
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Table 5.7: Comparison of fitted and derived parameters for the source J033213.88-
275600.2 using a Salpeter and Chabrier IMF.



















































SSFR Gyr−1 3.33 2.89
ln(L) -80.3 -102.9
agreement with Hayward et al. (2011) who find that starbursts are highly inefficient
at boosting the sub-mm flux (e.g. a ∼>16× boost in SFR produces ∼<2× increased sub-
mm flux). Indeed, the common trend in our sample is that the bulk of the stellar mass
is built from the Schmidt component rather than a ’merger’ triggering a starburst. A
more detailed study including a large sample is needed to further clarify this point.
The low SFR sources could be blended sources giving rise to an enhanced sub-mm
flux as also suggested by Hayward et al.; however, only 2 to 3 out of 12 of our SMGs
have multiple potential counterparts (Table 5.1), none of which correspond to a low
SFR source. While source blending is certainly problematic for correctly interpreting
multi-wavelength SED fits, it does not have a significant influence in our sample.
5.5 Further Constraints on SMG SEDs
5.5.1 Influence of the IMF
A controversial topic in both observational and theoretical astronomy is the form
of the IMF. In the works of Michalowski et al., Kirkpatrick et al. and that presented
here, a standard Salpeter IMF Salpeter (1955) is assumed. Ideally, we would like to
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be able to include the IMF as a free parameter for the fits; however, varying the IMF
is not a continuous process and changes the underlying parametrization of the models.
In Bayesian statistics, it is possible to compare models of different parametrizations
through the Bayes factor to determine which model offers the ’best’ fit (e.g. Jefferys,
1961; Weinberg, 2012; Weinberg, Yoon & Katz, 2013). The Bayes factor follows from










The Bayes factor is defined as the second term on the right-hand side; the first term
is the ratio of the prior probability of each model and is typically set to unity as the
models are considered under equal weight. Explicit calculation of the Bayes factor
(B12) involves integrating the likelihood distributions of each model (L1(D|θ1) and








While there are MCMC and Bayesian based tools available that compute the Bayes
factor (e.g. the Bayesian Inference Engine BIE, Weinberg, 2012), such methods are
not currently available in SATMC. However, we may follow a similar prescription by
repeating the fits under various IMFs and examining the ratio of the best-fit likeli-
hoods. Replacing the Salpeter IMF with that of a Chabrier IMF (Chabrier, 2003), we
see little change in any of the fitted parameters save for τinf with comparable output
SEDs though the derived SFRs and M∗ show significant variation (see Table 5.7, Fig-
ure 5.6). The change in τinf allows for the increased SFRs and stellar masses while
maintaining the observed SED. We caution, however, that without direct computa-
tion of the Bayes factor, we can not differentiate the two IMFs based on photometry
alone under the current MCMC framework. One may, however, include secondary
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Figure 5.6: Best fit GRASIL SEDs for J033213.88-275600.2 using Salpeter (solid) and
Chabrier (dashed) IMFs.
observations, e.g. measurements of fitted/derived parameters based on various emis-
sion lines, to derive priors and determine which, if any, of the fits best describe all
observations.
5.5.2 Impact of Deeper Millimeter Observations
An advantage to using SATMC with SED synthesis routines like GRASIL is that
the the SEDs created during the MCMC process are saved along with the corre-
sponding location in parameter and likelihood space. Using these ’SED steps’, one
can examine the influence of additional or improved photometric data simply by re-
calculating the likelihoods for each of the saved SEDs without the need to explicitly
re-run the entire MCMC fit. This can be exceptionally useful given the long typical
run time of a single fit and is best used for examining the influence on parameter space
when including low signal-to-noise observations (e.g. LABOCA) or observations one
believes will truncate regions of parameter space (e.g. priors on parameters). To
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examine the full impact of improved or additional observations, it is necessary to re-
peat the fits as the sampling of likelihood space is wholly dependent on the initial set
of observations and relative uncertainties. As an example, we have created a simu-
lated GRASIL SED based on the best fit parameters of J033211.39-275213.7 (z ∼ 4).
The simulated SED is produced using the same formalism described in § 5.3.2 and
has been sampled at wavelengths corresponding to the actual observations (3.6µm,
4.5µm, 5.8µm, 8.0µm, 24µm, 250µm, 350µm, 500µm, 1.1mm). Each band is then
assigned the measured flux uncertainties. For one simulation, we have increased the
AzTEC signal-to-noise by a factor of 10 (σ1.1mm ∼ 0.1 mJy)– similar to the level of
improvement excepted with LMT, ALMA and future sub-mm telescopes – whereas
the control simulation maintains the original AzTEC signal-to-noise (σ1.1mm ∼1 mJy).
Figure 5.7 shows the 68 percent contours for the GRASIL fits to the simulated SEDs
where we immediately see that the improved AzTEC photometry offers significantly
tighter constraints on the fitted parameters. Referring back to Figure 5.3, we see
that the AzTEC photometry is the one of the few points beyond the dust peak and
along the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the dust blackbody distribution, the Herschel/SPIRE
bands are found predominately at the dust peak though probe beyond the peak in a
few cases. This makes the (sub-)mm photometry instrumental for fully constraining
the SED shape and its driving parameters, namely its SFRH (Tgal, Mtotal, Mburst,
νsch, τinf ) and dust content Mdust. The future observations of SMGs with LMT and
ALMA will therefore be paramount to our understanding of high-redshift galaxies.
5.6 Summary
We have performed detailed SED modeling to a sample of X-ray detected AzTEC
SMGs. These fits indicate that while some parameters exhibit obvious and strong
correlations in individual SED fits, such correlations are absent when constructing
the population. Furthermore, these sources appear to span a wide dynamic range
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Figure 5.7: 68 percent confidence contours for a simulated z ∼ 4 galaxy SEDs created
with GRASIL. The simulated spectrum is based off the best fit parameters for the
source J033211.39-275213.7 (Table 5.5). The contours are shown for the original
AzTEC photometric errors (blue) and improved by a factor of 10 (red). The location
of the maximum likelihoods for each case are marked by the X’s with values used
in construction of the simulated SEDs marked by the dotted lines. Improving the
sub-mm signal-to-noise provides significantly greater constraints on parameter space.
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of fitted and derived parameters, specifically when considering their derived SFRs
(∼30-3000 M⊙ yr
−1) and stellar masses (∼ 1010 − 1012 M⊙); these results agree both
with the previous GRASIL-based SEDs of Michalowski, Watson & Hjorth (2010) and
simulations of SMGs (Hayward et al., 2011). This suggests that SMGs may originate
from a variety of processes, including starburst and quiescent formation scenarios,
and are unlikely to be classified into a single population described by a single set,
or sets, of physical attributes (e.g. SFR, SSFR, mass). Finally, we note how the
posterior parameter distribution obtained from the fits may be used as a predictive
measure to indicate the influence of additional data without the need to repeat the
fitting procedure. As observations of SMGs continue to increase and improve in
sensitivity through the LMT and ALMA, detailed SED modeling as presented here
will become necessary as we attempt to glean the most information possible from the




CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The compilation of deep, multi-wavelength data and thorough examination through
spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting of various galaxy populations offers the
most comprehensive view of the physical processes occurring throughout the Uni-
verse. Using a new Monte Carlo Markov Chain based SED fitting technique, we have
provided a complete exploration on the physical parameters intrinsic to a popula-
tion of dusty, high-redshift sub-millimeter galaxies (SMGs). The technique has been
developed for use by the general astronomical community, with the corresponding
publication submitted to a peer reviewed journal, for a myriad of applications and
has shown to be robust and reliable in relevance to traditional SED fitting and the
field of photometric redshift estimation. For the samples of SMGs studied here, we
have shown that while the full SED may contain significant contribution from both
star formation and active galactic nuclei, the AGN is only dominate in the X-rays
whereas the optical through radio SED is dominated by the star formation processes.
Furthermore, these samples are shown to cover a wide range of physical parameters
where traditional markers, i.e. star formation rates, vary by nearly two orders of mag-
nitudes. From a cosmological standpoint, this highlights the complexity and likely
heterogeneous origin of high-redshift galaxies and their evolutionary processes.
In addition to the work presented in this dissertation, we may continue our study
of the SMG population and high-redshift galaxies as the volume of astrophysical data
increases and the related theoretical models improve. With the advent of the Ata-
cama Large Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array and Large Millimeter Telescope, we are
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beginning to gather observations of SMGs with superior spatial resolution and signal-
to-noise than that offered by previous (sub-)millimeter telescopes and instruments.
With these new data sets, we will be able to unambiguously identify potential coun-
terparts and obtain direct redshift measurements which will increase our sample size
to the full SMG population without introducing possible selection biases from multi-
band counterpart identification. The improved signal-to-noise of the (sub-)millimeter
observations alone will provide significant improvement towards constraining intrinsic
physical parameters. These results may then be compiled and cross-referenced with
similar studies of high redshift galaxies to aid in our understanding of how galaxies





satmc (Spectral energy distribution Analysis Through Markov Chains) has been
developed in IDL and Python to provide broad-band, multi-wavelength spectral en-
ergy distribution (SED) fitting of observed photometric data points to sets of user-
supplied SED templates using iterative Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) tech-
niques. The advantage to MCMC techniques lies in the determination of the posterior
parameter distributions for confidence level estimation and examining possible param-
eter correlations. A full description of the MCMC algorithm is presented in Johnson
et al. in prep (Chapter 2).
The details regarding the application of satmc are presented in the following
sections. In our implementation, we have added a number of additions and enhance-
ments to the standard MCMC methods for use in SED fitting. These include multiple
template sets, acceptance/convergence testing, parallel tempering, photometric red-
shift estimation, and more. Each of these aspects are briefly described in the relevant
sections and how to enable/disable the various features. Though satmc was origi-
nally developed for modeling the far-infrared to radio wavelengths of sub-millimeter
sources, it has been made flexible so that it may be used with any wavelength coverage
and class of sources.
A.2 System Requirements
• Supported platforms: Linux/Unix, Windows, Mac
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• Required software packages:
– IDL 6.3+ (for parallel processing), X Virtual Frame buffer or similar de-
tachable interface (for background processing)
– Python 2.3+, NumPy 1.4+, SciPy 0.9+, Matplotlib 1.2 (untested on earlier
versions), CosmoloPy
A.3 Basic Operation
Using satmc to fit an observed SED requires at least two pieces of user supplied
information: the input spectrum and a SED template or template library. satmc
may also take a SED synthesis routine in place of a template library, see § A.8 for
information regarding the use of SED synthesis routines. Templates must be placed
into an IDL structure or Python NumPy structured array with the tag/field names
wavesim and fluxsim which define the wavelength and flux values for the templates.
Presently, the wavelength and flux values must be given in units of microns and Jy
(scaled to a luminosity distance of 50 Mpc), respectively. For template libraries,
the template structure/structure array should be formatted such that each template
is assigned to a single element. Additional tags are taken as parameter values to be
used in the MCMC process with the exception of the reserved tag names modelname
and lum. As an example, consider the Efstathiou, Rowan-Robinson & Siebenmorgen
(2000) starburst template library which consists of 44 templates with varying age and
τν . The individual templates provide the simulated SED with wavelength in microns
and flux in units of νLν measured in L⊙. To place these templates into the necessary
structure format, one can use code similar to the following IDL snippet:
SED_PATH = ’path_to_templates/’
NMODELS = 44 ;44 templates
NPOINTS = 84 ;84 SED points in each template
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c = 2.9979e14 ;microns/s







FOR i=0,NMODELS-1 do begin
;read in SED information
READCOL,SED_PATH+MODELNAME[i],wave,nuLnu,F="D,D",/SILENT,\$
SKIPLINE=1
;extract age and tau_nu from modelname
string = STRUCT[i].MODELNAME
s = GETTOK(string,’=’)





;calculate flux for D=50 Mpc
z50 = 70.*dist/3.e5
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flux=1.13e-8*nuLnu*(1.+z50)*wave/dist^2. ;now in Jy
STRUCT[i].FLUXSIM = flux




import numpy as np
def ers():
path=’/home/spjohnson/aztec_analysis_tools/SED_TEMPLATES/ERS2000/’




























The result is a 44 element structure array where each element corresponds to a
single template with parameter and SED information stored in the structure tags. If
one wishes to include normalization with a set of templates, it is not necessary to apply
the normalization when constructing the IDL structure; normalizations are handled
automatically by satmc by setting the appropriate keyword (see Table A.1). If one
wishes to included multiple template libraries (say for modeling different emission
mechanisms or wavelength regimes) then each set of templates should be given its
own separate IDL structure/Python array.
To be compatible with satmc, the input observed SED should be placed into an
ASCII text file and formatted with the following four columns: wavelength (measured
in log10(Hz), microns or Angstroms), observed flux (Jy, mJy or uJy), 1σ error on flux
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measurements (Jy, mJy or uJy) and quality flag of observed flux (0 if it is not an upper
limit, 1 or 2 otherwise, see § A.4.2). In order to define the units for satmc, the first
row of the SED text file should contain the string names for each respective column.
satmc only considers the first character of each string when determining which set
of units are to be used so it is not necessary to provide the complete string name;
however, it is still recommended for user record keeping. If the first row is omitted,
the units are left undefined in the input text file, then satmc assumes default units of
wavelength in log10(Hz) and flux/flux error in mJy. If a flux measurement is flagged
as an upper limit, the flux error column is ignored and the flux value is taken as the
upper limit (assumed to be at the default 5σ level, §A.4.2). It is not necessary to apply
any redshift correction to either the observed SED or templates, satmc will apply
the redshift, given either as a user defined fixed or free parameter, and the necessary
corrections during the fitting. As a final note on the input observations, should any
modifications be desired in order to optimize the fitting (e.g. zero-point photometry
corrections or error smoothing) they should be handled by the user before given as
input as satmc makes no alterations to models/observations to avoid potential issues
in setting additional flags.
With the observed SED and templates in their proper format, the basic call for
satmc in IDL is
SATMC,’observed_SED_filename’,sed_template_structure
and for Python:
from satmc import satmc
satmc(’observed_SED_filename’,sed_template_array).






For the IDL version of SATMC, a maximum of three different template structures
may be specified in the initial call; the Python version readily accepts any number of
templates.
A full description of all available keywords, their function, and if they are intended
for the IDL, Python or both versions is given in Table A.1. The following sections
summarize the MCMC process and the influence of particular keywords.
A.4 The MCMC Process
satmc utilizes the user provided template structures to take potential steps in
parameter space. From an initial point, either user provided through params init
or randomly generated, the fitting algorithm takes steps in parameter space using a
Metropolis-Hastings acceptance criteria. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm works
as follows:
• Generate a proposal distribution q(xi|xi−1) and draw a candidate step xi




• Draw a uniformly distributed random number u from 0 to 1 and accept the step
if u < α, reject otherwise
• Repeat for the next step
For the proposal distribution, we use a Multivariate-Normal distribution N (~µ,Σ),
where ~µ is the current step and Σ is the covariance matrix. Likelihoods at potential
steps are calculated through interpolation of template models that bracket the current
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set of parameters, providing better estimates to parameter confidence intervals. An
adaptive covariance matrix is adopted for generating the proposal distribution to
ensure ideal sampling of the posterior parameter distribution (see § A.4.3).
A.4.1 Generating Proposal Distribution
By default, satmc automatically determines an initial covariance matrix and
starting point for each of the MCMC chains. Without assuming too much prior in-
formation, we start with a simplified covariance matrix that has entries along the
diagonal proportional to the parameter range. All covariance elements correspond-
ing to the cross terms are initially set to zero. The user may instead specify their
own covariance matrix (e.g. derived from a previous run) by setting the parameter
params std; note that by definition, the covariance matrix must be positive semi-
definite, symmetric and have dimensions of N×N where N is the total number of free
parameters (including normalizations and redshift). After a fixed number of MCMC
steps, a new covariance matrix is calculated from the accepted samples and used for
generating candidate steps in the following iteration. The covariance matrix is up-
dated as necessary to achieve the desired acceptance rate and to ensure convergence
(see § A.4.3). This process allows the proposal parameter distribution to adopt the
characteristics of the underlying distribution with reasonable run time and reveal
parameter correlations and degeneracies.
A.4.2 Calculation of Likelihoods
Likelihoods at each step in a Markov chain are determined by linear interpolation
on the templates that bracket the current position. To determine the likelihood at
each bracketing template, we first apply the necessary redshift correction to place
the rest-frame templates into the observed frame. We assume a default flat ΛCDM
cosmology with H0=70 km s
−1, Λ0=0.7 and ΩM=0.3. Model flux values at the ob-
served wavelengths (fmod) are then derived through interpolation at the respective
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wavelengths. Alternatively, the user may specify photometric filters to be used in
determining the appropriate model flux (see § 5). Finally, the template likelihood
(L) is found by comparing the model fluxes (fmod) to the observed (fobs) assuming
















where the summation runs over each observed wavelength and efobs is the error on
the corresponding flux value.
For upper limits, the upper limit column specifies which upper limit prescription
to use and its defining characteristics. The first option, a simple step function, is
enabled for values of ’1’ in the upper limit column. This function returns a likelihood
of 1 if the model flux is lower than the flux upper limit and ∼0 if the model flux is
higher; the calculation does not allow for 0 likelihood, as ln(0)=NaN, so a significantly
small value near 0 is returned instead. The second option creates a one-sided Gaussian
and takes the form ’2,l,co,s’ in the upper limit column. The values ’l’, ’co’ and ’s’
correspond to the upper limit level (default of 5σ), the cut-off transition fco from
flat L′=1 to the one-sided Gaussian (in the same units as flux), and the standard









) if fmod ≥ fco
. (A.3)
If any of the values ’l’, ’co’ or ’s’ are omitted (e.g. ’2,,0’ in the upper limit column)




s = σco = (fup − fco)/l
(A.4)
where fup is the flux upper limit. These default values have been derived such that
the likelihood function at a 5σ upper limit returns the same value as a standard
Gaussian with maximum of 1, mean of 0 and standard deviation of 3/5. For example
in utilizing the one-sided Gaussian, one can use a 3σ upper limit of 5mJy with a
cut-off transition at 2mJy by setting the upper limit value to ’2,3,2’ or use a 5σ upper
limit of 10µJy with no cut-off transition and standard deviation of 2µJy with upper
limit set to ’2,,0,2’. In the event that upper limits are provided but should not be
included in the fits, their use can be turned off by setting the keyword ig lim.
A.4.3 Burn-in, Acceptance and Convergence Testing
As with any MCMC process, the most basic problem lies in the choice of the step
size. If the step size is too small, the chain accepts more steps but will take more
iterations to reach convergence on the maximum likelihood. If it is too large, the
chains may quickly reach convergence though with poor sampling of the underlying
parameter distribution. Collectively, the time it takes a chain to reach convergence
with an optimal acceptance rate is known as the “burn-in” period, these samples
are usually ignored once the chains are complete. In order to optimize the sampling
of the chains while minimizing processing time, we employ an adaptive covariance
matrix where each chain receives its own covariance matrix as they are independent.
There are a variety of methods for testing acceptance and convergence in literature
relating to MCMC processes (see, for example, Gelman & Rubin (1992); Geweke
(1992); Raftery & Lewis (1992)). For our chains, we require an acceptance rate
of ∼23%, optimal for a MCMC processing using a Metropolis-Hastings sampler in
a multi-dimensional parameter space (e.g. Gelman, Roberts & Gilks, 1995). Once
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the target acceptance rate is reached, convergence of each chain is tested using the
Geweke diagnostic (Geweke, 1992) which examines the averages and variances for sub-
samples of the chains. Once each chain have passed their acceptance and convergence
tests, satmc considers burn-in to be complete and lets each chain run until requested
number of samples have been gathered. After the burn-in period, the covariance
matrix is fixed and no further modifications are allowed.
A.4.4 Parallel Processing
To aid in reducing the computational time required for each call, satmc has been
designed to make use of multiple processors and processor cores through parallel
processing. In the Python version, this is always available through Python’s built in
multiprocessing module and requires no special set ups or additional overheads. For
the IDL version, however, this requires the use of IDL’s IDL IDLBRIDGE. The result
of parallel processing is that each chain will be assigned to a processor core through a
’child’ process. To make the most of a single machine, it is advised to keep the number
of chains in multiples of the available processor cores to avoid idle or over-subscribed
processors during computation. For example, a machine with one quad-core processor
can efficiently run four simultaneous chains at once; fewer than four chains results
in idle cores while more leads to competing processes (the user may opt for fewer
chains if they have additional background processes). With the Python version, it
may be possible to run nearly a hundred chains or more through GPU processors
though this feature has not been tested. To allow for parallel processing in IDL, IDL
version 6.3+ is required; note, however, that satmc has not been rigorously tested
in IDL version 8. The user may need to verify additional packages and installation,
such as IDL’s Dynamically Loadable Modules (DLM) and any linked library versions,
if errors are countered. Alternatively, parallel processing may be turned off in IDL
with the keyword no async.
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When a child process is created, IDL generally requires that an X connection be
present. For typical application, this is not an issue for satmc. However, should
the user wish to run satmc in the background on a remote connection such that the
connection can be closed without the process terminating, it is then desired for IDL
to launch its children without an active X connection. For such cases, the keyword
use xvfb may be used to have satmc generate virtual X connections for the child
processes. Note that this method requires xvfb (X Virtual Frame Buffer) to be
installed on the remote system. For graphical detachable interfaces, i.e. nomachine1
or similar Virtual Network Computing (VNC) programs, it should not be necessary
to have satmc create virtual X sessions. The Python version of satmc does not have
this X windows limitation and can easily be ran through a remote connection.
A.4.5 Parallel Tempering
In any MCMC process, it is likely for a chain to fall into a local maximum before it
has been allowed to fully explore parameter space. Running multiple chains helps to
alleviate this problem to an extent; however, individual chains may still fall into local
maxima, leading to effectively wasted computation time. An effective solution against
this is to use parallel tempering techniques, enabled by default in satmc. Parallel
tempering follows the procedure as described in § 2.2.2 where transitions between
chains are restricted to random chains and the ’cold’ chain (0,j) during the burn-in
process and adjacent chain pairs (i,i±1) after burn-in (see Figure 2.1). Processing
time using parallel tempering is enhanced (typically 20-25% longer) though negligible
through the use of parallel processing. Note that while parallel processing does aid
in improving the overall processing time, it is not required for parallel tempering. If
parallel tempering is not desired, it may be disabled through keyword no temp.
1www.nomachine.com
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A.5 Applying Instrument Filters
By default, satmc generates flux values from the SED models through direct
interpolation at the observed wavelengths. However, the user may desire that fluxes
are instead derived using the set of photometric filters used to obtain the observations.
To incorporate these filters, one need simply set the keyword filters to a string
array containing the name of each filter and its location. Note that the filters must
be given in the same order as the corresponding fluxes in the observed SED for
the filters to have any meaning. The filter files should contain the wavelength (in
microns) and response p(λ) of the filter. The response may include instrumental
and/or atmospheric effects depending on how the filter was generated. The flux
within a given filter is then calculated by integrating the model multiplied by the








where νmin and νmax are taken from the filters. Since we normalize by the response
in the integral, the units on the filter response does not matter. In order to keep
processing times low, it is advised that the filters be kept simple; i.e., remove all 0 re-
sponse elements with no more than 500 non-zero elements, the wavelength separation
between response elements is negligible.
A.6 Photometric Redshift Estimation
When performing any kind of SED fitting, a redshift must be given to place the
template at the correct wavelengths. The redshift, whether it be taken from a spec-
troscopic or photometric sample, must be specified using the keyword redshift.
However, satmc allows the redshift to be a free parameter in order to calculate a
photometric estimate. This is accomplished by setting the keyword findz; other
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keywords including delz, minz, and maxz may be used to set the initial photo-
metric redshift step size, minimum and maximum, respectively. Using a sample of
CANDELS sources with spectroscopic redshifts, satmc has shown to be capable of
providing reasonable photometric redshifts (Dahlen et al., 2013).
When performing photometric redshift fits, a small fraction of the fits will re-
turn photometric redshifts that greatly differ from their spectroscopic values (i.e.
|zphot − zspec|/(1 + zspec) > 0.15). These outliers can result from the template choice
and/or the sensitivity of likelihood space with redshift. These outliers may be re-
duced with the introduction of luminosity priors, zero-point photometry corrections,
and/or error smoothing. None of these aspects are handled internally by satmc in
order to keep it generalized; however, they can still be applied by the user either
through preliminary alterations of the input observations or priors (see § A.9). Out-
liers may also be reduced by setting the keywords flux grid, an array containing
the flux values over all observed wavelengths for all models, and cal lgrid. This
will use a pre-computed grid of flux values to determine candidate starting param-
eters; particularly useful when redshift is strongly correlated with other parameters
and the likelihood space shows regions strong gradients and near uniformity near the
maximum. Unfortunately, this causes likelihoods to be calculated for all models prior
to the MCMC process and thus leads to an increase in processing time.
A.7 Fitting with Multiple SED Types at Once
Some template libraries include SEDs for a variety of different classifications; e.g.,
Type 1/2 Active Galactic Nuclei, quasars, starburst, ellipticals, etc. Since these tem-
plates are not likely to be related by a single set of parameters, satmc will not know
how to deal with interpolating between the available models. To use such template li-
braries, the user should set the keyword no interp to prevent interpolation between
models. The templates may be specified in the same way as before, omitting any
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extra tag names in the SED structure as there are no corresponding parameters, and
satmc will compute likelihoods for each model. This can be helpful for users trying
to identify likely galaxy types or photometric redshifts; note that normalizations and
redshifts are not handled on a grid so setting no interp will have no effect in their
determination. As a word of caution, we strongly advise against setting no interp
for template libraries that are connected by physical parameters as the fits will have
little meaning.
A.8 Operating with SED Synthesis Routines
If one wishes to incorporate a SED synthesis routine (i.e. GRASIL, Silva et al.
1998) for SED fitting, the process is slightly different than using a standard template.
First off, satmc requires an interface to the desired routine in the form of an IDL
procedure or Python module. For ease of operation and flexibility, the procedure call




where output model is an IDL structure with, at least, the tags wavelength
and total containing the output model wavelength (in microns) and flux (in Jy,
scaled to D=50 Mpc), respectively. For the IDL version, the tags var1, var2, etc.
correspond to the available parameters in the synthesis routine. With Python, the
output wavelengths and fluxes (as NumPy arrays) should be returned by the Python
module with parameters given in the dict **kwargs (e.g. ’var1’:val1,’var2’:val2).
Once the interface is in place, satmc will reference the procedure by setting the
keyword synthesis routine to the name of the interface procedure, i.e. synthe-
sis routine=’synthesis routine name’. This tells satmc that instead of drawing
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parameters and interpolating on a grid, it will directly compute and store SEDs and
likelihoods at each step. As it no longer draws parameters from a preset grid, the
input SED structure/array needs to be changed for compatibility. The SED struc-
ture/array should still contain the variable names as when using template SEDs
though the reserved tag names (wavesim, fluxsim, modelname, and lum) are no
longer required. The values corresponding to each parameter name should provide








Parameters may also be set to fixed values by specifying a single value in place of
the 2-element bounding array. For Python, this means omitting the shape from the
dtype tuple and assigning a single value rather than a list. Setting the input SED
structure in this method allows the user to examine particular parameters of interest
while fixing others to values deemed constant.
The MCMC process itself remains unchanged when using synthesis routines. How-
ever, since each MCMC step requires calling the synthesis routine for SED compu-
tation, one can expect much longer processing times than with SED templates. As
an example, an average call using GRASIL takes approximately 15-20 seconds to
complete while the template based approach completes one step in ∼<0.02 second (de-
pending on number of parameters). It is therefore up to the user to decide between
speed, accuracy and efficiency when utilizing satmc.
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A.9 Application of Additional Priors
There may be cases where the user wishes to restrict parameter and/or likelihood
space through the use of priors. Priors are user-generated sub-routines that either
limit parameter space based on a specified algorithm (e.g. limiting a template age
to the age of the universe at a given redshift) or provide additional weights to the
likelihood. To use a prior with satmc, the keywords priors and prior mode must
be set. prior mode defines the prior as either a parameter prior (prior mode=1)
or likelihood prior (prior mode=2). The keyword priors is a string array that will
reference the corresponding user-generated sub-routine when the priors are called.
Similar to using SED synthesis routines, prior routines should be defined as IDL
procedures/Python modules with a specific set of required keywords depending on
the prior type. For parameter priors, use the following IDL example:
pro parameter_prior,params=params,param_name=param_name, $
status=status,_extra=_extra
; params - [double array] input parameter values of current
step
; param_name - [string array] parameter names
; status - [integar] flag specifying whether the prior is
statisfied (0) or not (-1)
redshift=params[where(param_name eq ’z’)]
universe_age=galage(redshift,1000)
model_age=params[where(param_name eq ’MODEL Age’)]





import numpy as np
import cosmolopy.distance as cd
#set cosmology
cosmo = {’omega_M_0’ : 0.3, ’omega_lambda_0’ : 0.7, ’h’ : 0.7}
cosmo = cd.set_omega_k_0(cosmo)
def parameter_prior(args,**kwargs):
# args - user specific arguments given as a single string
# **kwargs - keyword arguments supplied from SATMC, include:
# params - NumPy array of current set of parameters
# param_name - list of all parameter names
params=kwargs.get(’params’)
param_name=kwargs.get(’param_name’)
sel=np.atleast_1d([’redshift’ == pname for pname in param_name])
redshift=params[sel]
mage=cd.age(redshift,**cosmo)
sel=np.atleast_1d([’Age’ == pname for pname in param_name])
age=params[sel]
if age > mage: return False
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else: return True
The above example will place a limit on the parameter ’Age’ from the template
structure ’MODEL’ based on the current redshift. Obviously parameter priors need
not be defined by such hard limits, probability distributions, i.e. luminosity priors
in photometric redshift estimation, can be defined such that status returns either 0
(True) or -1 (False) some percentage of the time for the same inputs. For IDL, the
segment
params=params,param_name=param_name,status=status,_extra=_extra
is recommended for all parameter prior routines though only the keyword status is
mandatory; “ extra= extra” is a common IDL practice for preventing errors when
specified keywords are not defined by the IDL procedure. With Python, the place-
holder **kwargs holds all of the keyword arguments but are only accessed as they are
needed (as shown in the above example with “params=kwargs.get(’params’)”).




; sed - [structure array] structure containing SED templates
; param - [double array] - input parameter values of current
step
; param_name - [string array] parameter names
; lnl - [double] - log-likelihood value of current step






import numpy as np
def likelihood_priors(args,**kwargs):
# args - user specific arguments given as a single string
# **kwargs - keyword arguments supplied from SATMC, include:
# params - NumPy array of current set of parameters
# param_name - list of all parameter names
# seds - NumPy array of SED objects, each element
# corresponding to a single template library







This example will use a user given luminosity of max lum with 1σ error of lum err




is recommended for likelihood priors though only lnl is required. Again, the Pythonic
syntax of **kwargs will cover any of the keywords supplied by satmc to the prior
module.






for Python. Notice that the string elements of priors contains not only the prior
routine name, but any additional information to be passed; satmc will only com-
municate with the prior routines through the above keywords. For Python, multiple
arguments must be supplied as a single string as in the above example. This will
prevent complications with passing a list or dict as arguments. The user should take
care when defining their prior routines to conform with the above examples while
including any additional information they deem necessary.
A.10 Manipulating Output
Once the MCMC is complete, satmc produces a text file that contains the best-
fit parameter values and 1σ distributions along with a plot of the ’best-fit’ template
SED(s). In the case of SED templates, the best-fit SED is defined as the template
whose parameters are closest to the best-fit values; the best-fit synthesized SED is
simply taken directly from the saved steps. Additionally, satmc returns an IDL save-
file or NumPy ’.npz’ file containing step information, including current parameters
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and likelihood, in each chain as well as parameters used to set up the chains (see
Table A.2 for a listing of all returned variables). If parallel tempering was set, then
the save-file only contains information for final set of cold chains to minimize disk
usage.
Using the save-file, the user can easily create 2-dimensional histograms and like-
lihood confidence contours for each pair of parameters. Effectively, one needs only
to map the derived likelihoods onto the coordinate plane defined by the parameters.
Sample routines for such an operation include IDL’s griddata or other grid map
routines. We prefer a simple grid mapping technique that records the maximum like-
lihood values for a given cell of a 2-dimensional parameter grid; the user may find
other methods like self-ordered mapping to provide better visualizations. A sample
parameter-parameter likelihood distribution is show in Figure 2.4 for fitting the SED
of Arp 220 and M82 with the starburst templates of Siebenmorgen & Kru¨gel (2007).
The save-file may also be of great interest to the user should they wish to explore
the impact of additional observations or later re-weigh the fits with new data. This
is most likely the case when using SED synthesis routines as template based SED
models have less flexibility when it comes to fitting the SEDs. As mentioned in § A.8,
the full SED is returned from the synthesis routine at each step and stored in a
save-file. Extracting the SEDs from the save-file, the user can easily examine the
range of estimated flux(es) at a particular wavelength(s). As additional observations
become available, the user may readily examine their influence to the fits by simply
re-calculating the likelihoods at the new wavelengths from the existing SEDs following
Eqns. A.1 and A.2; it may still be necessary, however, to re-run satmc should the
user want an accurate fit or to determine the extent of any change in parameter
uncertainties and/or degeneracies.
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Table A.1: Index of Available Keywords




string The file name contain-
ing the fluxes in different









set of SED templates to
fit to the observed data.
Note that IDL is limited
to a maximum of 3 SED
templates.
NumPy array(s) contain-
ing the SED templates.





Float Normalization to apply
to the corresponding
template set. If a single
value, it is the maximum
allowed normalization
with a minimum of 1.
Otherwise, assumed to
be a 2-element bounding
array.
Continued on next page
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Float The redshift of the
source. If no value





Boolean Flag to set source red-
shift as a free param-
eter. When set with
redshift, redshift is




Float Redshift lower limit, up-
per limit and step size to





Boolean Flag setting whether or
not flux upper limits will
be included. Default is to
include all flux values in-
cluding upper limits.
Continued on next page
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The number of steps
saved in the output
chains. If parallel tem-
pering is step, the actual
number of computed
steps are much larger;
only cold chain results









will be separated into
smaller, more manage-
able segments of length
step int. The length of
a single burn-in iteration
is set by 2*step int;
note that the actual
burn-in period may
cover many iterations.
Save files are updated
after every step int
steps.
Continued on next page
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Integer The number of different







Array of initial parame-
ter guesses. If no values
are given, initial param-
eters are chosen at ran-









will be used to generate
parameter distributions.
If adaptive step is
set, params std will
be re-calculated and
updated approximately
every step int steps
until acceptance and
convergence is reached.
Continued on next page
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Array of parameter lower
limits. Default values are








Array of parameter up-
per limits. Default val-





Boolean Flag to turn on/off the
adaptive step size, de-
fault value is adap-
tive step=TRUE.
Continued on next page
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String String name of any SED
synthesis routines (e.g.
GRASIL) to be used in
the SED fitting. When
set, the first input SED
templates is assumed to
give the available param-
eter range of the syn-
thesized models. satmc
will then call the synthe-
sis routine and create the
corresponding model for
each step in the MCMC.
These models are saved
along with the MCMC
results for later analysis.
Continued on next page
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String names of the fil-
ters used to derive flux
values. Note that the fil-
ters should be listed in
the same order as given
in the input SED file.
If no filter is desired for
a particular wavelength,
the corresponding filter







Array of observed fluxes
corresponding to all
currently loaded models.
This parameter is only
used during photometric
redshift estimation in





Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Keyword Platform Data type Description






Boolean Flag to turn off temper-




Boolean Flag to prevent interpo-
lation between SED tem-
plates. Suggested to use
only when applying nu-
merous SED templates
that are not connected by
the same parameters.
use xvfb IDL Boolean Flag to generate an X
virtual frame buffer.
Note that xvfb must be





String Root name of output files
that will contain the re-
sults of SED fitting, both
in text format and an
IDL save file.
Continued on next page
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String Name of output image
file containing a plot of





Boolean Flag to toggle plotting of
data.
xrange IDL Double Upper and lower wave-
length limits for the out-
put plot. Default val-
ues are determined from
the range of input wave-
lengths.
axis Python Float list Values setting the plot
ranges in the form of
[xmin, xmax, ymin,
ymax]
Continued on next page
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Keyword Platform Data type Description
axes IDL Integer Integer value specifying
format of axes on out-
put SED plot. Accept-
able values are:
1 - S ν (Jy) vs wave-
length (micron) (default)
2 - λ*Fλ vs wavelength
(micron) (note this is the
same as nu*F nu)
flam Python Boolean Changes plot type from
wavelength vs S ν (Jy) to
wavelength vs λ*Fλ
Continued on next page
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Integer Flag indicating that
satmc should continue
from a previous trial.
Setting restart=1 tells
satmc should start in
the burn-in period while
restart=2 will start
the process after burn-in.
Note that this should
only be used if there was
an error or interruption
during a run, satmc
produces intermediate
save files periodically to
allow for continuation
points without having to
restart the full process
over.
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Table A.2: Variables contained in satmc save-file.




String Listing of all parameter







Value of step int used







































Input observed flux er-
rors
Continued on next page
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Input upper limit flag
chain struct IDL Structure IDL structure containing





values), lum iter (bolo-
metric luminosity), and
params std (final co-
variance matrix). The
structure tag sed is
included when using
SED synthesis routines.
Continued on next page
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params std (final co-
variance matrix). The
field sed is included
when using SED synthe-
sis routines.
Continued on next page
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Variable Name Platform Data Type Description
chain struct good IDL Structure IDL structure similar
to chain struct but
only including accepted
steps. Tag names include
params good (param-
eter steps), lnl good
(log-likelihood values),
and lum good (bolo-
metric luminosity). The
structure tag sed good
is included when using
SED synthesis routines.
chain good Python NumPy
Array
NumPy structured array




eter steps), lnl good
(log-likelihood values)
and lum good (bolo-
metric luminosity). The
field sed good is in-
cluded when using SED
synthesis routines.
Continued on next page
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and 1σ confidence re-
gion. If using synthetic
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